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Israel Ts conditioning the con-

ti^iaiion- of Ac peace process
:wtth..~.jfle.

:

: Palestinians on
Palcstiniao Andiority Chairman
Yasser'Arafat, proving he is act-
ing effectively to stop terrorism,
and oojmh fulfilling all the PA’s
comutT^gems towards Israel.

This Tvas - decided by fee inner
cabmen last night at a four-hour
netSsai-yi"
' This rmeans feat fee first pull-
backreom feeWest Bank, due to
hay^ Started two weeks ago, will

not be cairied out ax this stage.

Nor-vrillother planned moves
.iakglplace, including operating
fee Palestinian airport in Dahania
and.';fee- Gaza port, releasing
Palestinian prisoners and open-
ing;; feeV**sare passage” between
fee Gaza Strip and West Bank.
A statement released after the

njeeting saife “The government
of; -Israel demands from the
Palestinian Authority feat it

upholders commitments to fight

terror and violence, as a neces-
sary step, to furthering fee politi-

cal process.”

PM to ArafafcAttacks

Imist end, Page2.

However, Prime- Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu said yester-

day he is not suspending talks

withfeePA-
“Well, I’m not suspending talks

because our people are meeting
with their people, but fee first

item on the agenda is the fulfill-

merit of the Palestinian obliga-

tion to fight terrorism. They have
to start complying wife feat or

else we can’t move,” Netanyahu
told CNN.
The inner cabinet which met in

fee Prime Minister's Office, was
briefed that thePA had given ter-

rorist organizations to understand

that they have the “go-ahead”

signal to ' carry out terrorist

attacks. This understanding still

stands and has hot been changed.

Cabinet Secretary Danny Naveh
reported after fee meeting.

The; government is demanding
fearfee PA keep the commitment
it ‘ undertook only .two months
ago to fight against terrorism, as

a condition for fee continuation

of the peace.process..
Several- nrinisfera at fee meet-

ing demanded .imposing sanc-

tions on Arafat and declaring that

the negotiations with the

Palestinians are. ‘•frozen.” until

Arafat arrests ISO Hamas and
Islamic Jihad activists. But most

ministers maintained.
;
a more

moderate stand, reluctant to

sever all ties wife-tire PA.

Bombed cafe reopens

A defiant Porim reveler sits in the reopened Apropo cafe yesterday. Story, Page 2. thnei Sm)

Ya’alon: Arafat
okayed terror
Army chiefs warn of future attacks

ByJONHMAWJa
and Jerusalem Post Staff

“Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafat gave fee green light

to the radical organizations to carry

out attacks,” OC Intelligence Maj.-

Gen. Moshe Ya’alon said yester-

day. Furthermore, Ya’akn added,

Palestinian Preventive Security

(PPS) chiefJibril Rajoub organized

tiie riots that took place in Hebron
over the past few days.

Chief of General Staff LL-Gen.
Amnon Lipitin-Shahak expanded
on Ya’alon's theme, warning that,

given tiie present state of tension,

me potential exists for further

deterioration following an under-

standing by Hamas and Islamic

Jihad that there is a tacit agree-

ment wife tiie PA allowing them to

cany out tenor attarirs. The two
generals were speaking last night

at a Jerusalem press conference.

Ya’alon said that, while it is dif-

ficult to prove that Arafat specifi-

cally told the radical Islamic orga-

nizations to carry out suicide

attacks, be met with the leaders of
these organizations upon his

return from the US two weeks ago
and gave them to understand that

this was his message.
As long as tiiis situation persists.

Ya’alon said, another attack can
occur. “From our acquaintance

with the Palestinian security a(

ratus, we know it is able to

wife tiie terrorist organizations,

but for them to act there is a need

for a clear order from Arafat -
which has not yet been given.”

Ya’alon said that recently the

heads of the Palestinian security

apparatus had cut off contact with

their counterparts in the General

Security Service and reduced
cooperation to a minimum. He
also noted feat, until last Friday,

there had been no suicide attacks

for an entire year.

This is no coincidence, he said,

but rather the result ofaction taken

by Arafat and tiie heads of the

PPS. “Today there is no conflict

between fee PA and Hamas,” said

Ya’alon.

The evaluation of Military

Intelligence, he continued, is that

the political deadlock has caused
Arafat to feel threatened in his

plans to achieve a Palestinian state

wife its capital in eastern

Jerusalem, lb break out of the
deadlock, he has changed tactics

to violent confrontation. -

Ya’alon added that, in the most
recent conflicts between rioters

and IDF troops, Arafat’s own

Fatah took the lead in organizing

confrontations.

Shahak said the PA could halt

the street violence, but the

Palestinian interest is to bring
about bloodshed and further esca-

lation.

“It is unthinkable that, in order

to overcome [negotiating] diffi-

culties, the Palestinians would
employ terrorism as an instrument

to solve these problems," Shahak
said.

The chief of staff acknowledged
that Israel has less means than in

the past wife winch to prevent and
combat terrorism as a part of the

political process. “Tire PA has a
bigger responsibility. We're not
speaking here of the question

whether they have the ability to

prevent terrorism, but tiie will to

do so," Shahak said.

So far he does not see a need for

the IDF to enter areas under
Palestinian control. “This would
be an admission of failure in tiie

attempts to resolve disputes by
means of a dialogue between tire

sides,” said Shahak. “I want to

hope that we do not reach such a
situation, for tiiis would have far-

reaching implications.”

Continued on Page 2

PM denies talking

unity gov’t with Peres
By SARAH HOfflG

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu denied last night in an
interview with CNN that he raised

the subject of a national unity gov-

ernment wife Labor leader Shimon
Peres or that he is pushing towards

fee formation of such a govern-

ment Netanyahu also dented that

tiie Americans urgedhim to include

Labor in his coalition.

However, Sbas leaderAryeh Deri

came out yesterday in favor of a

national unity government
Netanyahu insisted to columnist

Robert Novak feat he had not been

asked by Washington to broaden

his coalition. He also said “we are

not into that,” when asked about a

national unity, scenario. He
explained that whereas he meets

with Peres to brief tiie head of the

opposition, “I have not discussed

these matters. —We are not looking

into [the question of cabinet] seats

but policies.

“Anyone who agrees with our

policies is welcome to join,”

Netanyahu added.

So far Labor and Likud officials

admit Netanyahu has made no for-

mal invitation to Labor. A number
ofhighly placed Likud sources said

they do not expect such an invita-

tion in tiie immediate future.

Deri said .yesterday that “a
national unity government is

essential now, because we are

about to enter negotiations on the

most vital of Israel's interests, and
these wfll be the most difficult

negotiations ever - on the future

of Eretz Yisrael and Jerusalem. A
national unity government will

signal [Palestinian Authority
Chairman Yasser] Arafat, [Syrian

President Hafez] Assad and others

in the Arab world that Israel is

united and that they cannot count
on fee opposition inside fee

Jewish people to take the Arab
side. Ttus is no time for personal

considerations but for [consider-

ing] fee good of the nation.”

Deri’s words caused no stir in the

political arena. Sources from both

major parties ascribed his state-

ments to the fact that he is in tiie

most difficult bind of his political

career and feat he needs a popular

cause and favorable publicity.

Hussein to get Ttechnion award
BvPAVlP BUDGE

The Tecbnion is to award

Jordan’s King Hussein an honr

orary doctorate in recognition of

his-tekdership and commitment to

peacer in fee Middle East.
.

Hoskein already has
?
been

informed of the award and has

accepted an invitation to come to

fe£Kcfihion for the presentation,

which scheduled tofitepface at

fee international board of gover-

nors’ meeting in JuDe- • -
.

A new laboratory and academic

chair in the field of wato;research,

named in memory of prime minis-

ter Yitzhak Rabin, is to be dedicat-

ed .in the king’s presence at. fee.

same time.

Hussein, who was last year

awarded the prestigious

Ohm-chill Prize in London by fee

British Technion 'Society,.
:

is

expected to visit the Water

Research Institute during his stay

at fee university.

The institute is involved in a

major program aimed at increas-

ing freshwater sources for drink-

ing and irrigation in cooperation

with Jordan’s Royal Scientific

Society and tte Palestinian Water

Authority.

Experts in fee field from fee

two countries and fee Palestinian

Authority are investigating ways

of achieving • this, including

desalination by.;' thermal and

membrane processes, as well as
.

the use of purified sewage for

miction, and the recycling of

waste water. . .

praC Uri Shamir; head of fee

Tfcchmon’s .
ttfcter .

Research

Institute, said wateralways has been

a vital
-

issue in fee Middle East

“Although achievements in

water development and usage

have been among Israel’s hah-

marks, tiie country, along wife its

neighbors, is today facing a water

crisis of serious proportions - a

crisis which has deepened in the

last decade, regardless of fee

amount of rainfall,” Shamir said-

. He added feat be is optimistic

feat the cooperative research by

Israeli, Jordanian and Palestinian

experts,in fee program would help

generate, innovative ideas aimed at

increasing water resources in the

regiOT-
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PM to Arafat: Change terror green light to repO O V .W Airman Arafal did
By MiB. KIOTLER

WASHINGTON - Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu yesterday linked

' “e
B
resulnption of broader peace talks

;
to Palestinian Authority action against
terrorism, saying he has yet to see thePA issue a “red light” against attacks
on Israel.

There is no indication PA Chairman
Yasser Arafat is fulfilling his most

recent pledge to fight terrorism.
Netanyahu charged.
In an interview on CNN’s Late

E(iitiorL, Netanyahu said the first item
on the agenda is the “fulfillment of the

Palestinian obligation to fight terror-

ism."

‘That is the item that we are going to

discuss, and we want to see concrete
results. We have so many grievances
toward the Palestinians. They are vio-

lating the agreement. But I am putting

the first condition for peace on the

table, and that is I want them to start

fighting terrorism as they promised.

“They’ve given the green light to

terrorism, fhe traffic light hasn't

changed. I want to see a red light there

and I want to see action against terror-

ism as they promised. Then we can

discuss many, many other issues. Then
we can give the peace to our two peo-

ples." Secretary of State . „

Netanyahu told the program of his Albright told CBS’s “Face the Naoon

conversation with Arafat following that “it’s very hard to know exac y

Friday's bomb attack. “He said he’ll whether Arafat gave Hamas sucn

act, but I can tell you, as of this ' approval earlier this month, but

moment - and some almost 48 hours “there clearly has been some per p-

have gone by - I haven’t seen any tionofthai.” . t _

action. “There is no question there needs to

Netanyahu confirmed that Israel had be improvement in stopping v,0,e
j?

’

passed on intelligence to the die US to and certainly not supporting terro^^
^

back up his “green light" claim. in anyway,

Madeleine Albright saji.

7 “v‘ ‘-rr —

o

But we must remember

She aSAi^'S* invented'
She

. Iffort" in fighting terrorist,

^^^msuTts have fallen^
but that th

wantsioS“SiST difficult issues together, but

S t The US is prepared to take .bn aV;

^roE siou'MWl »d th^A*

request it.- - .i
-•

•#.!

Apropo reopens and
Purim plays on

Hundreds mourn at victims

By HELEN KAYE

When the Apropo restaurant on
the comer of Adam Hacohen and
Ben-Gurion Boulevard reopened
for business at about 4 p.ra yester-
day, Tel Aviv Mayor Ronni Milo
was there.

“I decided to transfer my office
here for a few hours," he said. “It's

the best way I know to express our
feelings that we'll go on living in
this city. We shall not surrender to
terrorists, but fight them and still

go on living our lives the way we
want them to be. I have guests
from Canada, and I told them that
.if they want to see me, they will

find me in Apropo."
Last Friday, a suicide bomber

took three lives and wounded 48
others at Apropo. The windows
were shattered, die tables, chairs
and big umbrellas smashed and
twisted. Yesterday, the interior of
the restaurant was its usual
immaculate and attractive self. An
awning stood naked, stripped of
its canvas roof, but otherwise the

rainswept courtyard was empty
except -for the onlookers with their

cameras.

The decision to jreopen the

upscale, popular restaurant as fast

as possible was taken shortly after

.the attack, and work went on
around the clock, said Dedi Golan,
one of the four partners, “so that

|we could open our doors to cus-

tomers as usual."

As luck would have it on Friday,

hone ofthe on-duty staff were out-

side when die bomb went off. The
waitresses working yesterday
.were a fresh crew, fait Lior Bart,

another of die partners, and the

two barmen were back on duty. All

spoke of shock, distress and pain,

"but we have to keep going/" said

-

oarman Gil Baumgarten: “The ter-

rorists try to stop our joy, and
that's die last tiling I’ll permit.”

Before the mayor and the press

surged in, there were not too many
people in the place. The Cohens, a
middle-aged Tel Aviv couple were
having coffee and an ice-cream
sundae. They often come to die

cafe, they said, but not last Friday.

Why today? To see, said Mr.
Cohen, “and to hope for good and
that people should live like nor-
ma]."
And it was rain, not fear, that

kept merrymakers away from die

Arabs blame
Israel, US for

new violence

CAIRO (AP) — Arab officials

and newspapers condemned
Friday’s suicide bombing at Tel
Aviv's Apropo cafe, but said that

Israel’s decision to build on Har
Homa, and two US vetoes against

moves to condemn the housing

plan in the UN. fueled the vio-

lence.

In statements carried by Cairo
newspapers yesterday, Egyptian
Foreign Minister Amr Moussa
said his government “regretted"

the bombing but said "(Prime
Minister Binyamin] Netanyahu is

responsible for what is happen-
ing."
* Qatar— which had at one point
broken Arab ranks to consider
trade links with Israel — con-
demned the Tel Aviv attack in a
statement Saturday night by
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Fawaz Ahmed Attiyah.
» But Attiyah added that Qatar
had repeatedly warned that
Israel’s settlement policy “in
Jerusalem and other occupied
Arab territories could undermine
die peace process and plunge the

region into a state of tension and
violence."

CORRECTIONS

Thirteen people died in the
Dizengoff Center bombing before
last Purim. and not as stated in

yesterday’s editorial.

The IDF did not order
Palestinian residents of HI to

remain in their homes on Friday,

as reported yesterday.

TJizengofF Laughs” Purim cele-
bration yesterday morning. At the
main stage on Dizengoff Square,
die musicians were packing away
die sound system as a steady driz-
zle dripped off the stacks and
brightly colored balloons strung
the length of the street

Dressed in her bright green skirt
dayglo pink fluffy jacket and a

clashing carrot-colored wig, mas-
ter of ceremonies Tali Ron-
AJexander said, "we’re canceling
because of the rain, not because
we're scared. We’re going to stick

around at least until noon and do
our show if it clears up."
People's optimism was defiant

“Terrorists won't dictate where
we’ll go and what we’ll do," said

Bracha Amiram, from Moshav
Beit Hashmonai. who had come
with her husband and three of their

five children to buy clothes for an
upcoming bar mjtzva. They were
standing, watching Children's

Channel star Michal Yanai wel-
come Purim celebrants live on
camera inside the Dizengoff

Center. Her first guest was police

officer Ya'acov Shuval, who said

there were 400 police and border
police on duty in the center and on
the street from Dizengoff Square
to Ben-Gurion Boulevard.

Just outside on King Geoige
Street, wreaths were stacked

around the memorial to those slain

by a suicide bomber last Purim.
Now there were more people

about on the street Near one of the

stages, students from a local tap-

dancing school were getting ready
to perform. Toddlers were staring

big-eyed and bemused at two-

legged leopards, lions, tigers,

bears, rabbits, 25 of them hired for

the day to mingle with the crowds,

and a little bit lonely but doing
their duty.

Two-year-old Li Ofer. a little

scared by a tiger, fled to the safety

of her father’s arms. AJon Ofer of
Tel Aviv said, “I don’t think we
need to be afraid. It’s banal

maybe, but we have to go on." A
little later, Ron-Alexander started

her pitch from one of the stages.

4 Rishon restaurateurs

suspected of hiring

illegal Palestinians
Four Rishon Lezion restaurant owners who allegedly employed

illegal Palestinian workers - including the owner of Formaggio.
where Friday's suicide bomber worked until recently - were released

yesterday on NIS 20,000 bail each by the Rehovot Magistrate's

Court
A police representative told the court that after .the terror attack at

dieApropo cafe Friday, a complete closure was imposed on the ter-

ritories. But when detectives following up on the closure orders

caineId ffielestarfraxus'iii Kishon’s old industrial zone, they found
Palestinians still working there.

The police had demanded a 24-hour remand, to complete the

investigation, and because keeping the employees woricing despite

the closure was a serious security offense.

But Sassi Gez. the lawyer for Formaggio owner Moshe Zanzuri,

asked the court why police anested only these four employers in

Rishon, when they had found hundreds of illegal workers remaining

throughout die Dan region.

Clearly it was related to the fact that the suicide bomber had once
worked at Formaggio and at one of the other four restaurants, Gez
said, “and there is no connection whatsoever between [the bombing]
and these men.”
Judge Avital Beit-Ner agreed to release the four on bail.

The four restaurants were crowded yesterday, with patrons saying

they would not let terrorists prevent them from going out. (Him)

By Jerusalem Post Staff and Khn

Hundreds of relatives, friends,

neighbors and colleagues turned

out yesterday afternoon for die

funerals of the three women mur-
dered in Friday's terror attack in

Tel Aviv.

An at Winter-Rosen, whose
infant daughter Shani was wound-
ed in the attack, was buried at the

Kfar Nahman Cemetery near

Ra’anana. Her friend Yael Gilad's

funeral took place at the Holon
Cemetery.

Dr. Michal Avrahami was buried

at Tel Aviv’s Kiryat Shau!
Cemetery. Her husband, Sbai, who
was with her at the time of the

attack, could not attend the funer-

al. He was still at Ichilov Hospital,

recovering from moderate
grounds.

"As we stand here, we all feel an

immense pain," Tel Aviv Mayor
Ronni Milo said at the funeral.

“Instead of Mkhal celebrating her

birthday, which is in only a few
weeks, we are forced to bury her/’

Avrahami, 31. was 16 weeks
pregnant with her first child. She
had been sitting in the cafe with

Shai. her mother-in-law, Maya,
and her three-year-old niece, when
the bomb went off. She was taken

to Ichilov in critical condition and
died seven hours later. Avrahami
worked in the Radiology
Department at Wolfson Hospital

in Holon.

In his eulogy for Winter-Rosen,

who was raised in Ra’anana, the

town’s mayor. Ze’ev Bilski, read a
letter her mother, Zehava Rosen,
had written to Shani the day she

was bom.
“I hope that you will grow up in

a world where all is good, loving

and beautiful. I pray that you will

grow up in die land flowing with

milk and honey, [a land] of peace

and love," the grandmother had
written six months ago.
“We all are sorry, dear Zehava,"

Bilski said, "that your prayer for

‘a world where all is good, loving

and beautiful’ was not fulfilled."

Winter-Rosen, 31, a newly qual-

ified Heraliya attorney, had taken

Shani with her to meet Yael and
Michal Gilad at Cafe Apropo.
Afterwards, she was to meet her

husband. Dr. Michael Winter, at

the dental clinic where he works
on Dizengoff.

Instead, he said he saw Shani on
television being carried by a
policewoman and he went imme-
diately to Ichilov Hospital. He was
later told of his wife’s death.

Security forces seal the home of suicide bomber Moussa Ranimat Saturday. The IDF plans to
destroy the home, located in the village of Tsurif; near Hebron. (Amir Flick)

IDF to demolish bomber’s house
The army plans to demolish the

house of suicide bomber Moussa
Ranimat in the West Bank village

of Tsurif. near Hebron.
But Israel Radio reported that

the family has been given time to

petition to the High Court of
Justice against the demolition.
The army placed a curfew on the

village and arrested 13 residents,

including members of Ranimat's
family. The army also sealed
Ranimat 's home and barred
reporters from the area.

Ranimat was known as a devot-

The Jerusalem Foundation

mourns the passing of

Dr. CHARLOTTE VON LOEPER
a good friend and founding member

of The Jerusalem Foundation, Germany

ed father of four who seemed to

lead a quiet life, but some who
knew him noted he was a Hamas
supporter and was growing
increasingly desperate about his

financial situation.

“Economically, the family is not
so well.” said Sharif Hassan.
Ranimat’s relative through mar-
riage. “All the money they make
goes to keep food on the table."

Hamas usually provides gener-

ous sustenance for the families of
its “martyrs." But there is no evi-

dence yet that this had been
arranged in this case, and no tradi-

tional videotape of the bomber
explaining his motives and saying
a public good-bye to his family.

Ranimat was last seen in Tsurif a
week ago, when he took his one-
year-old son Mohammed for treat-

ment of his asthma in Hebron.
“Moussa seemed especially wor-
ried [and] said, ‘Only god can cure
him,”’ Hassan said.

Ranimat was the second of the

1 1 children of Abdel Kader
Ranimat, 65. The tall, athletic

youth was known for his polite

manner and good behavior, and
rarely engaged in political activity.

In 1990, he spent 18 days in

prison after being arrested during
an IDF sweep in the village.

Ranimat’s two brothers were also
arrested and charged with throw-
ing stones and belonging to
Hamas.
Inuned iately after high school,

Ranimat went to work in Israel.

He came home every two weeks.
He would spend Fridays at the
village mosque and talking to vil-

lage elders. His father and two
brothers are construction workers
in Israel.

“The family as a whole is reli-

gious. The women wear Islamic
dress and all of the men pray and
fast." Hassan said. "[But] just
because one is observant does not
mean they are Hamas bombers."

(AP)

Terror victim Anat Winter-Rosen is laid to rest at KfarNahman Cemetery yesterday. (AP)

Winter-Rosen had been waiting

with Yael for her twin sister

Michal to arrive at the cafe - but

Michal was late, which saved her

life. Yael and Anat had changed
tables in the cafe to allow Shani to

be in the sun.

On her way to Apropo, Michal
talked to Yael on her cellular

phone, saying she would be there

shortly. Yael told her they had
already ordered food and she
should hurry. A few minutes later,

US issues

terror

warning
WASHINGTON (Reuter) -

The United States this weekend
advised Americans in Israel to

be wary of possible terror
attacks, noting that past bomb-
ings have taken place at bus-
stops, on Sundays and at nish-
hours.

The US embassy in Tel Aviv
and consulate-general in
Jerusalem issued the advisory,
stating: "Although they have not
been specifically targeted for
attack, US citizens have been
killed in past terrorist actions in
Israel, the West Bank and Gaza."
“The US government has no

information that such actions
have been planned for the imme-
diate future, but citizens are
reminded that in the past, pre-
meditated terrorist attacks have
frequently taken place on
Sunday morning and at rush
hours.

“Violent attacks have also
involved passengers on buses
and at bus stops," the statement
said.

The statement “strongly
advised" US citizens in Israel to
avoid large crowds and political
demonstrations and to leave
areas where demonstrations or
altercations appeared to be
developing. “Such gatherings
can occur spontaneously and
have the potential to become
violent without warning,”
statement said.

The announcement was
effect through April 15.

DRIVE

CAREFULLY

Michal heard the explosion while

driving in her car.

"There was a deep bond
between Yael and L a bond to

watch out for one another all of
our lives, whatever would hap-
pen,” Michal said in her eulogy at

Yael’s funeral yesterday. “Now I

am no longer able to worry about
her. She will worry about me from
heaven."

Gilad, 32. was a social worker
who worked at the Rabin Medical

Center-BeHinson Campus in Petah

Tikva. Among her other responsi-

bilities, she provided help to fami-

lies of terror victims.

Only after social workers came
to help die family after the attack,

said her father Moshe, did he
understand how important the

work his daughter did was. The
head of the department in which
she worked said dozens of her for-

mer clients had contacted him
after the attack.

YA’ALON
Confirmed from Page 1

Meanwhile, clashes erupted in

Hebron for a third day yesterday,
as the Palestinian Police defended
its record in bringing them under
control and blamed Israel for
causing them in the first place.
The clashes were far smaller

than the riots on Friday and
Saturday, and the Palestinian
Police was seen to impose order
more quickly. The IDF removed
the curfew it imposed Friday
onH2, the area of the city where
Israel retains control.

In Gaza, meanwhile, doubts
emerged over Palestinian security
reports that Ibrahim Makadmeh, a
militant Hamas leader who spoke
out in favor of suicide attacks at a
Khan Ytinis rally on Friday, had
been anested together with 30
other militants. He was being
investigated, said some security
sources; while others said he was
not arrested, but not at home
either.

Palestinian Authority Attorney-
General Khalid Qidrah said there
is a warrant out for Makadmeh ’s
arrest for incitement, Itim report-
ed.

Maj.-Gen. Ya’alon accused
Rajoub and Fatah activists under

him of leading the earlier riots in

Hebron. Rajoub himself met yes-

terday with Internal Security

Minister Avigdor Kahalani and

reasserted that the police had

done everything it could, despite

Israel’s “crazy policies."

“We will make every effort to

end violence, which firstly harms

Palestinian interests,” Rajoub said

at a televised press conference

with Kahalani .

Kahalani noted the two internal

security chiefs hardly knew each

other until yesterday. Their meet-

ing lasted 75 minutes, “because it

is important to get to know each

other,” Kahalani said. “We are

eager to establish a channel of

communications, so we have

established a direct line between
our offices.”

.Kahalani said be would intro-

duce Rajoub to the new Judea and

. Samaria police commanders.
There was little Palestinian

reaction to government indica-

tions that it was suspending polit-

ical talks with the PA until the

security situation ' improves.

“There have hardly been any talks

for the past two months,” said

Arafat adviser Ahmed
.

Tibi, on

Channel 1 *s Mabas evening news.
Tibi denied Arafat had given

any “green light” to Hamas and

said the Tel Aviv suicide bomber
came from Tfeurif village in area

C, which is under IDF control

the
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: ‘Save’ Jerusalem
,

' .'{APj - Palestinian.
Autoon^ Chairman Yasser Arafat warned
yesterday that the peace process was on the
yei-ge.of -a>Uapse. and issued a plea to
b|amic leaders worldwide to “rescue^
Jerusalem from Israel

In a KJ-mkRUe speech to IsSamte leaders,
“

Arafat, accused Israel of reneging on the
of foe- peace agreement and warned

that time--was naming oul .

“^ry serious events- and developments
concerning die peace process^ have led us
almost ^ to arripad-end that threatens the
whole pracejf . ahd could undermine the

achievementsand the hopes that were raised
because of that process," said Arafat
Without saying what he expected from the

Islamic world, Arafat said it was the “duty"
of all Moslems "to rescue Jerusalem from
the settlements, from the danger ofJudaism.
I urge you to act rapidly and seriously to

save it"
-• Before Arafat spokdv Pakistan’s president
opened the summit with a scathing attack on
construction plans for Har Homa. President
Bfcrooq Leghari also assailed the West for
what hie called its "hostile view of Islam.”
The meeting, which coincides with

Pakistan's celebration of SO years of inde-

pendence from Britain, is intended to under-

line the nation's solidarity with the rest of
the Moslem world and to target problems
facing Moslems as they move into the next
century. "Sadly oar enlightened and tolerant

faith is being portrayed in the West as the

harbinger of hate and violence," said

Leghari. "Unfortunately the West, by and
large, is taking a hostile view of Islam and
Islamic revivalism."

The heads of state of 54 nations were
invited, but friction with Iran kept many
high-level Arab leaders away.

Arafat, who arrived late Saturday, had kept

his participation a secret until the final hotm

The Pakistani army patrolled outside the

summit site, a $14 million convention cen-

ter commissioned by former prime minister

Benazir Bhutto to mark Pakistan's anniver-

sary of independence.

Construction of the center was cited as

one of her government's excesses when she

was thrown out of power in November on

charges of corruption and economic mis-

management.
The summit is expected io cost cash-

strapped Pakistan about $7.5 million.

tourism
/frittarsttiPiBo

Last wedc’ihwnb in Tel Aviv
maywelt brt tourism to Israel, but .

for Heidi Bntebdler, who was in
.Eilat Cor ah uWnsry forum on
travel to the Red Sea resort, the
tragedy seemed as far away is- her
-naive Switzerland- Bracndier, a
sites executive for First Business
Ttjavcl International injZujich, was
one^of 80 attendees at the confer-
..enc&;;which began Thursday/ .

. Ydiu Joffe
:
of Isrotel, one of the

ctmforcnce organizers,
. said that

Awhile the bombing could not help
tourism, it did serve to show dial

Eilat was unaffected by the inci-

dent mTel Aviv. "It showed them
fcbw safoEilai is,” Joffe said.

-Tourism. ' Ministry Director-

GenctaTDavid Litvak said it was
too eariy to determine the effect of
tte bomhing oc tourism. There
wqrild be littfc effect on Pessah
visitors, who include many reli-

gious Jews spending the holiday
with close family, he said. Nor
would foe incident deter'Christian
pilgrims coming for Easter next
weekend, he added.
When travel agents abroad

return to their office today, he
said, the ministry would have a
better understanding of the effects

on long-range tourism, Litvak
said. "It certainly doesn’t help us,”
he said.

For Bruendler, the bombing
doesn't change the equation for

travel to Israel On the one band,
she said, Eilat has the sun, the

desert, walersports and special

attractions, such as a beduin din-

ner she attended.

On foe other hand, politics

already make Israel a hard sell. "It

is already not easy to convince
people to go to Israel, because of
the political situation, but the

bombing won't make harder.” she
said.

Litenrational TB Day
marked today^,K:

By JUDY SIEGEL
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-v international Tuberculosis Day
wid-be marked today here and
abroad, as toe number of casts is

on the upswing. The Health
Ministry is topiking % occasion
with-its first national workshop on
controlling TB, which to open at

the: Rabin Medical Center-

Beilinson Campus.
j'j&bm‘I9dO to I$^3 r there were

ye^ compared to only 2:9 million

annually between 1984 and: 1 986.

The number of actual cases is

believed to be.twice those figures.

The. /causes of toe increase,

according to health officials, are

immigration .and tourism, . a
decline in toe socioeconomic con-

ditions of toe poor, reduced finan-

cial resources for treating toe dis-

ease, and AIDS, which in some
countries is accompanied by TB
infections as well.

TB. does not pass easily from
one person to another. One must
be in close contact for prolonged

periods, arid toe bacteria are trans-

mitted m only three out of 10

cases of close contact In addition,

only- one in 20 people who is

infected will develop toe disease

within five years. Fortunately, a
symptomless carrier of toe disease

cannot infect others and doesn't

endanger those around him.
Treatment requires the patient to

take a cocktail ofdrugs over a peri-

od of at least six months. Any ces-

sation of treatment can seriously

reduce toe efficacy of the antibi-

otics and cause the development of
resistant bacteria. Thus supervision

of patients is important
i .WPridHealth~thgarozation

recommends, and toe Health
Ministry has adopted, toe tech-

nique of directly observed therapy

(DOT), in which patients come to

cHnics for their medications. The
number ofrepeated cases here was
439 last year, compared to only

384 in 1995.

DOT centers have been set up at

Barrilai and Nabariya Hospitals,

theAnglican Hospital in Nazareth,

the League for toe Prevention of
Lung Diseases and TB in Tel Aviv,

toe Rokah Institute in Jerusalem,

and the community lung clinics in

Haifa, Netanya, Rehovot and
Beersheba. Patients needing hos-

pitalization are admitted to Sieff

Hospital in Safed and Shmuel
Harofeh Hospital in Be'er
Ya’acov.

A Palestinian youth hurls a petrol bomb at IDF soldiers in Hebron yesterday. (Renter)

IDF lifts Hebron curfew
By MARGOT PUDKEVTTCH

The IDF yesterday lifted the

curfew that had been in effect

since Friday in Hebron. The cur-

few had been imposed after

severe rioting took place in

Hebron on Friday and Saturday,

leaving over 100 wounded in

severe clashes between
Palestinians and toe IDF.

In the tense calm that

remained throughout the day in

Hebron several incidents of

stones being thrown at IDF
troops were reported.

According to the IDF
Spokesman, firebombs were
thrown at an IDF post at the

Zhuhit Junction in Hebron but

caused no damage or injuries.

Additional troops, including
IDF soldiers and bonder police-

men, were sent to reinforce toe

position, the spokesman said.

At noon in Hebron, scores of
children dressed in colorful cos-

tumes held a Purim parade.

"The children will walk from
Tel Rumeida to die Machpela
Cave," said Hebron community
spokesman Noam Amon, adding
that all was quiet in the Jewish
quarters.

Meanwhile, the IDF closed the

section of toe road leading from
Rachel'sTomb to the entrance of
Bethlehem (Area A) to all vehi-

cles after cars were stoned. The
IDF Spokesman stressed that

Rachel’s Tomb remained open to

worshipers.
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More fimds needed to launch student satellite Lau forgoes wedding income
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The Israeli Space Agencyand the Technion are seek-

ctv ’ — v...-vOCP ingacktitianal funding to ensure that toe students’ satd-

p ; & The, ThchSat 2,
gets off the ground,

ai -
r ' AhyHar-Bven, diiixtor-ge«era] of the agency, which,

under toe auspices of the Science Ministry, is one of the

mam fmanrfai hankers of the satellite project, said sever-

al hnndred toousand dollars are still required.

He said toe money was needed to cover the scheduled

launch,- aboard a Russian Zenith three-stage space rock-

et, as wdLas other costs, induding insuring the satellite

intoe case oflaunch feflure or loss.

.The previous satellite, TfecbSat 1, aatoed into the sea m
Match 1995 after toe launch vehicle—a converted Russian

SS-25 ballistic jriissQe -felled to reach cubit altitude.

The first satellite -took bver three years to design and

construct. It cost some $35 million and it was not

ysv".
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The new micro satellite, 'Much has been constructed

by -lbchnioo students aidedby experts from Israeli higt-

tecfi companies, was originally scheduled lobe launched

on i -Russian rocket this summer from Baikonur in

Kazakhstan.- «...
- -Har-Even said thatbecaose of technical mattas relat-

ing to the Russian rocket, the launch date had been

rescheduled for toe fell. •

The Israeli Space Agency is helping to fund toe

Tbchmon project because of toe importance attached to

testing some new components and equipment integrated

into toe satellite, as well as for its educational merit, be

said

A satellite of this size, measuring just 48 cm. mound
and weighing less than 50 kg. had never been tested in

space, he added
“This project has several new technological develop-

ments, particulaily in the field of miniaturization, includ-

ing an ozone detector, mini-computer, horizon detector

and navigational control system,” said Har-Even

He said that ifthe project succeeded and thenew com-
ponents and device were tested and proven in space they

would become commercially viable products.

"The new miniaturized equipment will be sold much
more easily if it will be space qualified by this satellite

and the commercial potential, in that event, would be

quite extensive,” said Har-Even.

"Some commercial companies in the field ofcommu-
nication and remote sensing are interested in this satellite

because of its low weight and extremely low power con-

sumption,” he added

Chief Rabbi YtsraeJ Lau said yesterday that he will no longer accept
money for officiating at weddings and instead recommend that couples

contribute to charity.

"1 have a responsibility to create a new public standard,” he said
"From today, I will not agree to take a donation for officiating at a wed-
ding and I will propose to couples that ask me to marry them to donate
to one of the voluntary organizations that I recommend, or to any other

organization they prefer.”

Lau recommended that couples contribute to several organizations that

help the sick and wounded, as well as Netanya's Laniado Hospital,

AMCHA and the National Center for Family Purity.

He also released a statement from his accountant saying they will

include toe moaey Lau has receive for performing weddings in his tax

statements. him
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NEWS
in brief

41 killed in February traffic accidents

A total of41 people were killed in 33 traffic accidents in

February, the Central Bureau of Statistics announced yesterday.

Last month, there were a total of 1,707 accidents, in which

2,985 people were injured, 234 of them seriously.

Jerusalem Post Staff

French space agency head arrives today

The president of toe France Space Agency, Prot Alain Ben-

Shoshan, arrives today as a guest of toe Israel Space Agency (ISA),

reciprocating a visit to his country by ISA directorAby Har-Even.

Ben-Shoshan will tour local space industries and be briefed on

space research. An agreement for cooperation on peaceful uses of

space was signed between tire two agencies in 1994. Last year, a

commercial agreement for the supply of equipment was signed.

The French Space Agency (CNES) is care of toe hugest in the

world, with an annual budget of $2J billion. Judy Siegel

Tm Palestinians wounded at checkpoint
Soldiers toot and wounded two Palestinians at the Gilo check-

point south of Jerusalem yesterday morning, after one tried to

enter Israel with a forged Israeli identity card, and tried to flee

when tire forgery was discovered.

According to toe IDF Spokesman, soldiers who searched the

Palestinian found his Palestinian identity card, at which point the

man fled towards a waiting car. Soldiers fired in the ah; but when
the man did not stop and jumped into the car, toe soldiers fired at

the car, wounding toe man and another man inside. A third man
who was in the car fled and headed towards Bethlehem. AP

Regional virus conference opens in Eilat

The First International Workshop on Viruses in Humans,
Animals, Fish and Plants in toe Middle East and Neighboring

Countries opened yesterday at toe Inter-University Institute for

Marine Sciences in Eilat

The workshop, which is examining ways of combating viruses

common to the region, aims at establishing a network of viral-

disease laboratories in toe area. Some 70 participants, including

health officials from Egypt Jordan and the Palestinian „

Authority, are here for toe workshop, which is sponsored by the

UNESCO-Hebrew University International School for

Molecular Biology and Microbiology. Judy Siegel

Rabin memorial sculpture defaced in capital

A sculpture adjacent to Jerusalem’s City Hall dedicated to former

prime minister Yitzhak Rabin was found defaced yesterday morning
with tire words "Rabin tire murderer” scrawled on its base.

Tbe Roy Liechtenstein sculpture, which was dedicated by
Mayor Ehud Olmert just three weeks ago, had been presented to

the city by toe Israel Museum.
"It’s highly disrespectful to toe memory ofYitzhak Rabin,”

said James Snyder, director of toe museum. "It’s disrespectful of

the work, and the spirit in which the sculpture was given to toe

city, which was for a public display as a memorial and not as a
political statement.”

Police are investigating the incident EM Wohlgelemter

Golan resident suspected of throwing bomb
Aresident ofMajdal Shams was arrested yesterday oh suspi-

cion of throwing a firebomb Saturday night at an IDFjeep near
what is known as the Shouting Hill, on toe outskirts of the

Golan Heights village.

The soldiers did not notice that the firebomb, which did not
ignite, had been thrown. Tbe remains of tire bomb were discov-

ered yesterday morning and trackers followed traces left by die
suspect to his biding place.

The suspect was interrogated by security personnel and admit-
ted throwing the firebomb. David Rudge

Youth remanded for vandalizing bus
The Acre Magistrate's Court yesterday remanded for six days

a 17-year-old suspected of drawing a swastika and writing anti-

semitic statements on the seats of toe Egged bus that transports

students from two Arab villages to their high school. The driver
found the writing while inspecting the bus and the youth was
detained soon afterwards. him
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Hong Kong nears
end of colonial rule

Hews agencies

HONG KONG - With colonial
rule ending in 100 days, thou-
sands of people celebrated Hong
Kong’s impending return to
China by marching, jogging or
planting trees yesterday.

Along their : route* the
marchers mostly ignored four
people demonstrating with tape
over their mouths in a silent

protest against the erosion of
press freedom they expect after

the July 1 change of sovereignty.
A gray drizzle blanketed die

British colony as it marked the
last countdown to die handover
but there were few signs that

gloom would cast a pall over the
final days of colonial rule.

Organizers said more than
6,000 people joined in a two-
kilometer march that began in a
park named after Queen
Victoria, who reigned when
Britain set up' the colony in

1841.

Far to the north of Hong Kong,
hundreds of Beijing residents
checked off the seconds as the

digital clock in the Chinese cap-
ital's Tiananmen Square flashed
down to midnight and the 100-
day mark, for the recovery of
Hong Kong,
“We have endured 1 00'years of

shame, 100 years of resistance

and 100 years of waiting," said

China’s Guangming Daily.
“Now in another 100 days, the
hopes of generations will be
realized,"

For the vast majority of Hong
Kong's 6.4 million hardworking
populace, it was just another
Sunday, a welcome day off for a
community which works a five-

and-a-half day week.
The marchers beat drums,

blew trumpets and waved both
five-star Chinese flags and post-
colonial Hong Kong flags of
bauhinia flower petals. Some of
the colorful banners read:
“Welcome return to China," and
“Stable transition."

Near the queen’s bronze statue
in the park, marchers passed by
the four demonstrators, who held
a Chinese flag dyed black and
were closely guarded by dozens
of policemen.
“We support the end of colo-

nial rule," said Lee Kin-yin. 19,
one of the protesters. “But Hong
Kong should return to a country
that cares about the interests of
itspeople.

"They are singing and dancing
to cover up the gloomy future,"

said Lee, protesting China's
plans to water down Hong
Kong 's human rights laws.

Lydia Lau, a legal firm secre-
tary, disagreed.

Lau, who took her 3-year-old
boy along on the march, said she

did not like confrontation, and

was excited about Hong Kong's
impending return to its mother

country.

"At last it’s coming. We’ve
waited long," she said.

Because of China's growing

economy. Lau said she was con-
fident that Hong Kong would
continue its growth after the

handover.
Chan Kam-hung, a jewelry

shop salesman, clapped his

hands while watching the march
in front of his shop, on a main
street frequently used for pro-

democracy mass rallies.

“Today's march is peaceful

and fun to watch. I am tired of
protest rallies. I worry that peo-

ple would get too emotional and
might take radical action," said

Chan.
As a guest on a regular weekly

program on government radio.

Gov. Chris Patten urged China to

honor its promise that Hong
Kong can maintain a high degree
of autonomy for 50 years.

"I hope that some of China’s
advisers will stop seeing Hong
Kong in terms of a struggle, will

stop tilting against so-called

British windmills," Patten said.

He said Hong Kong should be
governed “with a light touch.

“You can’t turn the clock back

on what Hong Kong has become,
any more than you can reverse

w Marrh 24 1997 The Jerusalem Post:. ;
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Hong Kong residents wave Chinese flags at a rally yesterday celebrating the 100-day countdown to Chinese rule. (Reiiterii.

the countdown.” Patten has been

at odds with Beijing for his

political reforms in Hong Kong,

made without China's approval.

“Hong Kong is. as I said

recently, a smoothly functioning

community. It’s like a Rolls

Royce," Patten said in a Radio

Hong Kong broadcast.

“All you need to do if you’re

in charge is to slip into fbe dri-

ving seat, switch on the ignition

and away you go.

"I don’t quite see the point of

lifting the bonnet to tinker with

the engine. That only raises wor-

ries about whether it will work

so well, and whether you may be

persuaded by some people to

start stripping it down for spare

parts." China’s envoy to Hong

Kong, Zhou Nan, .brushed aside.;'

these concerns and urged Hong
Kong people to unite, around

»

future leader Tung Chee-hwa* a’ ..

59-year-old shipping magnate _

anointed by Beijing in December
to step into Patten’s shoes.
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Dalai
Lama in

Taiwan
KAOHSIUNG. Taiwan (AP» -

About 40,000 followers racked an
outdoor stadium yesterday as the

Dalai Lama, die exiled Tibetan

spiritual leader, preached
Buddhism in a light rain on his

first visit to Taiwan.
Sitting in from of a Tanka

Tibetan holy painting, the Dalai

Lama delivered a two-hour ser-

mon on Buddhist philosophy at

Chungcheng Stadium.

China, which claims Taiwan and
has governed Tibet with military

force since a 1950 invasion, has

condemned his visit as a plot to

split the country.

The Dalai Lama is scheduled to

meet Taiwan President Lee Teng-
hui before ending his six-day visit

- an event China sees as a pairing

of “splittisis."

But during a tour of a Buddhist
temple earlier yesterday, the Dalai

Lama told well-wishers he hoped
the Han Chinese and Tibetans
could get along and help each other

because a harmonious relationship

would bring good for both.

Intense media scrutiny and
crowds of protesters for and against

his visit have led to tight security

around the Dalai Lama. His limou-

sine was sandwiched in a 20-car

motorcade, a treatment usually

reserved for foreign heads of state.

Crowds followed wherever he
went but many seemed more
awed by his celebrity status than

his religious authority. Most
Taiwanese follow a mixture of
Buddhism, Taoism and Chinese

folk religion.

US troops in Congo on Zaire standby
Hews agencies

BRAZZAVILLE, Congo - A US Army air-

borne unit arrived in ^Brazzaville yesterday to

prepare for the possible evacuation ofAmericans

and other foreigners from neighboring Zaire.

A C-17 transport plane canving equipment

and the first of about 100 paratroopers based in

northern Italy landed at midday in Brazzaville,

just across the Zaire River from the Zairian

capital of Kinshasa.

Belgium planned to send 600 troops last

night and today. A 30-person US miliary van-

guard and more than 100 French soldiers on a

similar mission arrived yesterday.

About 500 American civilians are in embat-
tled Zaire, including about 320 in Kinshasa.

There are also an estimated 7,000 Europeans in

Kinshasa, including 3,000 Belgians and 1.000

French citizens.

Rebels opposed to ailing President Mobutu
Sese Seko control a vast swath ofeastern Zaire,
and their leaders denounce talk of cease-fires.

The ailing president returned to the forefront

of Zaire’s political stage yesterday to receive a

letter from South African President .Nelson

Mandela on ending the war with rebels fighting

for Mobutu’s overthrow

.

Mandela's deputy Thabo Mbeki, who deliv-

ered the letter, said afterwards that a UN peace

plan for a truce and talks was at the heart of

efforts to end Zaire’s five-month-old civil war.

But rebel leader Laurent Kabila, speaking in

Zaire's captured third city of Kisangani, once
again ruled out calls for a truce before talks - a

message 10.000 supporters endorsed before

.

U.N. special envoy Mohamed Sahnoun.

Mobutu, looking tired and thin but wearing

his trademark leopard-skin hat and a dark suit,-

was appearing in public for the first-time since

returning home from France on Friday.

“I am Mobutu. 1 have returned not to devote
myself to Mobutu's interests or Mobutu's for-

tune as you write from time to time but to the

higher interests ofZaire," he told journalists.

"That is to say our unity, our territorial integri-

ty." Asked how be felt, 'Mobutu, who left hos-

pital in Monaco after fresh cancer treatment on

Wednesday, replied; "The way I look." Mobutu,

who has spent most of his time in Europe since

prostate cancer surgery in August, welcomed
Mbeki with an embrace. Zaire’s embattled .

Prime Minister Kengo wa Dondo attended the

talks which lasted about halfan hour.

Aides to Mbeki, who was at the heart ofa bid
by Mandela to broker peace between Mobutu ;

and the rebels last month, said Mobutu -had

promised a reply to the letter within 48 hours.

“He
.
is studying that communication and.

will be responding to it fairly shortly" Mbeki -

told reporters...^We .areconvinced thatrio.'the

immediate future steps wiil.be iaken priicti-

callyto move the peace process-.forward

towards a resolution.” •
• ;- . V _f

He said the UN. Security Council had spelled

out“avery important position" in a resolutiotLand

he highlighted its call for a ceasefire and negotia-

tions. “I think that these are particular matters of

!

focus that everyone is looking at," he added.

Police smash Belarus protest
MINSK (AP) - An estimated

10,000 people marched to a “Day
of Freedom" rally yesterday, the

latest in a series of demonstrations

against the Soviet-style rule of
Belarus President Alexander
Lukashenko.

Police used dubs and tear gas in

an attempt to break up the march,
which was unauthorized, but made
no anempi to stop the rally itself.

No serious injuries were reported.

Police detained about 300 people,

according to Vyacheslav Sivchik.

secretary of the opposition

Belarusian Popular Front, which
sponsored the rally. He said author-

ities boarded trains to arrest Popular
Front delegations from the cities of
Brest, Baranovich and Kobrin.

Among those detained for taking

part in the march were the first sec-

retary of the US Embassy in

Belarus. Serge Alexandrov, an eth-

nic Belarusian, and former Interior

Minister Yuri Zakharenko, the

Interfax news agency reported.

The march and rally were timed
to coincide with the 79th anniver-

sary of the proclamation of Belarus’

short-lived Popular Republic.

“We are here not only to pay
tribute to the historic event, but to

express our support of democratic
and sovereign way of develop-

ment," declared Semyon
Sharetsky, a leader of the Popular
Front and former speaker of the

parliament that was dissolved by
Lukashenko.
“We must fight for this," he

added.
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Report: Swiss banks
helped prolong war

LONDON (AP) - Swiss help in

financing Nazi Germany extended
World War n for two years, die

Independent on Sunday newspaper
reported.

The newspaper detailed allega-

tions by Swiss professor Jean
Ziegler, who says gdd-for-curren-
cy swaps between Swiss banks and
Berlin gave vital help to the Nazi
war machine from 1943 to 1945.
“I consider it proven that the

Swiss contributed significantly to

the prolonging of the war," Ziegler;

sociology professor at Geneva and
Sorbonne universities, told the
newspaper.

Ziegler makes the claim in a
newly published book, Switzerland,
the Gold and the Dead, published
recently in German and French.

'

“Without tiie fencing of stolen

gold, tiie Reich would have had no
currency, no possibility of;buying'
strategic materials and -vibe
Wehrmacht would have falteted;r -

- the Zegler was quoted as saying;

“Hitler was dependent on.-the
Swiss dealing in stolen gold^.be’
added.

. - vr"* :/

Ziegler told the newspaper mate-
rial from his research camefrom
German archive sources such as the

German Armaments Ministry,

Ziegler quoted a mienKrohdutm,
dated May 1 943; . from-. Walther
Funk, head of the Reichsbank; say-
ing he “could not forgoSwissfor-
eiga currency dealings, particularly

not (be conversion ofgold intobard
currency, for longer than jwo
months."

!:

Nixon ordered ‘lake’ bootseci

By TOM TUGEHD

LOS ANGELES - A federal
immigration official was labeled as
a “kike" by President Richard
Nixon, according to recently
released White House tapes of
Nixon's phone conversations.
The official was George

Rosenberg, district director of the
US Immigration and Naturalization
Service in Los Angeles.
In early October 1971,

Rosenberg's agents had caught 36
illegal immigrants in a raid on a
food processing company owned
by Romana Banuelos. Three weeks
earlier, Banuelos had been named
by Nixon to be Treasurer, of the
United States.

On Oct 7, in a taped phone con-
versation, Nixon ordered Attorney
General John N. Mitchell to trans-
fer Rosenberg to another post

“The fellow out there in the

immigration service,i$,a: lake,; by. .

tiie name of Rosenberg," said

Nixon. “He is out -He/arto beout .

“Transfer him to. .some: other .

place out of Los Angjdes-T.don’t
give a goddamn whafcthe story is!

He wenton televisionTO* jwthiin
out for going op television, ;which .*

is a viofitiorcrVC: .-.>/**•
.

Nixon's slur- was prmTatneri irL - J

tapes recesrtiy ;opaied ;^.public

inspection by .
National

‘

Archives. It is April"-
issue of the AnwrffOte $Qttrddiism-~-

:

'Review, according tpabeWS stotyirf ‘
.

last Saturday ;

of the ilfej^ i iarEnigianis at ;

Banuelos’ cornpmy. :Jri^fe samc
Oct. ;7 phone conversation. Nixon .

ordered Mitchell tpixroaiictm£N$;
‘''

sakton tiie newspaper4n search of .

.

illegal tinittigran&?-V'
’

: \ ;\

.
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By BOfl THOMAS

T? predicting Academy Awards,
‘ I n pays to; heed this maxim;
^ANever.underestimate the power
ofalegeni V. “

.

^Thetnaary of the awards is snrd-
«d .wffli examples: of stars who
have been rewarded with Oscars
jrfkr. *£»£ 9arvice.-to the. dhema.
The- honored performances may
not iceme best cf their careers, bat

Lauren, Bacall: Nominated for
best supporting actress

the awards are heartfelt and well-
deserved,'

hi 1.930-31, Marie Dressier won
for a minor film,Min and Billy after
a career that dated bade to 1914
and Time’s Punctured Romance.
Humphrey Bogart was overlooked
for his greatest role in Casablanca
in 1942 and finally rewarded for
The African Queen in 1951.

T After 250 movies, John Wayne
was handed the big prize in 1969
for his boozing, one-eyed old-

. timer, Rooster Cogbum, in True
Grit. A top star in the -1 930s and
1940s,DonAmeche returned to the

.
screen in his 80s and took the sup-
porting actor award for Cocoon in

1985. .

In his eighth nomination. Pan!
- .Newman was finally chosen a win-

ner for The Color
, of Money in

1986. Long after, his James Bond
days, Sean Connery won as sup-
porting actor-in The Untouchables
in 1987. Jessica Tfcndy, die original

Blanche DuBois in A Streetcar
•: >Named Desire, was honored for
rDriving Miss Daisyhr 1989 when

<1. -she was 83. .

* ‘

Which brings us to the legend
* among this year's supporting

actress nominees - Lauren Bacall
of The.MirrorHas TwoFaces. She
has been a star since her 1944

debut in To Have and Have Not
opposite her future husband,
Humphrey • Bogan. Few
Hollywood marriages have been as
chronicled as that one.
“I’m in a state of shock,” she

exclaimed when she won her
• Golden Globe for her supporting

.
rote in The Mirror Has Two Faces,
“This is the first time I’ve been
nominated for a role in any film.”
Thai is remarkable in view of her
long career. But seldom had she
enjoyed such a well-rounded char-

- acter as Hannah Morgan, the lone-

Jy
widow who tries to control her

Jrce-spnited daughter, Barbra
Streisand.

Bacall’s breakfast scene in which
she tells her daughter of her own
broken dreams was enough to win
a nomination, perhaps the Oscar.
Four other remarkable perfor-

mances have been nominated for
supporting actress: Nominated for
her rote in 77zr Crucible; Joan Allen
is the only previous nominee in this

category, having been honored last
year for her sensitive role as the
president's wife in Nixon. This
year’s nomination came for the role
of Elizabeth Proctor in Arthur
Milter’s story of intolerance in the
American Colonies.

Alien came out of Chicago's
prestigious Steppenwolf Theater,
and las starred in films such as
Peggy Sue Got Married, and Mad
Love.

Juliette Binoche, as the young
Canadian nurse who cares for the
badly burned Ralph Fiennes in The
English Pattens, brought a note of
compassion into a harsh tale. The
Paris-bom Binoche earned a repu-
tation for independence when she
declined a role in Steven
Spielberg’s Jurassic Park in favor

of an ait film. Blue.

Barbara Hershey’s role in The
Portrait ofa Lady as die complex,
mysterious Madame Merle was
“the most difficult I ever had, chal-

lenging in many ways.” In recent
years, die co-starred with Robert
Redford (The Natural), Gene
Hackman (Hoosiers), Sam Shepard
(The Right Stuff) and Danny
DeVito (Jin Men).
Marianne Jean-iBaptiste, nomi-

nated for Secrets and Lies, says of
Its director Mflce Leigh: “He offers

you a chance to go somewhere as
an actor that you normally never
go."

Like' most English actors, she
received her training in repertory,

appearing in classics as well as
modem plays. She has also written

and appeared in a play, Ave Africa,
and has recorded a blues album.

(AP)

A tale oftwo theaters
. By HELEH KAYE

Hew Season Hrae, and they

their press conference the

week. Other than that, die

Cameri and the Haifa theaters

couldn't have been more different

in style and substance.
• The Haifa Theater takes enor-

mous risks deliberately, introduc-

ing new local playwrights every

. season “because you have to go on
looking for die new generation,

- keep cm. . training them,” says

administrator Yitzhak Kluger.

“They need backing while they’re

lookrng for that inner layer which
represents the voice of this country,

the play' -that can be done only
' liar— ,JI ' - •

.
ncre. . #

:

As far as possible, the Cameri
goes for the sure thing, and at the

press briefing, artistic director

Omri Nitzan. trots cut his stable of

dtoroughbred authors “because die

Cameri is the; natural home of
Israel’s finest playwrights."

For the past' couple of seasons,

the’Haifa. Theater'has been falling

flat on its face with production

after production, such as Meir
. Sussman ’s Indigo or the top-heavy

Sweet. BirdcfYoudk On the other

hand, the Cazneri’s Midas touch

. produces hit after hit and if a play

flops, like last year’s revival of

; Nissim AIoiu’s The American

• Princess, the Tel Aviv production

juggernaut rolls over it majestical-

'
Jy.

. But foe past is the past, and both

theaters have introduced intriguing

seasons, each in its own way. For

fra State’s 50th anniversary Haifa

. promises “a continuing theatrical

: celebration” while die Cameri

"speaks of “good Israeli theater well

-perfonued.”
_

,
. ..

• Whether or not it commissions

plays from only “bankable" play-

wrights, the Cameri’s Nitzan and

general manager fJoam.Sjijmel are

genuinely committed , to perfonn-

SZori^naJ plays and ’97/98 wiB

see new ones by Yosef Bar-Yosef,

Edna .
Mazia, .. Hanoch Levin,

.
Yehoshua Sobol, two by . Hplel

"

MUtelpunkt, and a debrit play by

novelist Yitzhak Ben-Ner.-' A
Among thelocal plays Ben-Ner’s

Urimuri is “an- impossible love

_.story” ashe puis it, betweenamid-

dle-aged man and his
-

adopted

Ethiopian daughter, Mittelpunkt's

77te Player takes oh this genera-

nr W0

Bumbling bureaucrat RoUo Lee (John Cleese) finds his sanity begin to unravel when he’s assigned
to run Marwood Zoo.

Animal crackers!

The Cameri ‘is the natural

home of Israel’s finest play-

wrights,’ says artistic director

Omri Nitzan. (Michael Hindi)

Ben Jonson’s Volpone. Sobol's

Alma (which had an acclaimed pre-

miere at the Vienna Festival last

year) is about colorful Alma
Mahler, the composer's wife.

Also on the roster arc Ay You Like

Jt by Shakespeare, Ibsen’s The
Dolls House , The Italian Straw

Hat, a Labicbe farce, and

Vayishtachu, Vayir’a die second

part of author-director Rina
Yerushalmi’s foray into the Bible.

.. Levin and Sobol have con-

tributed to the Haifa '97/98 season

- too, as well as Orii Castel-Blum,

Dani Horowitz, and their debut

plays by Guy Cohen and Meir

Gaii-On

His play is Ben-Gurion, not

about the country’s first prime min-

ister but about a Romanian immi-

grant family in the Haifa transit

camp drat bore his name.

Cohen’s play is called simply

Vanumt, a look at die hunter and the

hunted.

Sobol himself is directing a

revival of his own Ghetto which
.

premiered there 10 years ago and

Levin will directlasGoing through

theDart
lilting his chin at the elements,

Oded Kotder, Haifa Theater’s gen-

eral manager, has also included not

one but two Oscar Wilde-based

By AMNA HOFFMAN

F
ierce Creatures reunites the

cast of the enormously suc-

cessful ) 988 British farce, A
Fish Called Wanda, and works
just as a follow-up comedy
should: instead of confining tire

actors to the repetition of a few
tried-and-true shticks, the film-

makers trust in the ensemble’s
chemistry and set them loose to try

on different roles. The strength of
both pictures lies in John Cleese’s
script - he wrote the new movie
with film critic Iain Johnstone -
and in the actors’ complementary
personalities. While Fierce
Creatures does seem a bit tamer

FIERCE CREATURES

Directed by Robert Young & Fred
ScbepkL Screenplay by John Cleese
& Iain Johnstone. Hebrew Otic: Hayot
Ra’oU 93 minoles. English dialogue,
Hebrew subtitles. Parental guidance
suggested.

With John Cleese, Kevin Kline, Jamie
Lee Curtis, Michael Palin and Ronnie
Corbett

than the first movie, it's also
marked by flashes of mad inspira-

tion.

An aU-too-accuraie spoof of cor-
porate take-over culture, the pic-

ture features Kevin Kline as mus-
tachioed tycoon Rod McCain, the

cold-blooded owner of a multina-
tional conglomerate called

Octopus Inc., and a hilariously

obviouscaricature ofmedia mogul
Rupert Murdoch. McCain speaks
in a broad New Zealand accent
.and, in one typical scene, greets a
Meet the Press-Styltd television

panel with the words “Sow! Yew
must be the intellectuals."

The film’s central joke revolves
around McCain’s acquisition of a
zoo in England. An institution for-

merly devoted to the conservation
of rare or endangered species,
Marwood is now scheduled for an
overhaul. No animal-lover he,

McCain is only interested in the

bottom line, so he dispatches a
rather bumbling bureaucrat from
one of his Hoag KongTV stations,

Rollo Lee (Cleese), to downsize
and increase profits by at least 20
percent.

Lee’s scheme? Violence sells.

From now on, the zoo will only
feature “fierce creatures." Not sur-

prisingly, his plan doesn’t go over
too well with the animal-keepers,
a comically earnest bunch (mem-
bers include Michael Palin, Robert
Lindsay, Ronnie Corbett, Carey
Lowell and Cleese’s real-life

daughter, Cynthia) who seem to

prefer critters of the Flopsy-
Mopsy-Cottontail school to man-
eating grizzly bears, and who
launch a campaign to convince
their new director of the homicidal

ferocity of sea lions, anteaters,

cuddly lemurs and the like.

Enter McCain's unloved son,

Vince (also Kline), who arrives at

the zoo with high-powered execu-
tive Willa Weston (Jamie Lee

Curtis) and ideas of hisown about
turning things around: be means to

convert the animal sanctuary into

a gigantic theme j»rit with corpo-
rate logos on every cage, celebrity

sponsorships of different beasts

(ije. “Bruce Springsteen’s tor-

toise”), and day-glo costumes for
all the keepers. Pandemonium, it

goes without saying, ensues.

Directors Robert Young and
Fred Schepisi, responsible for the
beginning of the film and the end,
respectively, both approach the
patently silly material with a light

touch, a technique that dovetails

nicely with the actors’ broad style.

Cleese is especially funny here,

doing his usual respectable-citi-.

zen-caught-with-his-fly-down
routine. In the film's single throw-
back to die unchecked bad taste of
the actor's Monty Python days, he
attempts unsuccessfully to stifle a
geyser of lewd Freudian slips that

gush from his mouth when he's
faced with Curtis's cleavage.
Kline gets laughs by hamming

in a more extroverted and slap-

happy way, and Curtis, for her
part, plays tile sexpot and straight

woman aimiably enough. The cast

is rounded out by an expressive
menagerie of not-so-fierce-crea-

tures, including meerkais. walla-

bies, a baby ostrich, and my
favorite; a contemplative-looking
gorilla.

This hairy monkey need only
sigh deeply and gaze into the cam-
era to upstage foe entire, accom-
plished cast whicji is, after all,

only human.

World music from India
By MCHAEL AJZENSTAPT

He shares a family name with

foe most renowned Indian

musician of our times, but

this Shankar has little else in com-

mon with Ravi Shankar.

The name Shankar derives from

“one of foe Indian gods, Shira. It’s

a very common name, like John,"

says the musician in a phone inter-

view from his Los Angeles home.

So why doesn’t he use a first

name? “It has 26 letters and people

always spell it wrong. I tried it

before and it didn't work,” he says.

In fact he’d “rather not" reveal

either the name or his age- But he

does talk about the amazing musi-

cal instrument which will feature in

his forthcoming tour .here.

(Shankar plays tins Friday at foe

Tel Aviv Performing Arts Center

and thefollowing night at foe Israel

Museum in Jerusalem.)

EGs major instrument is his spe-

dte-ased man and his
-

adopted Palestinian GanaL There's also

Ethiopian daughter;' MhtdpunktV Isaac Bashevis Singer s gothic

The Player takes on this genera- Jewish melodrama TeibeleandHcr

don’s reli&oaslsecahxktdtM .

' ‘
'

;

within the framework of an 18th- Haifa Hieater ? snE snugging,

century coinpanyofitinerantactors The Cainen is ndingtagh, butboth

ix Poland, and his second show is are pnly-as good as their next show.

Mr. Wolff, an Israetized versioa of That’s showbiz.

plays; hispoetic dramaSalomeand dally handmade 10-string stereo-

Rami Rosen’s Israehzedveisioii of phonic double violin which he

An Ideal Husband, or -The designed almost two decades ago.

“It was when Zappa produced my
record and I suddenly realized that

on the road it’s difficult to have

many instruments such as a double

bass with me.

“So I planned to get one instru-

ment that will have it all, from bass

to vioLI finished it in ’78 and used

Shankar: ‘Spontaneity and
fegljng are the most important

things in music.’

itwhen playing with Phil Collins in

his first hit, Tn foe Air."

Shankar is an advocate of world

music. “When I came to America

in 1969, world music was not that

open, people were not that interest-

ed in studying other music. But

slowly it changed. People should

have a chance to listen to different

music and then decide what they

like. People are afraid to cross

boundaries.”

As to an exact definition ofworld

music, Shankar says that “it’s any

kind of music. And the only thing I

request of my audience is to have
an open mind and be ready to share

music with me.”

Admirers of Shankar’s brand of

world music include musicians

such as PhD Collins, Peter Gabriel,

John McLaughlin, Zakir Hussain,

Marianne FaithfulL George
Harrison, Van Morrison and many
others with whom he has per-

formed and recorded. “Doing it

with friends is always great. Now
I'm finishing a new disc and Phil

Collins sings on it"

Shankar began his musical life at

a very eariy age. “My father was a
great singer and my mom was also

a singer. They started teaching me
at age two. My father heard a lot of
world music and pretty early I real-

ized I wanted to be a musician. I

never liked school and my father

wanted me to bean engineer. When
I left India in 1969, it was because
I didn’t want to study for six years.

I knew I had to do mnsic. I didn't

want to be stock there. I hated col-

lege, so I went away."
Shankar admitst&tas foras he is

concerned “spontaneity and feeling

are the most important things in

muric.” And he adds thatT believe
I haven't even started accomplish-

,

ing only 0.
1
percent of what I-want

to do. It has, nothing to do with

fame and money, 1 have lots of
ideas.”

ofdie muse

The Oscars vs. LanyFlynt
Larry Flynt planned to spend Monday night at the Oscars,

where the film based on his life has been nominated for two
awards. But Flynt, the mogul behind Hustler magazine, learned

last week that he hasn't got a ticket for the Academy Awards
show at foe Shrine Auditorium. Flynt blamed Sony, the parent

of Columbia Pictures, which released foe film The People vj.

Larry Flynt. Director Milos Forman and Woody Harrelson, who
plays Flynt in the movie, are up for Oscars.
Although tickets are scarce, Flynt noted that real-life subjects

of nominated films traditionally have been invited. “I just think

what Columbia has done is real cheesy.” he said. AP

Honey, we shrunk the screen
Walt Disney Pictures has just released

Honey, We Shrunk Ourselves, the newest
entry in the popular comedy series starring

Rick Moranis as the shrink-happy scientist

Wayne Szalinski. But don’t expect a cinema
release for this Honey. The sequel to 1989's
Honey, ! Shrunk the Kids and 1992's Honey,
I Blew Up the Baby made its big premiere
Tuesday at US video outlets. LA Times Moranis

Shaker rattles and rolls

In a plea to overturn Israel's ban on his music, British rock
artist Caspian Mills, better known as Kula Shaker, has written

an open letter to the Israeli press, apologizing for statements he
made about the swastika to the British music magazine NME in

Us March 3 issue. “I love the swastika. It’s a brilliant image, it

symbolizes peace and the sun and illumination,” be told foe

magazine. Now he explains that “the swastika originated from
the ancient vedic culture of India and in its original form it is

the antithesis of the demonic and monstrous Nazi atrocities.”

Daniel J. Chalfen

Composing for Bernstein
The annual Jerusalem Leonard Bernstein Competition, which

began two years ago with conductors and continued last year
with singers, focuses in 1997, on composing. Of the 159 compo-
sitions, representing composers aged 21-67 from 40 countries,

which reached the competition offices in Jerusalem, 50 will be
chosen by a committee to proceed to the next round of foe com-
petition. The finals will take place in the fall in Jerusalem.

Michael Ajzenstadt

Composing for Ricordi

Italian music publishing bouse Ricordi
has added to its roster the Israeli composer
GD Shohat (23). Shohat is the first Israeli

and foe youngest ever composer chosen by
Ricordi. He is currently studying for his
doctorate in Rome. Michael Ajzenstadt

Solo star

NellyAmat.won the hUS40,O0afirst-
-prize at last week's TheaterNetto moo- .

odrama festival for her performance in .

Josephine

,

foe story of a woman so alienated she befriends a
carp. Certificates of merit went to actors Rosina Kambos and
Jonathan Tbherchi for their performances, respectively, in Along
the Walls, a Holocaust memoir, and Mr. V, about convicted spy
Mordechai Vanunu. Despite the rain, foe four-day festival

attracted 10,000 people. Helen Kaye

On their toes
Ten young ballet dancers will participate in the finals of the

Mia Arbatova Classical Ballet Competition which had its pre-
liminaries last Saturday at the Suzanne Dellal Dance Center.
There were 23 entrants from all over the country aged between
14 and 23, including two male dancers, one of whom has gone
through to the finals.

These are at the end of May and the winners will receive cash •

prizes ranging from NIS 1,500 to 6000, as well as a statue
donated by foe Mia Arbatova Trust. Arbatova (191 1-90) immi-
grated from her native Riga in 1938 and taught three genera-
tions of dancers, including Ntra Paz, who initiated the competi-
tion eight years ago. Helen Kaye

Tom Jones dales
Welsh singer Tom Jones has added two dates to his Israel tour.

He will perform on Wednesday at the Hangar in the Tel Aviv
port at 9 p.m., and on Thursday ai foe opening of the Club Hotel
in Eilat at 9 p.m. See feature in this Friday’s lime Out

Jerusalem Post Staff
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SEE IT
IN HEBREW-HEAR IT
IN ENGLISH!

The Best of Israeli Theatre, with simultaneous
translation into English every Tuesday night
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The ‘Bill and Boris’ summit

Last week's meeting of the US and Russian
presidents in Helsinki was a far cry from
the drama- packed summits of the Cold

War days. In that at least, it demonstrated how
far international relations have traveled since
then-president Ronald Reagan’s famous “evil
empire" speech, that seemed to mark a new and
hopeless twist to superpower nuclear rivalry
and Star-Wars arms racing.

Even in their most heated exchanges of differ-

ing viewpoints, the smiles and first-name banter
rarely left the lips of Bill Clinton and Boris
Yeltsin and journalists quickly dubbed it the

“Bill and Boris” summit. The issue of NATO
expansion dominated the summit. Yet even this

bone of contention seemed more theatrical than
substantial and, despite the presence of an
obligatory stumbling block, the two leaders
covered a substantial area of political and eco-
nomic ground.

Though somewhat overshadowed by the
NATO debate. Clinton and Yeltsin’s agreement
in principle to negotiate a new arms-control

treaty was a major achievement It is easy to

forget now that multiple-headed nuclear mis-

siles are no longer targeted on the world’s major
cities, that these dangerous strategic warheads
are still very much operational and that reduc-

tions agreed by Yeltsin and George Bush four

years ago have still not been implemented.
Relations between these nuclear superpowers

are much Loo far-reaching to be laughed off

because the present leaders get on so well.

Chuckling Bill and Boris will not be with us for-

ever and there are potential political leaders in

Russia - perhaps even in the United States and
Europe - who could quickly wipe the grins off

all our faces.

Russian Communist Party leader Gennady
Zyuganov called the summit a “crushing

defeat,” and compared it to the 1919 Treaty of

Versailles that ended World War I and imposed

the humiliating conditions on Germany that

allowed the Nazis to tap national anger and rise

to power. It is easy to. dismiss such talk as

domestic political rhetoric, but no one needs

reminding that nationalism is a potent and

resilient force that has outlived more than one
utopian ideology. Nuclear-armed nationalism

remains the greatest potential threat to the peace

of the planet

So, theatrical or not the row over the expan-

sion ofNATO eastwards seems one of the more
pointless conflicts of the post-Cold War era. The
West still seems extraordinarily insensitive to

Russian objections on this score and the argu-

ments for boosting this former anti-Soviet

alliance to new powers remain unconvincing.

Obviously. Yeltsin strongly denied that he had

made important military concessions to

Washington and NATO. But the fact is he all but

threw in the towel, because the eastward expan-

sion of the military alliance is now inevitable.

Russia won more financial help and an image-

lifting invitation to join the Group of Seven
industrialized nations, which will become a

Summit of Eight.

The two leaders settled for a formula of

words, as is the way of such conferences.

Yeltsin abandoned his bid to gain a veto over the

NATO expansion and accepted a “politically

binding” treaty to regulate relations between

Russia and NATO. Since Yeltsin continued to

speak of the NATO plans as a mistake, it can

only be hoped the “piece of paper” he brought

back to Moscow will not come back to haunt

himself and Clinton. NATO will go ahead

despite Russia’s official reservations and

Clinton made it clear Russia will have only “a

voice" and not a veto in NATO decisions that

nudge Russia's borders.

Given the fact that his domestic critics will see

Yeltsin as having accepted vague assurances

about a potentially serious buildup of Western

forces on Russia's frontiers. Western conces-

sions to Yeltsin will seem less than generous in

the eyes of his countrymen — pie in the sky set

against guns on the ground.

Russia gained some economic breathing space

with an agreed delay until 2007 in implement-

ing the destruction of missiles required under

the Start 1 and Start II treaties. None of this is

likely to cause excitement in the cafes of

Moscow and neither were any details of finan-

cial aid for Russia's troubled economy spelled

out. All in all it is hard to see how these complex
and unsexy agreements can be made to play

politically in Russia when set against the pas-

sionate pride of the Russian soul in the coun-

try's strength and importance.

American staffers at the summit could scarce-

ly conceal their glee over getting almost every-

thing they wanted from the Russian side. “We
have concluded a major summit in which there

was historic progress in European security,

nuclear arms reduction and economic coopera-

tion with Russia." said Secretary of St3ie

Madeleine Albright.

Perhaps to deflect media attention from the

smaller basket of goodies he was bringing

home. Yeltsin launched one of his unexpected

policy trial balloons at the close of the summit
when he declared Russia wanted to join the

European Union. A shocked Brussels said

Yeltsin's words had been “noted" and a distinct

shudder could be felt from most of the union’s

capitals. At present Russia probably has the

same chance ofjoining Europe as the European

states have of joining the Russian Federation.

But die statement was one last farewell bonus

for the deponing US presidential team. Yeltsin

appeared to have decided to prefer the European

club to the North Atlantic one. and that will be

Brussels' problem rather than Washington's.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
REALISTIC VIEW

OF THE GOLAN
TOO GROTESQUE

Sir. - 1 refer to Mr. Abba Eban's

letter of February 28 on what he

calls “Transforming events" that

have affected his views since

1971. He lists Prime Minister

Begin's surrender of all of Sinai to

secure peace and the proposals of

a peace treaty with Syria on the

basis of the international bound-
ary. first in 1967 by Eshkol-
Dayan-Begin, then again by
Rabin-Peres in 1996.

Mr. Eban should have included

in his list of “transforming

events” Syria’s invasion of Israel

territory, together with Egypt, in

1973 - their third attempt to pul
an end to the “Zionist entity" -

and also the use in the first two of
the Goton Heights as a shooting
gallery and springboard for its

armed assaults.

In the Middle East, the record of

respect for treaty obligations by-

Arab Moslem signatories among
themselves has been undistin-

guished. On what does Mr. Eban
base his hope for lasting Syrian

respect in relations with infidels?

The graves of our soldiers and air-

men who fell on the Golan in three

Syrian wars of aggression, and of
the civilians killed by Syrian

artillery firing from Golan into our
villages in the Jordan Valley

below, should sen e us as so many
memorials calling for caution and

distrust As long as we hold that

territory. President Assad will

respect his signature on the

armistice agreement between the

two countries at least there.

.
Of course, a solid peace agree-

ment is an ideal for all of us. But
the signature of an unscrupulous

Syrian strongman is an unsafe

substitute for the security of a

strategic position. As Talleyrand, a

foreign minister of long experi-

ence, put it “What idealists break,

realists cannot repair."

YAACOVARDQN

Sir. - I sincerely hope that the

charges against the head of Kamif
Insurance (the government insur-

ance company responsible for com-
pensating uninsured accident vic-

tims. hit-and-run victims, etc.) as

reported in your paper of February

28 are unfounded. It would be too

grotesque that the state's highest

paid employee would find that MS
67.000 a month is not enough for

him to live on, especially when vic-

tims of road carnage are forced to

go through years of anguish in the

process of extracting compensation

from this company.
Badgered in court in a sickening

process designed to humiliate and
intimidate, the bereaved families

are invariably made to feel guilty

of either losing a loved one or Netanya.

CHARLES’ ISLAMIC VALUES
Sir. - You recently reported that

Prince Charles of England had
been criticized in Britain for
becoming overly pro-Tslamic and
asking for "Islamic values” to be
instilled in British children.

I wonder if the Prince has con-
sidered what would be the practi-

cal and physical implications ofhis
exhortation, if those same values

were to be applied to himself. I

very’ much doubt if he did, other-

wise his extra-marital peccadilloes
with another man's wife would
have probably resulted, according Netanya.

HUSSEIN’S HYPOCRISY

Sir, - Certainly no one can blame

Ring Hussein for the actions of

one crazed Jordanian soldier, but

his visits of condolence set a new
high in hypocrisy matched only by
Binyamin Netanyahu's craven’ness

in permiliing them.

I see no reason to doubt what the

survivors of the massacre reported:

no attempt was made to interfere

with the murderer until his second
magazine jammed and Jordanian

soldiers refused to allow Israeli

soldiers and policemen to treat and
evacuate casualties for nearly 40

critical minutes. As monarch and
commander in chief of the

Jordanian Armed Forces. Hussein

bears direct responsibility for both

these acts of criminal callousness.

IF his soldiers acted the way they

did. it is because Hussein’s general

orders showed them the wav.

DOW O'MEARA

Petah Tikva.

OPINION Monday, March
24j997T^Jemsaiem Post

True partners DryBones
GERSHON BASKIN, ZAKARIA AL QAQ

No, this is not peace. Peace

and terror cannot dwell

together. But the legacy of

war. hatred and fear makes it diffi-

cult for us to adopt a peace-mak-

ing mind-set. Yet it must be done.

Israelis and Palestinians have

responded to each other in the lan-

guage of animosity, each side

enlisting its archive of suffering to

Israel’s security

and the
Palestinians’

are intertwined

strengthen the belief that it is right

and the other side wrong. Each
approaches the other arrogantly;

there is little real attempt to under-

stand the other's needs and chal-

lenges. This must change.
Halting the peace process would

end cooperation between Israeli

and Palestinian security forces,

which obviously would not “bring

back security” to Israel. And
Israeli freedom of action within

the Palestinian Authority areas

would decrease, not increase its

security. The only thing that can

woric is a joint strategic vision

effectively and intensively trans-

lated into real cooperation.
' Despite all its weaknesses and

faults, it is with Yasser Arafat and
the Palestinian Authority that

Israel must find a modus vivendi.

Netanyahu and Arafat must
meet face-to-face, and call jointly

for a cessation of violence. They
must then commit themselves to

non-stop, intensive negotiations

on all outstanding issues, interim

and final status.

Both must undertake not to act

unilaterally. Both must understand

that failure on their part will

engender more violence and suf-

fering on both sides.

Both must realize that while

muscle-flexing may boost the ego.

it doesn’t protect lives. In striving

for peace, Israel must use its

strength as an asseL

Israel’s security depends on the

Palestinians' security, not only on
the strength of the IDF and its

deterrent power. Israel will not

feel the real meaning of peace and
security until mutual interests

have been created.

Israel's most important concern

is security; the Palestinians expe-

rience their security as bound up
with national honor and dignity.

The more Israel respects that, the

more security it will have. Only
then will the Palestinians become
true partners in the fight against

terrorism.

Once the Palestinians are inde-

pendent players on a level playing

field that provides them with the

political will to fight the enemies of

peace - in other words, once they

realize they have too much to lose

- that will be the turning point

Time is of the essence. It is in

Israel's interest to make more con-

cessions in favor of a faster agree-

ment rather than hold out for as

long as possible until the

Palestinian side collapses in com-
promise.

These negotiations will be much
more complex and difficult than

any until now, which makes it

vital that several key principles be

fully understood by both sides:

* The Palestinians must be seen

as full and equal partners.
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* The final status talks must pro-

duce results which are really final,

and not more interim measures.

* The final agreement must cre-

ate good-neighborly relations

based on openness and coopera-

tion, not on closure and separation.

* Israel must take an interest in

the development of the Palestinian

economy.
* The agreement must be

speedy, answering both Israel’s

need for real security and the

Palestinian need for real national

honor and dignity.

* Israel must encourage the.

Palestinians to adopt a- more

democratic regime, for their good

and Israel’s.

These negotiating principles,,

leavened by mutual respect,- may-

be the only hope that these travels

on the peace road have not entered

a final dead end.

The writers are. respectively,

Israeli and Palestinian director of

the IsraeliPalestine Center for

Research and Information in

Jerusalem.

Forget the finger-pointing, and be practical

When a 28-year-old father

of four smashed Israel's

operative profile of a

suicide bomber in Tel Aviv last

Friday, reactions were predictable.

Some ministers called for a halt

in negotiations. The prime minis-

ter talked tough without going into

specifics, and the rest of the world

pointed a finger at Israel for build-

ing on Har Homa.
As we approach final status talks

with the Palestinians, there will be

more and more good excuses for

attacking Israel. As Netanyahu’s

senior advisor David Bar-Man
wrote in an editorial in this news-
paper on March 25 last year, “The
US would like to see an Israel the

Arab regimes can live with... at the

very least, an Israeli withdrawal to

the 1949 armistice lines on all

fronts, and the establishment of a

Palestinian stale with half of

Jerusalem as its capital,"

When lerror strikes Israel as it

refuses to fulfill America’s hopes,

the news will be received with

considerable understanding along-

side the standard condolences. So
will the spectacle of Palestinian

security forces acting more to

shield Palestinian rioters than to

stop them as they attack Israeli

troops, using everything from
bricks to firebombs.

This attitude is nothing new. In

White House Years Henry
Kissinger wroie almost three

decades ago: “We [Americans]
lend to lean over backwards to

avoid the conclusion that the

Arabs are violating."

I would go on and add that the

world, by and large, doesn't care

about violations - unless, that is.

they have some impact on dial

illusive and elusive dynamic
called "the peace process."

More curiously. Arab violations

don't really seem to matter to

Israel either. If they did. Binyamin
Netanyahu would never have
pushed through approval of the

first further redeployment. After

being the care-giver to a perma-

nentiy disabled family member.
Often traumatized so badly the

bereaved and injured can never
find the motivation to return to a

productive working life, they do
not have the menial strength to

endure years of outrageously pro-

tracted proceedings.

This country has far more than

its share of tragedy, yet surely road

deaths are the most senseless of
all. The victims are not heroes of

the state and their plight has the

lowest priority with the politi-

cians. It is simply a non-issue on
every party platform.

ZELDA HARRIS
Spokesperson. Metuna

AARON LERNER

all, as he complained in a letter to

President Clinton last week, the

Palestinians have done nothing to

fulfill their obligation regarding

reciprocity.

Should Israel stop the talks?

Stopping them for a day, a week,

or even for months is no solution.

It will only postpone the problem
and damage Israel’s image - espe-

cially if it doesn't present a clear-

ly measurable condition for the

resumption of talks;

When I spoke with MK Uzi

Instead of hoping for an improve-

ment in Palestinian compliance,

Israel should now negotiate under

the working assumption that the

Palestinians will never get any
better.

Consider proposed security

arrangements at the Palestinian

airport. According to Fayez
Zeidan, director of civil aviation

for the Palestinian Authority,

Israel has already agreed to joint

inspection of planes and passen-

gers. That would be nice if the

Israel must negotiate on the working
assumption that the Palestinians aren’t

going to get any better

Landau, chairman of the Knesset

Foreign Affairs and Defense
Committee, shortly after Friday’s

attack, he specified “immediate
extradition to Israel of at least 10 of
the terrorist murderers whose extra-

dition Israel has already filed for."

But efforts to get ministers or
the premier interested in the idea

have so far been fruitless.

The spokeswoman at the Justice

Ministry - which has yet to submit
even a single extradition request

since Netanyahu's election -
asked me. incredibly, “Wha: has

the bombing got to do with the

extradition of terrorists?”

With this attitude, it’s no surprise

that an IMRA-commissioned
Gallup Poll on March 13 and 16
found that only 27.3 percent of
adult Israeli Jews believe the

Netanyahu government exerts

enough pressure on the Palestinians

to honor their obligations as laid

down in the Oslo accords.

CLEARLY it's time for a different

approach, focused not on finger-

pointing but on problem-solving.

Palestinians were Belgians, for
example, but we know now that

joint operations with the

Palestinians don't go well under
pressure - so much so that the

joint patrols are regularly canceled
when tension rises.

Zeidan also says that Israel

agreed not to have the IDF patrol

the perimeter of the airport, but
will rely on closed-circuit TV.

If the PA were committed to pre-
venting the smuggling of illegal

weapons and other contraband
into the autonomy, there might be
some logic in this. But since the
PA itself is involved in massive
weapons smuggling, TV cameras
alone simply won’t suffice. Israel

needs complete security control of
the airport And, in light of the
potential for unilateral Palestinian
action, we need a force large
enough to face any challenge.

Arrangements in Hebron will
also have to change.
The current agreement put

Jewish neighborhoods cheek by
jowl with Palestinian-controlled
areas, on the assumption that

Palestinian security forces would

prevent mobs from reaching the

Jewish areas. .This weekend
showed they didn’t

In fact, at least one Palestinian

policeman actually joined the

mob. picking up a tear-gas canis-

ter and throwing it back in the

direction of our soldiers.

Reports from the scene say calm
was restored only when the

Palestinians were warned that in

30 minutes. Israel would send

forces into the Arab HI area near

Beit Hadassah to quell the rioting.

To ensure Jewish security in

Hebron, therefore, Israel wM
require security control of a con-
siderably larger portion ofthe city,

including areas looking down on
the Jewish neighborhoods. Oslo 2
provides for a reassessment of pre-

vailing security arrangements.

The same principle applies
everywhere. Instead of hoping
that Palestinian compliance with
the accords will improve, Israel

should insist on arrangements
which safeguard die security of.

the state if Palestinian noncompli-
ance remains at the current level -
or gets worse.

In practical terms this probably
means a dramatic change hi the

scope of the security areas Israel

will require. Problematic? Maybe
— but anything else would, be
building a world based on -what
should be, rather than what very
well could be.

America may not like it But it is

Israel that faces the music when
wishful thinking goes sour. i /-

“If you lack the power to protect
yourself, it is unlikely that in: the.
absence of a compelling interest,

anyone else will be willing todort-
for you."
Who wrote that? Binyamin

Netanyahu, in A Place Among die
Nations.

•fffeirt

The writer directs IMRA
(Independent Media Review &
Analysis).

We’ve become catastrophe freaks
3v!e .

to “Islamic values." in members of
his former wife’s family emascu-
lating him for his infidelity (not a

welcome situation for an heir to

the kingdom); he would also have

realized that any visits which his

paramour. Camilla Parker-Bowles,

could make to the royal properties

would have been, to quote the

immortal soliloquy of the late Sir

Stanley Holloway, "with 'er 'ead

tucked underneath ?
er arm".

DAVID HAMBURGER

Minutes after Friday's cafe

bombing, my mother's
phone in Tel Aviv rang

with the news - via her sister in

Montreal, who had just heard
about it on CNN.
During the Gulf War. it wasn't

uncommon 10 be informed about a

missile attack on us before the

sirens went off here by relatives

abroad who saw the news flash on
TV, and ran to the phone.
Immediately after an “incident,"

telephone lines jam, despite offi-

cial pleas to keep lines free for

emergency calls. On Friday, cellu-

lar phones all over Tel Aviv started

ringing, as frantic relatives tried to

hear the voices of family members
out in the sunny afternoon.

Each explosion reverberates

through the country. Strangers stop

each otheron the streets. Within min-

utes, everybody seems to have heard.

If our surroundings look the

slightest bit out of theotdinary, we
jump to the conclusion that "some-
thing has happened. " It usually has.

It was from noticing the woman
in the adjacent car 'shaking her
head from side 10 side and staring
at her radio that I understood right
away I had belter turn mine on.
That $ how I teamed about the
massacre at Naharavim.

HELEN MOTRO

Driving to Jerusalem a few days
later, I was suddenly frightened by
a road that looked “too empty.” My
hand immediately reached out to

flick on the radio, which informed

me that the highway was about to

be shut down to make way for

My daughter and I were ar the
peace rally where Yitzhak Rabin
was killed outside the Tel Aviv
municipality. And my husband
was due at the optician's in
DizengofF Center on the afternoon
the bomb detonated there.

Events seem to have overtaken
personalities. Where will St end?

King Hussein's motorcade.
Explosions have become part of

the landscape. "How many dead?"
children ask when told about the
latest attack. Callous? No. They
are only mouthing what the rest of
us are thinking.

On this Purim. bloody like last

year's, grotesque masks reminis-
cent of Ensor's seemed an appro-
priale attire, not entirely a costume.

MY mother meets her elderly
friends in a Tel Aviv cafe a few
blocks away from Apropo on
Reiness Street. My mother-in-
law's apartment on Dizengoff
Street faces the comer where the

Number 5 bus blew up.

I don’t think we are exceptional.
Everywhere you hear stories of
connections near or for to terror.

It used to be said that every fam-
ily in Israel was touched by hav-
ing a fallen soldier, now the front
has expanded to include restaurant
tables with while umbrellas.
The media has stepped in to

become our anchor. Along with
the ambulances, they materialize
out of nowhere to cover the grue-
some stories, switching from the
scene of the attack to hospital
emergency rooms, to spot inter-
views with spectators, mayors,
rescue workers.

Continuous coverage fills the
need of everybody greedy to swal-

low the awful details. ' ;
- ’

We have become catastrophe
freaks, hungry for fact: that a
burned six-month-old babywore a-

clowu suit, or that one-,of those
killed was a social worker who
herself helped comfort families of
previous attacks. ?'

•

Shortly after the bombing, a TV
reporter pointed his microphone at
an injured man lying: in a hospital
bed, and broadcast a live inier-
view minutes before, the man was
wheeled into surgery.^ _

Events seem to have overtaken
personalities, snowballing toward
a macabre finale. -

Neither Netanyahu nor Arafat
nor Hussein nor. Mubarak, "nor
even Clinton appear in control. Is
there anybody alive big chough to
ma*e a gesture sufficiently mag- ,

nanimous to revive rite fading
momentum toward peace?
If not, our political direction

mtght just as well emanate from
tne satirical puppets'belting out
their doggerel from theTV setsiflv
our living rooms. v *.

For some, indeed* the
Harrzufim's dark visionhas.already
become today’s Delphrc orafcle-
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There Is No Chinese James Bond. So Far.
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By PATRICK E. TYLER

Beijing

I

N the spy-versus-spy atmosphere of the cold war,

countless millions of readers everywhere followed

the modern world's Great Game, both the reality of

it ahd the fiction of it The espionage business was—
is — a' culture, the culture of spying and spies, their

codes, their honor or lack thereof, their secret victories,

their spectacular failures, their wonderful gadgets and
even their sexual dalliances out there on the edge.

- From the pants-wetting pseudo-spy in the movie -

•‘true Lies," whose come-on line to girls was, “Fear is

not an option,” to the soulful,; midlife meandering of

G46rge $piiley inJohn Le^^ure's noyels^ to the real-life

^^^^th&E^«f^^a^rAldrich]A9ies
#s

i
6e(rayal

of
;

his cwmtry, life culture of"espionage has enthralled

and entertained as much as ithas wreaked havoc on its

participants and plenty of innocent bystanders. 1

But in this rich tapestry of the real and the made up,

the spymasters of the People's Republic of China have
been as gray as an ill-fitting Mao jacket.

Now China's spies are suddenly on stage, Lhrust

forward by revelations suggesting that the Chinese
Government may have targeted members of Congress
to gain influence through illicit campaign contributions,

or that its operatives may have tried to penetrate the

White House itself by insinuating themselves into the
Clinton campaign's huge effort to raise money.

Though the investigation into Democratic fund-

raising has yet to put a name or a face to him, there may

.

be a Chinese version of James Bond out there waiting to

be discovered as the man with a license to do lunch,

armed with a golden Rolodex full of White House phone
numbers as he moves in the world of shadowy Indo-

nesian tycoons, up-and-down restaurateurs and the Lit-

tle Rock boys.

Everyone an Informer

Bat on to what we know about China and its spies.

Though overshadowed during the West’s struggle against

Soviet expansionism, Chinese espionage has a history

dating back almost as far as Chinese civilization itself.

The first Mata Hari, in fact, may have been a beautiful

Chinese concubine named Xi Shi (pronounced shyee

Maybe China’s spies targeted

U.S. politics. Maybe they

didn’t. But who are they?

shur) during the Spring and Autumn Period (770 to 476

B.C.). Dispatched by the cunning ruler of the Yue King-

dom in a successful campaign to vanquish the Wu
Kingdom, she may have been the first spy to prove the

theory that a knock-'em-dead courtesan can so distract

an enemy that he may be blinded to preparations for war.

The art of war. so cultivated by the Chinese, is

suffused with the trade craft of espionage.

In 1949, Mao’s Communists took power with the help

of master spies like Li Kenong and Qian Zhuangfei, who
had penetrated Chiang Kai-shek’s "wireless administra-

tion bureau" in Shanghai, where they could read the

Nationalists’ mail and protect the Communist cause.

Once in power, Mao created a new society based on a

Photograph by Naum Kazhdan/Tbe New York Times

culture of mass espionage, in which self-criticism, the

very art of being Maoist, provided the means to monitor

and control the masses. In Mao's China, everyone be-

came an informer and enforcer of a single standard of

behavior. The instinct to inform and report to "the

leaders” remains powerful today in China, and recruiting

spies here to work for the glory of the motherland has
never been very difficult, many Chinese say.

China’s CLA. is the Ministry of State Security. The
country's top spy, Jia Chunwang (pronounced jyah

chwynn-WAHNG), is a 59-year-old native of Beijing who
graduated in 1964 from Qinghua University — China's

M.I.T.— with a degree in physics. While there have been

six C.LA. directors in the last five years, Mr. Jia was
appointed to his post in 19S5 and has been on the job ever

since. He is conversant in English, is said.to admire the

CXA. and is so popular among Communist Party leaders

that he was a contender last year for Mayor of Beijing,

one of the most visible political jobs in the country.

China doesn't have the high-tech overhead satellites

that have made the United States and Russia pre-

eminent in global surveillance, but thousands of Chinese

Continuedonpage 4

A Short History of Scandal

Our Man in Tirana

|
America’s interests,

Albania's anguish.

By Jane Perlez

Supreme Leader, Pigeon in Chief

Repression andDebate

politics, IranieUi

style.

By Elaine Sciolino

NotBeanbag

The confirmation process is

messy. Like democracy.
?; ... : L
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George
Washington

Womanizing;

illegitimate

children; land

theft; bribery in

his Cabinet.

Thomas
Jefferson

Extramarital

affairs:

illegitimate

children;

atheism.

Andrew
Jackson

Marriage to

a not-yet-

divorced

woman.

Martin
Van Buren

Aaron Burr's

illegitimate son.

Loyalty and the Press
7

Clinton finds little

om
journalists.

John Tyler

Appointing

relatives; secret

and corrupt

dealings with

Texas, then a

foreign

government.

Zachary
Taylor

Inflated

payments to a

Cabinet officer

from Government

funds.

The Presidents and the accusations,

supported and unsupported-

By MICHAEL WINES

Washington

1
YING in bed at night, eyes wide

open, his busted knee throb-
' bing, having just clicked offI Letter-man after the ump-

teenth pasty-white-thigh joke and
tossed aside the Washington Post’s

latest smoldering editorial about his

ethics. President Clinton surely must
be asking himself: Did 1 really want
to be President this bad?

Richard Nixon was the father of

special prosecutors, and he only

racked up two of them during his

Presidency. Mr. Clinton already has
four, one short of a royal flush, and
the Senate last week urged Attorney
General Janet Reno to complete the

band by demanding another one, this

time to poke into Democratic fund-

raising. Congress is gearing up for

more hearings. The Lincoln Bed-
room is a national joke.

The Supreme Court is pondering

when Mr. Clinton should be sued for

supposedly dropping his pants.

Even some peoplq who normally

enjoy tormenting him are wondering

aloud whether the scandal machine
has lost its speed governor. When did

it become standard procedure to

subject the President of the United

States to gossip about womanizing?

Or bumper-to-bumper corruption in-

- quiries by the Republicans in Con-

gress? Or endless accusations about

some land deal everyone else forgot

years ago? What sane leader would

put up with such swill?

Those are good questions. The an-

swers are (a) 1789 and (b) George

Washington.

Modem political memory does not

extend much beyond Watergate, so it

is tempting to conclude that the

Presidency went from supreme hon-

or to hideous personal embarrass-

ment and potential criminal liability

after Mr. Nixon brought his special

brand of meanness to the job.

History suggests otherwise. Wash-
ington probably lay in bed too, gums
throbbing from Ids ill-fitting false

teeth, and wondered why he ever

took the lousy job. Ditto Andrew
Jackson and his throbbing bullet

wound from an old duel, Zachary
Taylor and his Mexican War flesh

wound. Rutherford B. Hayes and his

brace of Civil War scars, and so on.

All these pigeons went into office

beloved and respected and, innocent-

ly or deservedly, got caught in the
scandal meat-grinder.

"Certainly there have been White
House scandals thoughout American
history,” said Suzanne Garment, an
American Enterprise Institute schol-

ar who wrote the book on the topic

("Scandal: The Culture of Mistrust

in American Politics," Times Books,
1991). "It’s very hard to say how you
compare these things across time,

because the means of communica-
tion have changed so much and there

have been huge shifts in the nature of

partisanship — in both directions."

George Washington, for example,
seems to have come off far better

than Bill Clinton has so far, even

They threw the

book at George

Washington, too.

Franklin Pierce

Drunkenness.

though contemporaries linked the

first President to perfidies that

make The American Spectator read

like Reader's Digest. Mr. Clinton is

merely accused of old extramarital .

dalliances; Washington was widely

said to have illegitimately fathered

dozens of children, including his own
Treasury Secretary (Alexander
Hamilton, as a youth, during a so-

journ in Barbados, but that wasn't
true). Whitewater was just a money-
losing subdivision deal to Mr. Clin-

ton; Washington was charged —
wrongly, of course — with swindling

Shenandoah Valley farmland from
Lord Fairfax and then evicting the

poor families who farmed it

Mr. Clinton lost an Agriculture
Secretary to corruption charges.

Washington lost- one Secretary of

Continued onpage 3

Abraham
Lincoln

Husband of a
Confederate

spy-

Aiidrew Johnson

In addition to

political offenses

(he was
impeached
for defying

Congress)

kriown as a drunk.

Ulysses S.

Grant

Drunkenness;

widespread

corruption

among his

associates.

Rutherford B.

Hayes

Election fraud.

James A.

Garfield

Accepting

kickbacks as a

Congressman.
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Albania Is Cast Adrift
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Agence F ranee-Presse

As Albania falls apart, refugees are fleeing to Italy, where a policeman guards a boatload of refugees at the harbor in Brindisi.

By JANE PERLEZ

Tirana. AlbaniaW HEN James A. Baker 3d visited

this dilapidated capital as the

American Secretary of Srate

six years ago, hundreds of thou-

sands of Albanians thronged the streets, and
those who could get close enough kissed his

car. While here, Mr. Baker met with the

opposition leader Sail Berisha, a tall, ruddy-
faced heart surgeon with leonine hair and a
tempestuous personality who had been

anointed as the man Washington would do
business with.

Mr. Berisha went on to win the elections

America hoped he would win. and to install a
semblance of democracy. Then — more to

the point — he went on to provide a quiet

base for America's efforts to calm the vol-

cano erupting next door in what had been

Yugoslavia.

Now, little more than five years later. Mr.

Berisha's rule has been discredited as a

sham democracy In the service of greed,

and Albania has collapsed in anarchy. But

the crisis next door seems in remission, and

so the rest of the world has until now main-

tained its distance. Certainly, nobody is

rushing to prop up Mr. Berisha — or his

country. Quite the contrary. Mr. Berisha's

former backers in America are calling for

him to quit, while offering Albania little else.

It seems reminiscent of other crises in

other strategic places — Central America,

Afghanistan. Zaire — where America would
pick an ally, promote him as a lover of

freedom and rely on him to help guard the

Free World's far-flung ramparts. When the

cold war ended, the truth would emerge
about these allies, and their countries would
be left more or less alone to pick through the

wreckage that these lovers of freedom had
wrought

All this wdb supposed to nave endec with

the cold war, but then came Bosnia.

And now, Albania.

Stability

Mr. Berisha. the argument in his favor

went, was more than an internal reformer

for Albania; he offered stability in the Bal-

kans. What his American supporters seem to

have missed was that he had been indelibly

shaped by the Marxist-Leninist regime of his

Communist predecessor. Enver Hoxha; to-

day it can be admitted that, as one American
official put it, he turned out to be “a crackpot

dictator." In other words, just another Bal-

kan strongman who, in his case, served
Western interests during the Bosnian war
and can now be counted as expendable.

In the beginning, the match between what
Washington wanted and what Mr. Berisha
was offering seemed ideal.

Shut off from the world during xenophobic
Communism, Albanians had long hungered
for all things American: blue jeans, Coca-

Cola, women's makeup, Hollywood videos.

Mr. Berisha was elected in 1992 after a
campaign in which America's ihen-Ambas-

With Bosnia now
quiet, our man in

Tirana is expendable.

sador. William Ryerson, appeared on his

campaign platforms.

Mr. Berisha espoused free market poli-

cies. and once-drab Albania soon began to

feel like an exotic bazaar (even though many
of the Imports were smuggled goods). A
country that had only one fax machine in

1991 soon had mobile phones and Imported
cars. The international Monetary Fund gave
Mr. Berisha glowing reports for clamping
down on inflation and encouraging privatiza-

tion, even as it ignored die corruption that

was coming to pervade the economy.
Meanwhile, as Yugoslavia cracked wide

open, Mr. Berisha. who comes from the

rugged northern pari of Albania near the

border of Kosovo, promised to be useful in

containing the war. Kosovo is an Albanian
enclave in Serbia where the Albanians are

kept in check by a repressive Serbian police

force, and even before Bosnia exploded it

seemed likely to become a nightmarish
flashpoint for ethnic hatreds. So Mr. Berisha
repeatedly did Washington's bidding to help

calm Kosovo, using his influence there to

insure that its Albanians did not challenge

the status quo.

AMoettUMPnas -

An Albanian rebel test-fires an assault rifle from a small boat in Saranda, in the south. -

And as the war in Bosnia intensified, Mr.

Berisha proved more than happy to have his

country used as a doormat by the Pentagon.

American unmanned spy planes were based

at an airfield in the northern region of Lezhe

for their missions to identify NATO bombing
targets. American warships had access to

the Albanian waters of the Adriatic Sea that

the Soviets had once used to flank Marshal

Tito in Yugoslavia.

For all of this, Mr. Berisha's price was
low: About $30 million of nonlethal military

equipment like used trucks and uniforms

was sent by the Pentagon. Military officers

were offered training in the United States.

(Several defected.)

Advice
Although Albania was so backward, it

seemed Such a desirable piece of real estate

during the Bosnia war that the United States

and Europe treated it like a colony. Influence

in the Government was divided up: the Unit-

ed States put advisers in the presidency and
the Ministries of Finance and Defense, Italy

advised the Privatization Ministry, and Ger-
many helped out at the Ministry of Interior.

The European Union poured in about $800

million in assistance, making Albania the
recipient of the highest per-capita aid of any
country in Eastern Europe.

While they still felt they needed Mr. Beri-

sha, his Western benefactors ignored his

authoritarian habits. Six months after his

election, Mr. Berisha fired his attorney gen-
eral for opposing a law that gave the police

wide discretion in searching homes. Journal -

ists were harassed by the secret police, Re-

main opposition leader was convicted of

fraud in a trial that human rights advocates

consider suspect, the ruling party was',

purged, and officials who didn’t toe fbeBerl

sba line were dismissed from the courts, the:

army, even the Institute of Fine Arts... ~ *

Last May, Mr. Berisha Tent a step toa far .

and blatantly rigged parliamentary ejec-

tions, then sent police to beat up protesters:

The United States complained publicly,- twt 5

by that stage it was easy to do. The ftghtmg

in Bosnia had been declared over, and -the

need to have Mr. Berisha on Washington's

side had diminished, at Least for the moment
Officials in Washington also warned die'

Berisha Government that the pyramid
schemes In which most Albanians had in-

vested money would collapse, wreaking hav-
oc in the economy. Even so, few in Washing-

ton seem to have foreseen just how bad the

wreckage would be— how many Albanians,

.

such dreamers of the American' dream,
would be left even poorer than when theyhad -

emerged from Communism. Nor did anyone"
predict that Mr. Berisha's misrule wbuW
ignite the popular insurgencies that have left

the country such a thoroughly disorganized
armed camp. .

;

v
. y.

"The irony is that Berisha was supported

as a factor of stability in the region,’’ sald •

Fred Abrahams, a research associate' at

Human Rights Watch in New York.' “And;
now we have the greatest threat to stability

’

in the region since the signing of the Dayton’
peace accords." > : •

•
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Guess Who’s Giving the Voters a Choice
By ELAINE SCIOLINO

I

T is not what one might expect

from Iran.

On May 23, all Iranian citizens

over the age of 15 — both male
and female — are eligible to cast

their ballots in the most significant

contest for the Presidency in Iran’s

18-year-old revolution.

Officially, none of the candidates

has been approved and the campaign
is still weeks away.

But the front runner, using his

power base as speaker of the Parlia-

ment. is .making promises to im-
prove the economy, keep away from
the United States and enforce strict-

er Islamic law. The leading under-
dog, wooing women and teen-agers
for their votes, is pledging more per-
sonal freedoms, more jobs and no
more male supremacy. And eight

other would-be candidates are strug-
gling to be heard.

This is Presidential politics, Irani-

an-style: tough, nasty, confusing and
full of alliance-building, horse-trad-

ing and mud-slinging. And all of it

fails within the confines of the Islam-
ic Republic.

Repression and Debate
Is it democracy? Not by Western

standards. But it is not the dictatorial

system that the State Department
has called it either.

Rather. Iran is at the same time a

country of brutal and unnerving re-

pression, and one with flashes of sur-

prisingly open political debate. It is a

combination designed to keep an elite

acceptable to the Islamic Republic in

power, and the population in check.

"There is space— but only restrict-

ed space — for political competition

in Iran," said Shaul Bakhash, a histo-

rian who writes extensively on Iran.

“The competition is limited to candi-

dates and groups acceptable to the

regime, and outsiders are not allowed

to seriously participate in elections or

the political process. 1 call it the poli-

tics of the ruling elite."

The reason there is a Presidential

election at all is that President AJi

Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani has al-

ready served the maximum two four-

year terms allowed under Iran's Con-

stitution.

For months now, the leading candi-

date has been Ali Akbar Nateq-Noori,

the speaker of Iran’s Parliament and
a mid-level clergyman with unim-
pressive religious credentials. Just a
few months ago. he seemed a shoo-in.

But at least one other candidate

has emerged as a serious contender:

Mohammad Khatami, a cleric who
served as Minister of Islamic Guid-

ance for a decade until he was forced

to resign for allowing too much free-

dom in the press, publishing and the

arts.

Still, it isn’t just anyone who can
run for president The Council of

Guardians, a body that is dominated
by the clerics and supervises elec-

tions, must approve all candidates. In

last year's parliamentary election,

the council disqualified about 40 per-
cent of the 5,000 would-be candidates.

In the last Presidential election, in

1993, more than 100 candidates tried

to run; only three eventually did. And
although Iran's spiritual leader. Aya-
tollah Ali Khamenei, has declared
himself neutral in the coming presi-

dential election, no candidate who did
not meet with his approval could run.

Still, as the balloting draws near,
what looks like a campaign of genuine
issues and candidates is playing ouL

Officially, political parties are
banned in Iran, but clearly identifi-

able factions with clearly identifiable

views are not. Mr. Nateq-Noori has
the endorsement of the Society of

Combatant Clergy, a political group-
ing he heads that is dominated by
socially conservative clerics and sup-

ported by those bazaar merchants

who care about free foreign trade but

not necessarily about foreign invest-

ment. That support brings with It the

*
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Associated Press

tan will soon elect a new president The incumbent Hashemi Rafsan-
jani (left), shares power with Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, the spiritual
leader (center), and the memory of Ayatollah Ruhoilah Khomeini

power of a well-organized political

machine with the resources to get out
the vote: the nationwide network of
mosques.

There are no reliable opinion polls
in Iran, but a three-week tour of the
country last December — including
interviews with dozens of workers,
students, academics, teen-agers and
retirees — suggested that there is a
widely held view that Mr. Nateq-
Noori would only make Iran’s eco-
nomic problems worse and that he by
no means enjoys the popular support
that Mr. Rafsanjani does.

The Challenger
Enter Mr. Khatami. He has the

backing of two strong groups on oppo-
site ends of the political spectrum:
the left-leaning Coalition of the
Imam’s Line, which supports state
control of the economy and more
equal distribution of wealth; and, if
some of Iran's newspapers are to be
believed, all but one member of the
Servants of Construction, a group
that opposes state control of the econ-
omy, favors more foreign investment
and better relations with the West,
and is aligned with Mr. Rafsanjani
(Mr. Rafsanjani himself has vowed
not to endorse any candidate.) Mr.
Khatami is also popular among uni-
versity students and intellectuals.
Teen-agers are important, since
about half the population of Iran has
been bom since the revolution.
Even though the campaign does not

officially start for weeks, Mr. Nateq-
Noori is crisscrossing the country in
an effort to boost his strong lead. He
traveled recently from town to town
in his native Mazandaran province
visiting hospitals and schools, inaugu^
rating factories, bakeries and even
buildings - trailed all along the way
by crews from the state television,
which extensively aired his pro-
nouncements every night
The fact that he is acting as if he

has already been elected has in-
censed his political opponents. “Why

_
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is the television showing him .i^icy

hour on his trip and broadcasting^
anthem written especially fpr.Tipff® ';

one reader asked in a calPto-cohf- •

plaint column in the tfaify

which favors Mr. Khatariii’s caxt&jfe-_

cy. “Can television still daim.j&is'nbf
taking sides for the presidency?!^-.

-

Another reader asked: “PJease iefl ']

me why is it the speaker of tftePajrffl^

ment is the one inaugurating'pr^E^ZS.

.

and not the President?
dent is busy his deputy

In their speeches, the
say little about the culturat®i^^f;V
of the West or confronting%(TCkl£?T?^i;

gance, and much, much?^^fre: iijtad ^
corruption, inflation, inequality^ and - ^

jobs. Some subjects are idd.hot for

debate — the Arab-Israeli peace pro-- ;"

cess or the death warrant
author Salman Rushdfeibis&cdm^i^:
But there have been
is even room for some'<hscussk»i
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America" and the
ocratic atmosphere™

But, then, Mr. Yaz^’^^^the .

Liberation Movement ^
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never been allowed- .toAriin .ui any
Iranian election. It's :

Islamic enough fe?****;
"
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.

“In a true democr^^^P^'
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s
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Washington

T
HOSE quotations could have come
froraany one of dozens of Washing-
ton insiders last week, bemoaning a
new low in Senate confirmation pro-

cedures as the cause of Anthony Lake's
. withdrawal as President Clinton’s nominee
for Director of Central Intelligence.

: But the first came from President Dwight
D. Eisenhower, lamenting the defeat of Lew-
is L. Strauss to be Secretary of Commerce
in 19591-1116 second came from Leonard
Garment,once a lawyer for President Rich-
ard M.-Nixon, after the 1987 defeat of Robert
Boric’s nomination to the Supreme Court
‘ Oras’ central truth, at least, has not
changed about the confirmation procedure.
The losers think it stinks.

Another lasting truth is that the process is

untidy, even messy, like the rest of Ameri-
can politics. And like the rest of American
politics, , most of the time it works.
Mr/ Lake withdrew after Republicans

stalled his nomination for weeks in the hope
that something would turn tip to defeat him.
While they wereat i t, theysmeared him and
suggested he was under criminal Investiga-

tion, and they dilly-dallied in blindingly ir-

relevant inquiries . asking, for example,
about his view of Alger Hiss.

What did turn up, though, turned out to be
quite relevant to the fundamental question
of whether he had enough talent for man-
agement to handle the mismanaged C.I.A.

That worried many Senators all along, but it

became graphic enough to count when it

was connected to fund-raising scandals and
attempts to influence the National Security

Council, which Mr. Lake headed.
Without analyzing the rights and wrongs

of every confirmation battle -7 Mr.
Strauss’s haughty manner offended a Sen-

ate even more impressed with itself than it

is today— it is worth remembering that the
process by which the Senate gives or denies
its advice and consent to a nomination has
spared the country a few public servants it

probably didn't need
Had Abe Fortas become Chief Justice, for

example, his 1969 resignation after accusa-
tions of influence-peddling would have cast
a deeper shadow than did his departure
while still an Associate Justice. G. Harrold
Carswell, rejected as a Supreme Court
nominee, was a racist who was later

charged with a “lewd and lascivious act”
toward a Tallahassee police officer.

Of course, they were Supreme Court
nominees, who have always undergone
more severe scrutiny than executive branch
appointees. After all, they serve for life.

The system does sometimes thwart a
deserving nominee. After Mr. Fortas was
defeated for baldly political reasons, Demo-
crats got even by rejecting Clement Hayns-
worth, a respectable conservative nominee,
in what John P. Frank, a liberal lawyer who
wrote a book about it, called “a sort of
legislative murder in response to an execu-
tive assassination.”

Delay, Always Delay
' Mr. Lake’s unhappy experience has some-

thing else in common with past battles. It

took a long time. Opponents always try to

delay, in the hope that a wider public will

share their principled objections, or that

something devastating will be found. Delay is

something of a first principle in the Senate,

and nominations are prime targets.

The toll on nominees is not a trivial ques-
tion, even if their complaints sometimes
sound like whining. (All Mr. Strauss would
say was, “I leave with confidence that histo-

ry will be just”) Former Senator John C.

Danforth, who almost always voted to con-
firm nominees of either party, said the scru-

tiny and leaks that confront nominees “are
just terrible.” He added: “All of a sudden
everything that they have done in an honor-

able life is in jeopardy, and it’s wrong.”
Mr. Danforth ’s most painful example was

that of his friend Clarence Thomas. Opposed
at first because of his very conservative

legal philosophy, Mr. Thomas was on the

way to confirmation before opponentsdug up
Anita Hill, who accused him of sexual har-

assmenL Mr. Thomas prevailed, but was
deeply wounded.

Sowas Mr. Bork. although he was attacked

far less on personal grounds than on legal

philosophy. His partisans said he was wildly

caricatured; his opponents might concede a
shade of exaggeration but say he was hung
by his own legal writings.

But noting how much has largely stayed

the same does not mean that nothing has

changed. Like much in American politics

today, the nomination process is more given

to hyperbole, rudeness and outright lies than

it used to be. The tools of attack get harsher.

“It’s son of equivalent to an arms race,”

said Thomas Mann of the Brookings Institu-

tion. “This time it was the raw F.B.L files”

on Mr. Lake that Senator Richard Shelby of

Alabama demanded to see.

The process is also getting longer. In the

Johnson Administration, a typical nominee
took four to seven weeks to be confirmed, it

was 14 weeks in the first Reagan Administra-

tion, and it is longer today. Because those

averages include the vast majority who are

confirmed quickly, the tough ones take much
longer, leaving chunks of the Government
adrift and nominees embarrassed.

But the biggest difference is in the fre-

quency with which executive appointments

produce a fight Mr. Lake’s withdrawal had
its precursor in 1976, when Theodore C. Sor-

ensen gave up the chance to be Jimmy
Carter’s Director of Central Intelligence.

Among traditional Cabinet positions, Mr.
Strauss’s defeat was not repeated until the

1989 defeat of John Tower’s nomination as

Secretary of Defense.

But the Clinton Administration has seen a
series of fights. Zoe Baird was blocked from
becoming Attorney General, and there have

been battles over sub-Cabinet positions.

Ross Baker, a political scientist at Rutgers

University, said the tradition of giving Presi-

dents, especially new Presidents, their

choice of appointees has eroded during this

Administration. Mare and more, he said, the

Senate is not content with a quick look at a
nominee's competence and character. It now
engages regularly in “ideological vetting,”

worrying about the beliefs of surgeons gen-

eral and assistant secretaries like Lani Gui-

nier, Joycelyn Elders, Henry Poster and
Roberta Achtenberg.

The process is not neat, and it is certainly

not getting neater. But even George Wash-
ington had a Supreme Court nomination re-

jected. As Finley Peter Dunne's Mr. Dooley
observed. “Politics ain’t beanbag ”
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Paul Roselras/The New York Times

This time the departed nominee is Anthony Lake, the President's choice for the CJA.

The Pigeon in Chief
Chester A.
Arthur

Graft and
patronage,

mostly in earlier

political posts.
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Woodrow
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Adultery.

v.in-

state -who tried to shake down the

French. And the Republican Con-

gress (no relation; these were differ-

ent Republicans) twice investigated

Treasury Secretary Hamilton, who
was accused of pilfering the till.

The 42d President is alleged to

have sidestepped the draft. The first

one was accused not just of military

incompetence but of stealing nearly

$5,000 from the Continental Army.
And this was the fellow who was

first in war, in peace and in his coun-

trymen’s hearts.

Nineties America seems to believe

that while momentous debates once

drove politics, they have given way to

smarminess and negativism, an ob-

session with laundered cash and Gen-

nifer Flowers and tabloid sensation-

alism. Please tell this to Thomas Jef-

ferson, who hired his own attack jour-

nalist to discredit Hamilton and other

Federalists, was hit up for hush mon-

ey to keep the relationship quiet, and

became the target of a media bar-

rage accusing him of trysts with a

comely slave, Sally Hemings, when

he refused to pay.

Dwight D.
Elsenhower

Influence-

peddling by
chief of staff.

John F.

Kennedy

Election fraud.

Loyalty and the Press

Why Clinton Is Such
An Ink-Stained Wretch

By DAVID E. ROSENBAUM

Lyndon B.

Johnson

Political

corruption,

fraud, theft and
tax evasion by
top aide.

Warren G.
Harding

Corruption in

Cabinet,

notably- the

teapot Dome
scandal.

Calvin •

Cobfldge

Miscellaneous

corruption, .

including ties to;

Teapot Dome.

F.DJL

Adultery.

Harry S.

Truman'

Kickbacks and

self-dealing

among top- •

aides.-' .
•

The Adultery Tradition

Modem politics has it that adultery

became a political issue when Gary

Hart was caught with Donna Rice in

1968, or when the Clintons bared their

marital problems on “60 Minutes.”

President Jefferson knew better: his

political nemesis, Henry (Light Horse

Harry) Lee, forced him into a public

confession of bis attempts to seduce a

good friend's wife

Is the White House being unfairly

tarred because a few— all right, a lot

of— overzeatous people at the Demo-

cratic National Committee tried to

mail down the election with question-

able cash from foreign ziflionaires?

President Hayes might know3
, it was

said then'— and assumed now— that

Republican kingmakers bought the

electoral votes that put him in the

White House in 1876, which Ms. Gar-

ment says cast a shadow over politics

for the rest of the century.

' The list goes on: President Jackson

was judged amoral because his wife

was not technically divorced from a

previous marriage when she married

him. President Andrew Johnson be-

came known as a drunk; and all be-

cause be was too inebriated to tietiver

a coherent speech at his swearing-in

as Lincoln’s Vice President (The

whisky was for medicinal purposes,

hesaicL) U. $. Grant became synony-.

inbus with scandal when Itwas really

his loyal appointees who siphoned off

; Federal whisky taxes and took kick-

hacks.
’ *

Maybe Mr. Clinton can -take heart

from thefact that others had it rough-

er. Either that,-or he can be. terrified

by the prospect that things can still

get worse.

Richard
Nixon

In Watergate,

myriad illegal

abuses of

office.

Jimmy Carter

Budget

director's

involvement in

banking fraud;

brother's ties to

Libya.

U

Ronald

Reagan

Corruption in

Federal

agencies and. in

Iran-Contra,

illegal foreign-

policy decisions.

George
Bush

involvement in

Iran-Contra

and Iraqgate

scandals.

Washington
,
EMEMBER the ’giant sucking sound'

that Ross Perot kept talking about?”

The Philadelphia Inquirer editorialized

klast week, “it turned out to be Bill Clin-

ton's money pump.
"The 1996 Clinton-Gore campaign,” the editorial

continued, “was pumping funds from everybody and

anybody, legal or not, with a reckless abandon that

will go (town in the history books.”

This, mind you, was not from some Republican

organ. The Inquirer advocated President Clinton’s re-

election and normally supports Democratic candi-

dates and Democratic policies. Now, like so many
other such papers, the Inquirer has turned against

him with a vengeance on the editorial page.

“In journalistic terms. Bill Clinton has no friend

in court,” said Stephen Hess, a senior fellow at the

Brookings Institution who specializes in the relation-

ship between the Government and the press.

When Republican politicians get in trouble, the

instinct of Republican editorial writers and colum-

nists is usually to circle the wagons.

Editorial pages like those of The Wall Street

Journal and The Washington Times have been criti-

cal of Speaker Newt Gingrich on some matters, but

they defended him without reservation in his ethical

tribulations early this year.

As*the Gingrich controversy was being debated.

The Weekly Standard, the political magazine

launched in 1995 by Rupert Murdoch to air his conser-

vative, Republican views, ran an editorial under the

headline: “Stand By Your Man.”

Conservative editorialists and columnists were
also solidly on the side of President Reagan during

the Iran-contra tumult a decade ago.

Even during:Watergate, the conservative editori-

al pages of The Chicago Tribune and The Omaha
World-Herald remained on the side of Richard M.
Nixon until the damaging contents of the White House

tapes were finally made public. The Wall Street

Journal went even further, defending Mr. Nixon al-

most until the day he resigned.

Even The Nation, the most doggedly liberal of the

national magazines, has criticized Mr. Clinton on the

subject of campaign finance.

Mr. Clinton's standing is even worse than it might
otherwise be because clean elections and campaign
finance reform are staples of liberal doctrine.

Tom Rosenstiel, director of the Project for Excel-

lence in Journalism, sponsored by the Pew Charitable

Trust, described the situation this way: “There is

more of a team mentality on the conservative side.

There is, for Instance, a great deal more intellectual

collaboration between The Wall Street Journal editori-

al pages and Republican policy-makers than there is

with any liberal editorial page and any Democratic
policy-maker. There is no sense of loyalty to party

among liberal commentators and editorial pages.”

Commentators bn both sides agree with that

analysis. “We feel very loyal to principles: we do not

feel any loyalty to a particular party or politician,”

said Jane R. Eisner, edi-

torial page editor of The
Philadelphia Inquirer.

Howell Raines, the

editorial page editor of

The Tunes, said that the

healthiest development
in journalism since

World War II has been
journalists’ “shedding
the mantle ' of partisan-

ship and beginning to

think of themselves as

Piling On
But no comparable Democratic press exists.

When a Democratic politician runs into difficulty as

Mr. Clinton has-now, or as former Speaker Jim Wright

did in 1989, the instinct of normally Democratic edito-

rialists and columnists seems to be to pfie on.

A White House official who followspress coverage

could not identifyany big-city paper or national maga-
zine that has defended Mr. Clinton against charges of

abusive campaign finance practices.

The New York Times, which also endorsed Mr.

Clinton for re-election, has been among the most
critical After a Clinton news conference this month.

The Times editorialized: “It was a fluid performance

in Mr. Clinton’s best slide-and-glide style. But most
Americans do not believe in a universe where Johnny
Chung hustles Presidential photo ops. Vice President

A1 Gore’s telephoning is described as a model of

political .dignity and Maggie Williams’s palming of a
$50,000 check is praised as artful handlingof a strained

social situation.”

politically independent”
Robert L. Bartley, editor of The Wall Street

Journal, took a somewhat different tack. He said he did

not think of the matter in terms of party but in terms
of conservative versus liberal

“You didn't see us jumping up and down in

defense of Bob Packwood,” he said. Senator Pack-

wood, a moderate Republican who supported abortion

rights and disavowed supply-side economics, was
forced to resign in 1995 over charges of sexual miscon-

duct What if the same Charges had been brought

against Mr. Gingrich or Dick Armey, the House Re-

publican leader, or some other staunch conservative?

Mr. Bartley was asked.

“Yeah, we would have defended them,” he re-

plied. “That’s the way it is.

“The drift of American journalism is liberal,” Mr.

Bartley said. “What we do a lot of is lean against the

wind of the general news coverage. That’s not a

problem for liberal editorial pages. They don’t have a

wind to lean against”

William Kristol editor of The Weekly Standard,

had another distinction. “Democratic Party leaders,”

he said, “don’tmean as much to liberals as Republican

Party leaders have meant to conservatives.”

He added: “Reagan and Gingrich weren't just

party leaders. They were leaders of the conservative

movement Therefore, the assaults on Reagan and
Gingrich were assaults on the conservative move-

ment”
Conservative editorial writers, Mr. Kristol said,

often think of themselves as “shaping the agenda for a

movement” Their liberal counterparts, he said, have
more “the tone of preaching eternal truths to an

unenlightened citizenry.”

\
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Ham and Cheese on Oscar Night
By BERNARD WEINRAUB

R .

HOLLYWOODEMEMBER the 1988 Academy Awards when
the actor Rot Lowe, looking like a deer caught
in the headlights, sang "Proud Mary" with a
singer dressed as Snow White? (Disney sued.)

Or 1972 when Sacheen Littiefeather showed up instead
of Marlon Brando to read a statement about American
Indian rights after the actor won an Oscar for "The
Godfather”? Or 1994 when David Letterman, the master
of ceremonies, made so many awful jokes about people's
names and physical attributes that Tom Hanks could be
seen shaking his head in the audience?

Welcome to the 69th Academy Awards, the agoniz-
ingly long show (three hours plus) that most of us watch
while mumbling about how awful it is. This year's
version, which will be broadcast tomorrow night on
ABC, promises to be a bit on the snooty side because of
the raft of arty films nominated, including "The English
Patient," "Shine” and "Secrets and Lies." But is there
any doubt that many of the stars will wear inelegant and
inappropriate outfits or make a dumb comment or two?

"The tackiness is why everyone loves it,” said
Damien Bona, co-author with Mason Wiley of "Inside
Oscar” (Ballantine Books, 1986), a detailed and deadpan
account of every Oscar ceremony since the first in 1927.
"If it were sober and serious, it would be incredibly
boring. Part of the fun of the show is really hoping for

something you could roll your eyes aL"
The billion viewers watching worldwide are en-

tranced with the show, and Hollywood in general, be-

cause movie stars are like royalty, bigger than life,

seemingly mare beautiful, more glamorous, more
wealthy than the rest of us. The Oscar ceremony offers a

rare chance to see them up close and. in some ways, for

what they are: vain, narcissistic and out of touch.

"We really want the show to confirm our worst

fears about Hollywood,” said Molly Haskell, the film

critic. “We want the show to confirm that they’re

somehow tacky and vulgar and always saying 'me' ‘me’

'me' and not being very serious about politics but doing

things like wearing red ribbons. You remember the year

when a guy screaked across the stage? Or when Vanessa
Redgrave made her speech about the P.L.O.?"

Glamour vs. Tackiness
Terry Press, an executive at Dreamworks, the fledg-

ling studio, said the reason so many watch the show is its

unreality. "It's like watching a broadcast from Mars,”
she said. "It’s entirely unreal. You’re seeing clothes you

can’t afford and impossibly beautiful people. And every-

thing you ever thought about Hollywood is verified in

living color.”

What has made the show even more tacky over the

years are numbing, elaborate musical numbers often

choreographed by Debbie Allen ("Don’t they all look like

‘Fame'?” said one studio executive, referring to Ms.
Allen's most notable success). Even more embarrassing

has been the scripted dialogue between the stars present-

ing the awards — dialogue meant to be casual but that

often is just banal.

"This is, let's face it, celebrating ourselves,.which is

always a little embarrassing,", said a top producer.

"There's simply no way for this to be anything but

tacky."

Even the glamour is a bit cheesy. Many of the

nominees and presenters are loaned their Calvins and

Armanis; diamonds are provided, for the night.

The shows were probably more fun — and even

sillier — in earlier years when they were held at the

Ambassador Hotel or Biltmore Hotel in downtown Los

Angeles. The ceremony, broadcast over the radio, includ-

ed a banquet, and the actors and film makers occasional-

ly got drunk (no, not quite like Frederic March in “A Star

Is Bom"). Nowadays the awards are given either at the

Shrine Auditorium or the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion, and

the stars wail until the parties afterward to get drunk.

Mr. Bona said he still misses the shows of the late

1960's and early 1970’s, when down-market stars like

Joey Heatherton and John Gavin showed up as present-

ers and when films like “The Alamo" and "Dr. Doolittle”

were nominated.
Most Hollywood executives, agents and even stars

who don’t attend the ceremonies watch the televised

show with the same blend of envy and humor as everyone

else. Take Michael Black, a respected agent at Interna-

tional Creative Management, who watches the show with

friends like Toni Howard, a top agent, and Sue Mengers,

the legendary agent of the 1970’s and 1980’s.

“I love the show,” Mr. Black said, “I love the

glamour. Even since I was a kid in Long Island, I’ve

watched every minute of it It’s the biggest night of my
life. Of course, with my crowd, no one goes unscathed for

what they’re wearing or saying. If Mahatma Gandhi

showed up to get an Oscar in his loincloth, he'd be

eviscerated."
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Richard Perry

A Hollywood hopeful unfurling her flag.

Job Seekers

Checking In

At Hotel Hope

S
AY what you will about wel-

fare chiseling and sloth in

the big city. New York last

week presented striking

tableaux of determination and striv-

ing— thousands of people of less-

than-privileged circumstances will-

ing to wait in line for hours for the

slim chance to move one rung up the

ladder, to a steady job with benefits.

Some of those scenes areshown
here. The magnet was the soon-to-

reopen Roosevelt Hotel in Manhat-

tan, which had advertised for appli-

cants for 700 jobs as maids, cooks,

waiters, desk clerks and the like.

In a routine repeated throughout

the week, people began liningup be-

fore dawn last Tuesday, and by noon
the line snaked for blocks through
raidtowiL Elizabeth Gatling, a 95-

year-old welfare recipient who wait-

ed eight hours to fill out an applica-

tion; summed up the turnout con-

cisely: "People in this city want to

work.” RACHEL L. SWARNS

No Chinese

James Bond. Yet.
Continued From Page 1

spies are active on every continent

seeking to buy or steal technology to

support the country’s military and

space programs. About half the 900

open investigations into illegal tech-

nology transfers on the West Coast

involve China, whose spies have set

up front companies from Hong Kong
to Virginia Beach to facilitate an

illegal harvest of Western technol-

ogy.

"If we are talking about violations

of U.S. law, the Chinese are surpass-

ing tiie Russians," the F.B.I. chief of

counterintelligence, Harry Godfrey
3d, told Congress a few years ago.

"We have seen cases where they

have encouraged people to apply to

the C.IA., the Naval Investi-

gative Service and other Defense
agencies,” including the nuclear
weapons laboratories at Los Alamos
and Lawrence Livermore.

During much of the 1980’s, as Chi-

na was pursuing a course of modern-
ization under the direction of Deng
Xiaoping, Chinese scientists and en-

gineers were welcomed in the United
States. The C.I.A. even cooperated
with China’s intelligence czars to

monitor Soviet missile tests in Cen-
tral Asia

Technology Theft
But after a while the F.B.L and

American intelligence officials began
suspecting that Chinese visitors were
trying to steal much of the technology
they admired the most but could not
acquire through legal channels. In
one case, visiting American physi-
cists noticed that China had built a
linear accelerator for high-energy
physics research that matched
“down to the bolt patterns," as one
put it, an accelerator at the Lawrence

Chief focuses of

spying: Taiwan,
trade and dissent.

Livermore Laboratory in California.
There were other charges, never con-
firmed publicly by American offi-
cials, that China had acquired neu-
tron bomb technology by exploiting
its access to scientific research in-
stallations.

As a result, all Chinese scientists
have been banned from visiting
American nuclear weapons laborato-
ries since the late 1980's.

The main tasks of China's intelli-
gence service include penetrating all
opposition groups based overseas,
from the pro-democracy student
groups in the United States to the
exile headquarters of the Dalai
Lama, Tibet’s spiritual leader, in In-
dia Another major target is Taiwan’s
intelligence operatives, who have
long sought to disrupt the growing
relationship between Washington and
Beijing. In Tact in 1979, before Chi-
nese spies had become very active on
American soil. Treasury Secretary
Michael BlumenthaJ received intelli-
gence that Taiwanese agents bad ob-
tained $100,000 in cash, denominated
in "old bills," to spread among mem-
bers of Congress sympathetic to Tai-
wan’s cause.

Western intelligence agencies esti-
mate that the Ministry of State Secu-
rity now has several thousand spies in
Hong Kong, placed there over a dec-
ade to infiltrate government, busi-

ness, the news media and the jet set of

the British colony, which reverts to

Chinese rule on July 1. Their mission

is to identify every conceivable

“threat” to a smooth transition, with

threat being defined as democracy
advocates, other critics of Beijing and

Taiwan’s agents of influence.

The intelligence service trains

many of its spies at its own universi-

ty. the Institute of International Rela-

tions in Beijing, which opened in 1965

and then closed the next year in the

chaos of the Cultural Revolution. It

re-opened again in 1978. Its graduates
are some of the best and the brightest

analysts in the Chinese Government,
able to interpret a fast-changing

world for Communist Party leaders

who, for the most part have traveled

little outside their own country.

Sprinkled among the hundreds of

correspondents sent to foreign capi-

tals by the New China News Agency,
China’s state-run news service, are

spies who file dispatches seen only by
an exclusive audience tjf top officials.

The American tribute to China’s

espionage capability can be found
deep within the United States Embas-
sy in Beijing. Down a corridor in a

windowless annex, there is a “quiet
room,” where ambassadors and visit-

ing secretaries of state can retreat in

the middle of the night to speak with
each other or with officials in Wash-
ington.

The room is a suspended Plexiglas-
like cube surrounded by fans whose
motors ‘ create electromagnetic
"noise” that bugging equipment can-
not penetrate. That's what it takes
when American diplomats Ih^in an
environment where the secretaries
and drivers — even the cooks .and

maids — must be hired from Chinese
personnel agencies controlled by. or.
reporting to, State Security: ‘

•

"

In 1988, a young American commu-
nications officer in Beijing who got
romantically involved with a Chinese
woman was confronted by State Secu-
rity officers who tried to blackmail
him into becoming their spy. He es-
caped the trap and was bnndled out of
the country. A few years later, when a
Voice of America correspondent con-
fessed to an American Embassy offi-

cial over tennis that he had a Chinese
girlfriend who was a Communist Par-
ty member, the correspondent was
immediately recalled.

Cover Jobs
Like every other institution in Chi-

na, China’s spy agencies are riddled
with corruption and - have suffered
major defections to the West In the
eastern Chinese city of Wuxi, a large
pyramid scheme that; bilked ™nunns
of dollars from unsuspaptirig Chinese
a few years ago was organized by the
local Ministry for State Security or-
ganizatiotL In Guangdong, American
officials discovered'that 'thugs hired'
py the spy service '-were, trying to
intimidate inspectors investigating
one of China's largest factories pro-
ducing pirated compactdiscs.

f-tke the American' diplomatic
corps, China's Ministry of ^Foreign
Affairs provides "cover:" tor Chinese,
spies working as diplomats abroad.
Cover is part of the game, which is
why the Chinese were furious last

Jaraes R- Lilley, a former
united States Ambassador to Beijing
and a longtime CJA. pfflcer.in Asia
petore that, suggested in ^newspaper
~.te™ew that Chinese siRies posing

f® “P»mats in the United States
should be booted out “of tiie country
to give them a lesson” abotitstiddng
their noses into American

,
politics.

As if that's not part irf the game,
James. - -
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ECONOMY

Booingand
Airbus square

Off.

ByADAM BRYANT

^OU would think they were
... wns of cola to the

ooef executives of the
world's airlines instead of

. flying machines that can
cost more than $125 million apiece.

marketin£ brochure
.depica a Boeing 777 as an aging
stretch limousine painted taxicab

-yellow and the Airbus A340 as a
sleek Mercedes sedan. In another
Airbus cattily points out the age of
the Boeing 737, noting that the plane
entered service the same year 1968
that Richard M. Nixon was first
elected President.
And in a brochure from Boeing,

Airbus is not even granted the re-
spect of being mentioned by name,
with the company's wares referred’
to only as “Theirs.”

Such flippant selling materials
showhow serious the marketing bat-
tle has become between the Boeing
Company and Airbus Industrie, the
world’s two superpowers in passen-
ger planes.

In the last year, the skies were
essentially. ..cleared of second-tier
Competitors, as Fokker N.V. landed
in bankruptcy and the McDonnell
Douglas Corporation accepted a
merger proposal from Boeing. That
has left just two teams in the biggest
contest in industry history.
• -It will be like most Super Bowls,”
said Byron K. Callan, an aerospace
analyst at Merrill Lynch. “It’s going

W> be a very, very close game or it’s
going to be a blowout”
The stakes are huge: an estimated

$1 trillion or more in orders over the
nc*t 20 years. Industry forecasts
suggest that more than 13.500 planes
will be built — eclipsing the size of
the fleet now in service — to replace
aging fleets and accommodate the
growing demand for air travel, par^
ticularly in heavily populated devel-
oping countries like China. The
sticker price” of a Boeing passen-

ger jet ranges from $32 million for
its smallest plane, the 737, to $171
million for its newest offering, the
777; Airbus jets range from $40 mil-
lion for the A319 to $128 million for
the AML

With just each other to worry
about, Boeing and Airbus might be
expected to act like most duopolies,
settling back and cruising profitably
on autopilot as they divvy up the
skies.

But that will probably not happen
anytime soon. For one thing, airline
orders are typically measured in bil-
lions of dollars, so a lot rides on each
sale. And those sales contracts are
getting bigger. As competitive pres-
sures mount for the airlines, the
economies of scale gained from fly-
iug just one maker’s planes are
proving irresistible. In the last four
months. American Airlines and Del-
ta have signed long-term exclusive
buying deals with Boeing, and US
Airways has signeda large, although
not exclusive, one with Airbus. If a
customer is lost, it might be lost for a
very long time.

"It’s downright bloody out there,”
said John J. Leahy, an Airbus senior
vice president and the company’s
chief salesman.
When pressed for their definition

of victory in this trillion-dollar dog-
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World
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fight, executives from Seattle-based

Boeing, which has long dominated
the industry, said they warned to

consistently win two-thirds of all

new orders, about their current lev-

el. Airbus, a privately held consor-

tium of manufacturers from Briiain,

France, Germany and Spain, wants
to consistently win about half of all

orders. That would represent a big

jump for Airbus, which is less than
half the size of Boeing. But consider-

ing how quickly this upstart has
grown, its goal seems well within the
realm of possibility.

Clearly, only one company will

succeed in its goal, and at the ex-
pense of the other.

Comparing aircraft order statis-

tics can be a dark science, but based
on the companies’ announcements of

orders, compiled by Edmund S.

Greenslel, an industry analyst,

Boeing has won 63 percent of the
plane orders over the last five years.

Airbus has won 27 percent and Mc-
Donnell Douglas 10 percent. In the

last year alone, however, Boeingwon
66 percent of the orders, Airbus re-

ceived 30 percent and McDonnell
Douglas only 4 percent. (True to

form, Airbus contends that the

Boeing numbers arc inflated be-

cause it counts less definitive orders,
and that Airbus in fact won 44 per-

cent of the orders last year.)

The battle is fraught with risks

and uncertainties that could divide

the market into larger or smaller
slices than either company is pro-

jecting.

Airbus, for example, hopes to leap-

frog over Boeing in jumbo-jet sales

by building a double-decker plane

that could hold more than 550 pas-

sengers. But if demand falls short of

its projections, it may have trouble

recouping its investment, which it

estimates at $8 billion. Airbus could

also stumble if its member compa-
nies start squabbling over the con-
sortium’s plan to raise money by
going public. Boeing, meanwhile,
may face difficulties of its own in

digesting its planned acquisition of
McDonnell Douglas, a deal that is

considered unlikely to be blocked by
antitrust regulators in Washington.
Because the stakes are so high,

both sides appear to be fighting over
every last order with everything
they have.

Consider Airbus’s failed effort to

win over Delta. Among other things,

Airbus bought $95,000 worth of tele-

vision time in the airline's hometown
of Atlanta for commercials about its

planes. It was an unusual move, con-
sidering that Airbus really needed to

sway just one person, Harry Alger,

Delta's executive vice president for

operations.

“At any comer, at any level of this

company, they’re there,” Mr. Alger
said of Airbus before he chose
Boeing. Although he and other exec-
utives say they base their decisions

on cost and technical capabilities of

aircraft, such marketing efforts do
not go unnoticed. “From a market-
ing standpoint. Airbus is very, very
aggressive,” he added.

Source: Goldman Sacte & Co. Exchange ratas ss of Friday's London
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1.6033 T.6010 +0.14 1.5366

Sometimes the manufacturers’
• marketing efforts get a helping band
from international politics.

Many airlines in the Far East, for

example, have fleets that are largely

from Boeing, a convenient and high-

ly visible way for governments to

put a dent in the United States trade

deficit with Japan and the rest of the

region. And when Saudi Arabia was
in the market for new jets in 1995,

President Clinton stepped in as part-

time salesman and closed a 61-jet, $6
billion deal for Boeing and McDon-
nell Douglas to share.

Airbus has a clear edge in many
European countries, where airlines

like Lufthansa, Air France and Ibe-

ria tend to shop locally for new
planes — no doubt with encourage-

ment from officials of the four coun-

tries in which Airbus’s partners re-

side.

For an that, the political realities

can hinder as much as help thehome
team.
For example, Boeing has been

building a relationship with China
for 25 years, setting up training cen-

ters and developing an air-traffic

control system there, and even mak-
ing the country a subcontractor to

build tail sections for its 737’s.

Boeing has also been an unpaid lob-

byist in Washington, stumping for

most-favored-nation status for Chi-

na. Nonetheless, China thanked

Boeing last year by placing a $1.5

billion order with Airbus, sending a
signal to the Clinton Administration

Making it bigger doesn't make is better
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True distinction

:

the world-class A340

As part of its effort to lure customers away from its much larger rival. Airbus has used a brochure that depicts

a Boeing 777 as an aging, taxicab-yellow stretch limousine and the Airbus A340 as a sleek Mercedes sedan.

that it coukt turn to Europe if the

United States became too pushy on

human rights and trade issues.

Just last week, a possible order by
China for a small fleet of 777’s also

became snagged by. politics. In that

case. China wants Vice President A1

Gore to preside over the signing of

the deal, a ticklish situation for Mr.

Gore in light of China's role in the

Administration’s campaign finance

imbroglio. A decision from Mr. Gore
and a final word on the deal were
pending as of Friday.

Boeing executives say that they

are often treated as a political foot-

ball.

“We are exposed to being used as
something to kick,” said Ronald B.

Woodard, president of Boeing’s com-
mercial airptaite group.

Airlines have done their share of

kicking the manufacturers, too, but

to win better deals— something they

could do relatively easily when there

were several manufacturers com-
peting for sales. Continental Airlines

found last year, for example, that it

was able to get a better deal cm 737’s

by telling Boeing it was considering

buying MD-95’s from McDonnell
Douglas.

Over time, many industry experts

say, Boeing and Airbus may be able

to exert more control over pricing,

particularly if they are able to sign

up many airlines for long-term ex-

clusive relationships. After all, an
airline that flies an all-Boeing or a11-

Airbus fleet will have little desire to

switch — mixing fleet types sharply

increases training and other costs—
and will therefore have less leverage
in future negotiations for new air-

craft

The existence of just two major
manufacturers may also smooth out

the wide swings in this notoriously

cyclical business. Historically, jet

makers have ramped up employ-
ment and production to build planes

when demand was high, only to have
to lay off thousands of workers when
it slackened. Now, with nowhere else

for the airlines to go — barring the

entry of a new manufacturer or the

revival of Fokker— Boeing and Air-

bus should be able to manage those

fluctuations better.

“The nature of the industry is

changing,” said Julius Maldutis, an
airline analyst at Salomon Brothers.

“Traditional aircraft gluts, which
were the product of. airline-buying

frenzies, may be a thing of the past.”

For now, though, the two compa-
nies are competing more aggres-

sively than ever.

When Airbus wins an order,

Boeing excuses its loss by saying

that Airbus, as a consortium that has
received government support, does

not have the same operating con-

straints as a big publicly owned
American company.
“There is no doubt that they will

take risks that we, as a practical

matter, cannot take,” Mr. Woodard
said. “We have different sets of busi-

ness realities forced upon us.”

Airbus executives retort that they

are not undercutting Boeing, that

they are repaying ail the govern-

ment loans they have received and

that Boeing has received plenty of

indirect government subsidies of its

own.

Airbus has also criticized Boeing's

penchant for exclusive contracts,

iracticsaying that such a practice is bad for

the airline industry because it elimi-

nates new competitive bids for dec-

ades.

The two even jab each other over

safety issues — long taboo among
airlines and airplane manufactur-
ers. Under the auspices of an infor-

mation bulletin for employees in De-
cember, Mr. Woodard pointed out

chat throughout the jet age, safety

has typically increased with each
new generation of airplanes. “How-
ever, note that the Airbus A320/321
are an exception to this pattern,” he
wrote, referring to four crashes over

the last nine years.

Airbus executives point out that

investigators attributed all of those

crashes to factors unrelated to the

planes’ airworthiness. "The A320
family is as safe or safer than any-

thing made by our competitors,”

said Mr. Leahy, the Airbus senior
vice president.

Airbus executives also say that

Mr. Woodard’s statement in the
Boeing newsletter incorrectly sug-
gested that the A321 model had a
history of accidents. In fact, the
model has never been in an accident
A spokesman for Airbus, David C

Venz, said that because Airbus air-

craft use the most advanced data
recorders, the cause of each acci-

dent of an Airbus plane has been
quickly determined. “There have
been no mysteries,” Mr. Venz said in

a thinly veiled reference to the un-
certainty surrounding the cause of
two Boeing 737 crashes, and the
crash last summer of T.W.A. Flight
800, a Boeing 747.

And the spin goes on. Airbus likes

to characterize its products as
“money-making machines," com-
pared with Boeing’s “commodities.”
Airbus attributes Boeing’s successes

to the power of a “myth machine:”
In a presentation to reporters last

year, Adam Brown, Airbus vice

president for forecasting and stra-

tegic planning, talked about his frus-

tration in sales campaigns with “a
competitor who seems increasingly

to treat the truth somewhat econom-
ically.”

But Mr. Woodard of Boeing has
registered similar complaints, even
taking a shot at Mr. Brown personal-

ly. “I’ve watched him and his nose
does grow longer when he talks.’’

Mr. Woodard told reporters at the
Farnborough Air Show in England in

1994.

But when the spinning stops, how
do these companies really match
up?
Each company, of course, has its

strengths and its potential weak-
nesses.

Boeing’s 747, which is much bigger
than any Airbus model, gives Boeing
aa wider range of aircraft sizes. And
with the combined resources, reve-

nues and future profits from its ac-

quisition of McDonnell Douglas,
Boeing will bave an enormous budg-
et for research and development.
(Last year, Boeing spent $1.2 billion

in this area.) It also benefits from
the transfer of technology between
the commercial and military parts
of its business. However, it is likely

to have some difficulty integrating

the McDonnell military operation

and foe Douglas aircraft business —
which have never seen themselves
as one company as it is — into

Boeing.

Airbus has had many technologi-

cal and marketing achievements.

But it may trip as it tries to balance

the varying interests of its members
in creating a new, publicly held cor-

porate structure.

Such a restructuring, though, also

holds out the possibilities of greater
efficiencies. Many functions, like

market forecasting, are now done by
each of its members, as well as by
Airbus staff.

By all accounts. Airbus has taken

a less conventional approach to de-

signing and marketing aircraft, and
that has paid off in its ability to oust
McDonnell Douglas from the indus-

try’s No. 2 spot Boeing made its

mark by being the first to build jets,

in the 1950’s— a move that catapult-

ed it past Douglas Aircraft-

Airbus is also counting on techno-

logical innovation to set it apart For
example, it adopted foe concept of

commonly equipped cockpits as its i

signature, enabling pilots to switch
from one type of plane to another
With minima! training. Because this

represents a huge savings to air-

lines, Boeing has followed suit and
now builds its 757 and 767 with com-
mon cockpits.

Airbus can also take credit for

building the first wide-body jet, the

A300, to fly with just two engines. It

was the first to make a key piece ofa
production plane — the vertical tail

.

fin — out of composite materials,

and the first to use an entirely elec-

tronic flight system, rather than me-
chanical controls, to move key parts

like the rudder.

The structure of Airbus, which
was established as a risk-sharing

-partnership 27 years ago, is also

unusual: Daimler-Benz of Germany
and Aerospatiale of France each
hold 37.9 percent, British Aerospace
holds 20 percent and Construcckmes
Aeronaut!cas, or Casa, of Spain owns
42 percent
The companies in Airbus are also

its key subcontractors. Generally,
British Aerospace makes the wings,

Daimler-Benz builds the fuselages
and Casa makes parts of the tail

sections, while Aerospatiale pro-
duces foe cockpits and assembles
most of the planes in Toulouse,
France, where Airbus is based. A
former Aerospatiale executive, Jean
Pierson, is the chairman of Airbus.

Boeing takes a much more tradi-

tional approach to business. It wants
to know an airline’s needs- better

than foe airline itself does, and then
offer a numbingly thorough and tai-

lored sales pitch.

“The Airbus crowd tends to be
much more image-driven,” said
Robert V. Baker, executive vice
president for operations at Ameri-
can, who last November committed
the airline to buying Boeing jets for

the next 20 years, and placed an
initial order for 103 jets worth $6.6

billion. “Boeing is a very methodical
corporation, and has perhaps done a
little better job of reading custom-
ers’ desires.”

For example, Robert L. Crandall,
American’s chairman, has longcom-
plained that when a reading light

burns out on his company's aircraft,

a mechanic is needed to replace it
Boeing took care of that problem on
its new 777, in which the lights can be
changed by flight attendants.

Airbus executives say foe; also

listen closely to customers, and
again blame what they call foe
Boeing myth machine— in this case,

for the common perception that

Boeing was the first to grow ears.
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Treasofes Down 0.13% H European stocks Down 2.48%

Ryan Labs. Total Return 193.24 F.T.-Actuaries Europe 240.27

Municipals Down 0.43% Asian stocks Up 2.36%

Bond Buyer index 115.16 F.T.-Acluaries Pacific Basin 135.90

in corporates Down 0.07%
Merrill Lynch Master index 846. 1

4

Gold
'-?> New York cash price

Up 0.14%
$353.50
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|
Money market funds

Taxable average

4.91%
Up 1 basis pt

Bank C.D/s
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Sheila Heslin’s Warning
If someone had listened to Sheila Heslin, the

Clinton Administration might not be in so much
legal trouble. For that matter, Anthony Lake might
be Director of Central Intelligence. Ms. Heslin was
the National Security Council aide who fought so
hard to keep a particularly unseemly bit of cam-
paign fund-raising from besmirching the White
House. That in the aid she failed is'perhaps the most
convincing evidence to date that the Clinton cam-
paign’s frantic hunt for money overwhelmed all

sense of ethics and protocol in the White House.
The outline of Ms. Heslin’s effort, first reported

by The Wall Street Journal, is by now well known.
For months in 1995 she rebuffed requests for assist-
ance from Roger Tamraz, an international oilman
eager to get American support for an ambitious
pipeline deal in Central Asia. Mr. Tamraz, who has
had dealings with Iraq and Libya and faces embez-
zlement charges in Lebanon, also wanted to meet
with President Clinton. Ms. Heslin was understand-
ably dubious. Her doubts were reinforced by a C.IA.
report on Mr. Tamraz’s overseas activities.

But Mr. Tamraz was not to be denied. He spent
lavishly in 1995 and 1996 to ingratiate himself with
the Democrats, giving $177,000 to national and state

party organizations. As those donations were accu-
mulating in late 1995, Ms. Heslin says she got an
unexpected call from Donald Fowler, the chairman
of the Democratic National Committee. He urged
her to help Mr. Tamraz and reportedly told her the
C.IA. would be in touch.

Soon a sanitized version of the C.IA report was
sent to Ms. Heslin. Troubled by the political interfer-

ence, she reported the case to a supervisor who told

Mr. Fowler his efforts were inappropriate. Despite

Ms. Hesiin’s concerns, Mr. Tamraz was invited to a
White House Christmas reception in December 1995

Religious Freedom, Constitutionally
A small church in the town of Boeme, Tex.,

provides the backdrop for one of this term’s most
significant Supreme Court cases. The church, faced

with overcrowding, sought a permit to demolish

most of its 74-year-old Mission Revival structure

and expand into Boeme’s historic district. When the

permit was denied, the church sued the town, alleg-

ing a violation of its religious freedom under a

Federal statute called the Religious Freedom Res-
‘

toration Act The city responded by challenging the

act’s constitutionality, raising the core issue that

the Court must now decide.

An impressive array of religious and civil

rights groups are urging that the law be upheld.

They are rightly concerned about the implications

for religious freedom if it is overturned. But

the -immediate issue is not religious liberty. It is

whether the law’s attempt to counter a damaging
Supreme Court decision violates the constitutional

separation of powers. This launches the dispute

into a gray area that makes the outcome hard to

predict If the Court strikes down the statute, the

justices need to reconsider the flawed ruling that

inspired it

The religious freedom law, approved by an
unusually united Congress and enthusiastically

signed by President Clinton in 1993, was a response

to a Supreme Court decision in 1990 that watered
down the First Amendment’s protection of "the free

exercise” of religion. That decision held that

churches have no special exemption from “neutral,

generally applicable” laws that happen, as a by-

product, to burden religious exercise. In that case,

the Court approved using a state's general ban on
peyote to prohibit the drug’s use in religious rituals

by a Native American church. Other rulings im-

pinging on the free exercise of religion followed.

The Religious Freedom Restoration Act sought

to blunt the original decision by setting a very high

standard for governments to meet if they are to

override claims of religious liberty. Under the act,

governments may not enforce laws that "substan-

tially burden” the exercise of religion without dem-
onstrating a “compelling" need to do so, and with-

out using “the least restrictive means.”
It is clear that, in the absence of a constitutional

amendment. Congress cannot directly overturn a

Supreme Court decision. But last January a Federal

appeals panel hearing the Texas case upheld the act

as a legitimate exercise of Congress’s independent

authority under the 14th Amendment to enforce

constitutional rights by granting broader protection

than the Supreme Court. The exact boundary of that

authority is an unsettled issue. When the case was
argued recently, several justices seemed concerned

that the act trespassed on the Court's role as sole

interpreter of.the Constitution.

Fortunately, if the Court wants to strike down
the statute, there are principled ways to do so

without jeopardizing past holdings on civil rights or

abandoning religious liberty. If the Court rejects the

act, it can recognize the underlying concern, broad-

ly shared, that the Court's current approach inade-

quately protects religious observance from govern-

ment interference. A wise Court would heed the

message, and find a better balance.

Editorial Notebook

Pillage as Protest
When calm returns, Albanians .

will have to rebuild their country Albanians
not just politically, but physically. ^ m
They did not just protest after the -By 1
collapse of the pyramid schemes
that took the vast majority of the country’s savings.
They razed and looted. They set fire to the library at the
main agricultural university, burning 150,000 books.
They torched buildings considered historical treasures.
They destroyed not only the symbols of a hated Govern-
ment, but also their own achievements and patrimony.

The explanation lies in -Albania’s Communist past.

For 45 years, totalitarianism and isolation were so
complete that many Albanians were not aware that

others lived differently. Except for officials, no one came
to the country and no Albanians traveled abroad. Albani-
ans did not know that elsewhere people owned cars,

forbidden in Albania. They were unaware that abroad a
family was not condemned to a prison village for genera-
tions because one member criticized the regime. In other

Communist countries, people dreamed of freedom. In

Albania, many did not know wbat freedom was.
Totalitarianism continues to Imprison Albanians

even though it is now just an afterimage, a trick of their

own minds. Albania’s last great howl, in 1991. also took

the form not of protest, but of pillage. When Communism
fell, the police state dissolved and Albania plunged into

chaos. The fanning village of Plug was typical. One night

about half of Plug’s population of 450 stormed the village

storehouse, emerging with fistfuls of spoons, sacks of

flour, armfuls of underwear and soap. They stripped the

day care center of mattresses. They destroyed the

generators and farm machines. When I visited Plug

three years later, the health clinic's obstetrical gurney

was serving as one family’s laundry and garden cart

Villagers could no longer irrigate their farmland, which

became an overgrown meadow.
All over the country, the electrical system and.

... . „ 1jn . national railway collapsed as

AdbaJUailS Field irnsoner people stole wires and switches.

U . -pj Albanians had been told for dec-
oy 1 heir Fast ades that these items belonged

to the people. It was about time
the people could take them home.

The looting was an explosion, Albanians' first after

decades of humiliation. It was also a sign that they
lacked an idea indispensable for civil society, the com-
mon good. The Communists pushed the common good
endlessly. Work for Mother Albania! Plug responded by
taking- the village stethoscope home for the kids to play
with.

People m Plug told me they looted because they
feared that the coming regime would take everything for
its own followers. They could not picture a world where
flour was not measured out on the basis of politics.

They were not far wrong. I first met Sali Berisha
around the time of the 1991 looting. Mr. Berishahad been
a Communist in the old regime, not a dissident, as
Albania did not grow dissidents. But he now led the
opposition, and he talked like a democrat. As President,
however, he jailed his adversaries, packed the courts,
rigged elections and turned the country’s only television
news into TV Berisha. To many Albanians, this was
normal behavior. They were more angry about corrup-
tion, especially the idea that payoffs might have bought
Government tolerance of the recent pyramid schemes.

Albania’s grotesque Communism discredited the
civic trust that is vital for democracy and capitalism.
Without it, bureaucrats take bribes, politicians cling to

power for fear of losing everything if they leave, busi-
nessmen forgo the long-term investment for the quick
scam. To the dismay of Albanians, this is their country
today. People watch Italian television. They know what
kind qf society they want. But how do they get there? Still

prisoners of their past, Albanians have so far found few
ways other than by boat TINA ROSENBERG

U.S. Mustn’t Meddle in Russia’s Politics

To the Editor:

In “Helsinki Hopes” (column.

March 16), William Safire gets some
facts wrong. For example, it is incor-

rect to say that President Boris N.

Yeltsin of Russia is “S10 billion short

in payments of wages to teachers,

police and the military”; only 20

percent of this sum is owed by the

Government, the rest by privatized

factories.

But more to the point. Mr. Safire

makes the remarkable, even fanciful

recommendation that President

Clinton should impose political condi-

tionality on President Yeltsin by
making it plain that “America would
respond positively to a Yeltsin coali-

tion with Yabloko’s democratic re-

formers," Jed by Grigory Yavlinsky-

This suggestion must be roundly

rejected. Economic conditionality is

hard enough to impose. But the idea

that Mr. Clinton can get Mr. Yeltsin

and Anatoly Chubais, the First Depu-

ty Prime Minister, to accept a politi-

cal coalition, especially with Mr. Ya-

vlinsky under the latter’s ,<con~'

tion,” as Mr. Safire desires, is hard

to take seriously.

This is all the more so when Mr.

Chubais has just consolidated his posi-

tion within the Government, with the

appointment of key loyalists like the

reformist governor Boris Nemtsov,

the privatizer Alfred Kokh and the

Saving Farms May Not Benefit Farming

and four other White House functions last year. The
C.I.A. is now investigating how it was drawn into

this campaign scheming, which was a brazen mis-

use of the agency for political purposes.

With Mr. Fowler now claiming amnesia about
much of the affair, it is hard to determine precisely

how the party reached into the C.IA. for assistance.

But it is abundantly clear from this case that the

Clinton fund-raisers had permission to override the

usual safeguards against manipulation of the Gov-
ernment to raise political money.

Mr. Lake was Ms. Hesiin’s boss when she was
trying to keep Mr. Tamraz away from Mr. Clinton

and, in turn, from the management of American
foreign policy. Had Mr. Lake’s office been better

organized, he might have learned of Ms. Hesiin’s

efforts and warned Mr. Clinton about the oilman’s

record. But it seems increasingly clear that Mr.
Lake was operating in a White House where policy

makers had less clout than fund-raisers who had

picked international businesses and foreign entre-

preneurs as principal targets.

It was no accident that campaign donors were
included on trade missions, allowed to bring ques-

tionable foreign visitors to meetings with Mr. Clin-

ton or even abetted in dodging the objections of the

National Security Council staff. All these things

happened because Mr. Clinton allowed a systemic

disrespect for the normal barriers that might have
prevented such abuses.

It is fine for Mr. Clinton now to talk about the

importance of staying in touch with supporters and
not rejecting their counsel simply because they

helped finance his campaign. But back when elec-

tion fever gripped the White House, the less noble

reality was that Sheila Heslin was powerless to stop

a campaign that was out of controL

To the Editor:

Re your March 20 news article on

farmland preservation efforts: My
own research on preservation in New
England suggests that farming and
farmers may not be the beneficia-

ries.

The local coalitions of homeown-
ers and conservationists that typical-

ly push for farmland protection are

interested in providing a range of

amenities: open space, scenic views,

growth control, maintenance of com-
munity character and ecological in-

tegrity. The result is higher land

prices and property values, especial-

ly for sites adjoining scenic open
farmland, which perversely in-

creases the demand for upscale de-

velopment in the countryside.

We are witnessing a transition

from a time when improved farm-
land was considered a mark of hu-

man industry to a time when exur-

ban dwellers look out at fields and
pastures and see wild nature itself.

This cultural shift toward the pas-

sive consumption of nature does not

bode well for protecting prime farm-
land for agricultural production.

France Is Concerned
ForZairian Refugees

To the Editor:

David Aronson's March 18 Op-Ed
article, “Zaire’s French Connec-
tion,” contains inaccurate assertions

that I would like to address.

France has called for the establish-

ment of a multinational operation in

eastern Zaire for one reason: Hun-
dreds of thousands of refugees are

being prevented from receiving aid

from humanitarian organizations be-

cause of fighting. France declared

that it was ready to fulfill its humani-
tarian duty in response to an appeal

by Kofi Annan, the United Nations

Secretary General — an appeal that

has gone unheeded. It continues to call

for the implementation of the United

Nations peace plan unanimously ap-

proved by the Security Council.

What France supports is Zaire's

territorial integrity and stability. It

is seeking a peaceful political resolu-

tion to the crisis, notably through the

organization of internationally moni-

tored elections. France also supports
the democratization process that has
been under way in Africa for the past

several years. Democracy, good gov-

ernment and development were the

principal themes of the last French-
African summit, held in Burkina

Faso last December, in which 45

African countries participated.

Mr. Aronson claims that France
has supported Zaire’s Government
because it "favored French busi-

nesses.” But take a look at who
Zaire’s main trading partners really

are. France is not among them.

I was particularly surprised by the

implicit requirement that, in order to

be effective, soldiers belonging to a
multinational force must be able to

distinguish between Hutus and Tut-

sis. We have seen the kinds of ex-

treme actions such distinctions lead

to. Bernard Valero
Press Counselor, French Embassy

Washington, March 20, 1997
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Russell Christian

We may, instead, be creating a

pastoral landscape from which

farming has been excluded, a virtual

garden tended only by weekend gar-

deners. . Robert M. Rakoff
Amherst, Mass., March 20, 1997

The writer is a professor of politics

and environmental studies at Hamp-
shire College.
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Burthen Mr. Chubais’s own com-

mitment to reforms need not be

ESS Nor his strategic sense.

wStas in Ml d,splay mining
Mr. Yeltsin’s reflection and is to be

inferred from Mr. Yeltsin’s anornt-

roent of him as the economics czar

leading toe next stage of reforms.

Mr Safire’s misgivings, prompted

bytais admiration for Mr. Yavlinsky

are misplaced. Pad«* D^
New York. March 18, 1EMJ7.

The wnter is Harriman Professor of

Economics at Columbia University.

Science Talent Search

To the Editor:

Although it may be the case, as you

argue (editorial, March 18), that ex-

cellence in the Westinghouse Science

Talent Search "is “Clearly deter-

mined less by the field of study than

by the depth of the questions posed

by the entrants and the originality of

their methods and answers," many

of the traditional fields of study are

excluded from consideration be-

cause of the anxiety of Westinghouse

.

officials about animal rights pro-

tests. _ •

As a consequence, students who

look to the Westinghouse competition

for recognition cannot carry out the

most innocuous and noninvasive

study on even a fish or frog — a sad

anachronism in these times of

heightened interest in the behavioral

sciences, neuroscience and medi-

cine. Josh Wallman
New York, March 19, 1997

The writer is a professor of biology

at City College. CUNY.

Yes, Digital Television Is a Long Way Off

To the Editor:

Your March 17 editorial “Speeding

Up Digital TV” is perfectly right in

saying it will take far longer than

eight years for digital advanced tele-

vision to replace analogue; 30 years

is closer to iL But the reason is not

the reluctance of the evil, monopolis-

tic broadcasters, but simply the old

chicken-and-egg problem we faced

50 years ago when FM radio was
supposed to replace AM.

Broadcasting is not customer en-

tertainment, it is business advertis-

ing. Businesses will not sponsor pro-

grams for- which there are no listen-

ers or viewers, and viewers will cer-

tainly not buy a $1,000 television set

when there are no programs to watch.

Further, to expect the public to

abandon in eight years perhaps a
quarter of a billion televisions,

VCR’s and camcorders just to enjoy

certain engineering niceties is naive.

As Rents Go Up
To the Editor:

In your article "As Rents Move
Up. Roommates Move In" (Home
section, March 20), you provide a
chart about what a renter may earn
and what he or she can afford. How-
ever, there needs to be some fine

print. The reality is that most desir-

able Manhattan apartments are pro-

cured only through brokers, who
charge up to 15 percent of the first

year’s rent So that one-bedroom for

$2,097 in lower Manhattan has a fee
of $3,774.60, thereby raising the first

year’s rent to $2,411.55 per month.
If memory serves, the fees when I

moved to New York nine years ago
were either one month's rent or 10
percent of the first year’s rent It

seems that rents aren’t die only
things spinning out of control in this

city. Christopher Swartout
New York, March 20, 1997

It is easy enough to provide an

advanced television signal. There is

plenty of film that can be scanned

directly into the new format, and live

sports are always available.

The problem is changing all the

gristing equipment in a television

station to handle the signal; putting

up a new tower is the least of the

difficulty and expense. However,

once a station is upgraded, its signal

can go to the new transmitter, while

a version downgraded to the present

standard can go to the old.

Your supposition that auctioning

off advanced television . channels

would have speeded up digital televi-

sion is probably incorrect A station

broadcasting only digital television

signals would almost certainly go
bankrupt before It built up enough
audience to be self-sustaining. Bank-
ruptcy would delay transfer to oth-

ers, and the Government would get
only a tiny fraction of its promised
revenues. Lee Goeller

Haddonfield, N.J., March 19, 1997

The writer is telecommunications
consultant.

Internet Indecency

To the Editor:

Re your March 20 news article on
the Supreme Court’s debate on de-
cency rules for the Internet: 1

I agree totally with the computer
industry’s lawyer. Who is the Gov- .

eminent to decide wbat is decent? It

is the parents’ responsibility to .

watch their children, not the Govem-
ment's. 1 am a high school student
who uses the Internet for projects."
What will happen when I have a
science report and need the Inter-
net? Will the material I need be-
absent because some Government

'

official says it is “not decent’’? Let’s
hope not! Kristen Farroi*

Flushing, Queens, March 20, 1997.

A Bagel Feast for Hawaii G.L’s, Thanks to Temple Shalom-Aloha
To the Editor:

Re “Is a Bagel Still a Bagel in

Maui?” about the expansion of re-

gional cuisines in America (Week in

Review, March 16): In the mid-

1950’s I was stationed with die 25th

Infantry Division at Schofield Bar-
racks in Hawaii, f attended services

at a temple named Shalom-Aloha.
On one holiday the Jewish commu-

nity in Honolulu gave the recipe for

bagels to a local Japanese baker, and
the bagels he made were distributed

to military personnel attending serv-

ices. I wound up with the surplus
bagels and took them back to my
barracks. The next morning I

brought the bagels to the mess hall

and Instructed the cooks to slice

them in half, spread butter on them
and toast them on the grilL They
were a huge success.

On another occasion. I wound up
with several large boxes of matzoh. 1

put one matzoh on everyone’s bunk.
The next morning after showering
and dressing, I noticed they were all

gone. Another gastronomical suc-

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er’s name, address and telephone
number. Those selected may be short-
ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic

mart to letters(anytimes.conL. or bv
regular mail to Letters to the Editor,

The New York Times, 229 West 43d
Street. New York. N.Y. 10036-3959.

cess? That night as I bunked down I

found all the matzohs under my
sheets. Maybe I forgot the cream
cheese? Marvin Cohen

Hamden, Conn., March 17, 1997
•

To the Editor:

In “Is a Bagel Still a Bagel in
Maui?" (Week in Review, March 16),
you place me on the wrong side of the
regional foods fence.

Regional foods can be produced
with quality and authenticity, if that
Is the food maker’s choice. My brief
quote, “Most domestic brie is inedi-
ble,” was plucked from a broader
opinion in which I said that this
realm of cheese production existed

BQ
The NewYorkTimes
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229 Wert 43d SL. N.Y 10036-3969
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by design rather than destiny. My
examples of superior French region-'
al milks related to the skills of the
artisan cheesemakers, who can. and
do exist in this country. -

Mediocrity can rear its head any-
where. I’ve eaten overcooked lobster
in Maine and bland mozzarella' id
Little Italy. Quality is an. achieve-,
ment, not a naturally occurring phe-
nomenon. DavmGROTENSTEIN

New York, Man* 18 ,' 1397
The writer is a food consultant

Redesigning Society r

To the Editor:
’ ~ :

March .20 column
_*otn Century Unlimited" lamentsme absence of greater public knowl-

.

eage of the industrial designer Henry
Dreyfuss. Jeffrey Meikle’s book
Twentieth Century Limited?.(1979)

discusses Dreyfuss and other pio^
neers in that field.

'

But one must be careful-1 &6I to
equate Dreyfuss’s products for the

Srass-roots democracy,
ana ms peers saw. tbehjselves as -

redesigning American sbeifeAnd
!L

naively beileve<l that - their la-
vortsd Streamlining style .would be
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^Wtooui a single envelope being

-fs-sssrasat
; SI” “the worst year in Hollywood
,
^ory.' says the two-time Oscar-
winning screenwriter WilUam Gold-

- manfe- Los Angelesmagazine— that
v the‘.Academy coold bring itself to
; nominateonlyone^uch movie (“Jer-
: . ry.Maguire”) for Best Picture. The
oO^-competitors, from “Fargo” to

-“SWne/’ are from smaller, independ-
. eat companies and some are major-

studio rejects. Fox would have made
"The English Patient," for instance,
if only Kristin Scott Thomas had
been jettisoned for Demi Moore,

v; Hollywood's decline into a block-
buster mentality — in which every
moWe has to cost $100 million and be
built.-around a “high” (i.e, jow) con-
cept; special effects and a star— may
have reached its apotheosis last year,
but it’s .old news. What’s more unset-
tling is 'how Hollywood’s gigantitis

.
permeates the rest of the culture:
Much as the studios would rather
make “Waterwurld” than “Lone
Star," so. blockbuster museum shows

, squeeze Out thoughtful smaller art
exhibitions, musical spectaculars
push drama off Broadway, and over-
sold everts like “The Three Tenors"

.
drive chancier repertoire out of the
classical recording industry. But the

4 newest frontier" for Hollywoodization
1

may be the saddest yet — book pub-
lishing.

Hollywood’s tighter hold on books
was inevitable. -In' the new cultural
world created by synergistic media
mergers, book publishers and movie
studios and, increasingly, those “in-
dependent” filmmakers all share the
same few corporate parents. AsTom
Engelhardt wrote in The Nation, pub-
lishing houses are now “

‘divisions’

and imprints’ lodged in entertain-

ment conglomerates.” Little, Brown
is a corporate cousin of Warner
Brothers as Harper Collins is of Fox
and Simon & Schuster is of Para-

• mount Michael Ovitz, the former
agent and deposed Disney president,
is chairing this year’s benefit for the

literary human-rights organization,

pen:"'-';
Publishing has never been shlock

pr showbiz-free. Long before Jackie
Collins, therewas Jackie Susann; if a
-sitcom,star like Tim Alien canbe an
“avtoor’’now, so. decades ago, was
Art LLokletter. But even the most
-optimistic publishing hands see a
rise in their industry’s HoDywoodiza-
tiocL Good books that are not written

by Dick Morris, Marie Fuhrman or

John Grisham had better catch on
fast or they’ll be yanked from distri-

bution as quickly as well-reviewed

jnovies .that open slowly.

Some of those good books, more
and more of which have to fight their

way into print in the first place, may
be doomed before they’re even

shipped because they get only the

leavings of a big house's promotional

budget. With the decline of independ-

ent bookstores and the rise of super-

stores like Bames St Noble that

charge for prominent display space,

word-of-mouth alone can’t put a new
novel on the map. “Not even God can

.

make a best seller out of a book that

doesn't have a marketing budget,”

says 'Anne Larsen of Kirfcus Re-

views. (Oprah can — but only one

book per month.)
Perhaps the weirdest fallout of

HoUywoodizafion on publishing,

thought is the growing emphasis on

writers With: movie-star lodes. Jonar-

WILLIAM SAFIRE

HeadlessHouse

Jew- Guivtoa Ptxso by Bartuby Halt

Hollywood Falls for Art’

ByJohn Gregory Dunne

Tk
omorrow night, before

an international tele-

vision audience, the

Academy Awards will

be announced, and
early on Tuesday

morning the post-mortems will be-

gin. The show will be described, as it

is every year, as “tacky.” The acad-
emy membership will be called, as it

is every year, “moribund.” Critics

and cineastes will lament, as they do
every year, what is happening “out

there,” on what the rhetorically chal-

lenged persist in calling "the Left

Coast”
In fact, the post-mortems will be,

as they are every year, wrong. Holly-

wood remains a kind of willed terra

incognita, to anyone who does not

actually work there.

“People in the East pretend to be
interested ..in how pictures are

made.” F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote in

An Oscar for

‘Rocky Tickles
the Ivories?

The
Hollywoodization

of publishing.

than Galassi of Farrar, Straus,

points out that a, promotional tour

can now ride on “how mediagenic

the author is.” The catalogue for Rob

Weisbach Books, anew William Mor-

row imprint ran by the editor who

crafted best sellers by Jeny Seinfeld

and Paul Reiser, goes so far as to

display all its writers like Calvin *.

Klein models.

.Literary journalists can get

sucked into the hype as well. Though

Kathryn Harrison’s tell-all memoir

about incest, “The Kiss/’ received

dismissive reviews and is on no ma-

jor best-seller list, it is nowspawning

a cottage industry of grandiose at-

tacks in magarines Uke.The New

Republic and The Weekly Standard

- thus giving a book that might have

sunk just the vociferous second wave

of notoriety its publisher, Random

House, can exploit.

"We all know that if Kathryn Har-

rison”— who is highly photogenic—
“were a dumpy-looking lady with

Coke-bottle glasses, none of this

would have happened," observed an

editor at another house, who then

Wondered which of the “strange-

looking authors throughout history"

might be literary stars now. These

days, even “Moby Dick” might not

be enough to get Melyilie booked on

“Good Morning America.” .
• D

bis notes for “The Last Tycoon,” but

“they never see the ventriloquist for

the dolL Even the intellectuals, who
should know better, like to hear

about the pretensions, the extrava-

gances and vulgarities — tell them
pictures have a private grammar,
like politics or automobile produc-

tion or society, and watch the blank

look come into their faces."

Those who work in the movie com-

munity understand that Hollywood is

a company town, a closed-shop union

town. The Academy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts and Sciences has 5,227 vot-

ing members (1 belong to the writ-

ers* branch). The vast majority of

this membership belongs to a union

or a guild. In addition to actors, di-

rectors, producers and writers, there

are also academy members in the

craft categories — makeup, sound,

sound-effects editing, special effects,

visual effects, film editing, cinema-

tography, even public relations —
and they all vote.

Consider what might happen if the

New York Film Critics Circle, most
of whose 30 or so members work for

unionized, publications or television

stations, opened its membership and

gave the vote to an additional 6,000

camera operators, pressmen, secre-

taries from toe Newspaper Guild, ad

salesmen, copy editors, editorial

writers, sports columnists and as-

sistant publishers. I suspect their

choices would be no less moribund

than those of the academy.
Historically, the Oscars were the

awards of any union in a company

town, a vote for jobs: Hits create

jobs, flops do not It was democracy

in action. If the best pictures were

often not rewarded, it should also be

noted that in another model of de-

mocracy in action, we do not often

get a chance to vote for the best

qualified candidates for President of

the United States.

In this veto, the best screenplay

nomination to Kenneth Branagh for

his uncut “Hamlet” seems less pre-

posterous to me than to the scoffers

to the civilian world. It represents a

marvelously '
subtle act of protest on

the part of the writers' branch that

tacitly honors Mr. Branagh for not *

taking Shakespeare through dozens

of rewrites, as happens with every

other screenwriter.

me spin on tomorrow’s Oscar cer-

John Gregory Dwme is the author,

most recently, of "Monster: Living

Off the Big Screen.”

emony is that 1997 is the year of the

independent production — scrappy,
tough-minded little pictures, with no
bloated and costly special effects or
computer-generated backdrops.
“Jerry Maguire" is the only big-

budget studio entry, and it, essential-

ly, is just a funny little love story

with many four-letter words that

don’t matter and one six-letter word
that does — Cruise.

Many reasons are advanced for

the attention the academy paid to

“Breaking the Waves," "The Eng-
lish Patient," “Fargo.” "Secrets and
Lies." "Sling Blade” and "Shine."
The most prevalent theory is that

academy membership is getting

younger and hipper. Even the edito-

rial page of this newspaper won-
dered if the academy had “been tak-

en over by a new crowd of young
sophisticates."

In the past, criticism of the acade-
my’s choices was generally directed

at what critics felt impelled to call

the “geezer’ vote, those members,
usually over 60, who were thought co

stand athwart anything that was
new, edgy or original.

Alas, l am a geezer, one who. al-

though eligible since 1971, never was
interested enough to join the acad-

emy until 1994. (The best demonstra-
tion of this lack of interest is that I

have never seen “E.T.” or “Jurassic

Park.’’)

As a geezer, 1 am qualified to offer

a more mundane explanation for the

eclectic choices on this year's ballot

The reason Is video. Over the past few

years, studios and independents have
altered their marketing strategies in

an effort to garner the maximum
number of nominations for their prod-

uct From Thanksgiving on, academy
members are assaulted with specially

produced videos of any film that

might possibly stand a chance, how-
ever slim, of a nomination in what-

ever category. These videos are why I

finally joined the academy.

.
This season, the Fox box contained

eight videos, the Disney box four

(including “Up Close and Personal,”

a picture my wife and 1 wrote), the

Universal and Paramount boxes five

each; late entries (“Ransom,”
“Evita,” "The Preacher’s Wife”) ar-

rived separately. The independents,

especially Miramax, were equally

profligate, if not more so. In all, I

received 73 videos. (Actually since

my wife is also in the academy, we
received 146; this made our apart-

ment the favorite video outlet for our
friends.)

"The English Patient," from Mi-

chael Ondaatje's extraordinary nov-

el, owes such a debt to Sydney Pol-

lack’s "Out of Africa" that 1 re-

marked to my wife as we left the

theater that it should have been
called “Out of North Africa."

How did I vote? The only category

about which I will declare my choice

is best song, in this case a no-brainer,

Diane Warren's “Because You
Loved Me,” not coincidentally the

theme song for the picture my wife

and I wrote. 1 voted for best picture

(an independent) and best actress (a

woman 1 know casually who gave the

performance of her life), and passed
over a number of categories where I

was unenthusiastlc about the

choices.

Tomorrow night. I will not wait up
to see how the academy votes. I hope
to be sound asleep on an island in the

Caribbean, where the results may
penetrate, if at all, only late in the

week. ....

Washington

When the editorial pages of both

The Washington Post and New York

Times praise the House Republican

leadership for being marvelously re-

sponsible about budgets and taxes —
watch out

It means G.O.P. lawmakers, trau-

matized by one demagogic Clinton

slogan and concerned only with pro-

tecting their seats, are selling conser-

vative budget principles down the Po-

tomac River.

Lest we forget, those principles in-

clude: shrinking intrusive govern-

ment. -Curbing the explosion of entitle-

ments. Letting workers and investors

keep more of their earnings. Ending

the Federal borrowing binge that will

burden our children.

The paralyzing slogan that has

turned our churlish champions of

change into stammering stooges of

stasis is this: “Don’t let those Repub-

licans slash your Medicare to pay for

tax cuts for the rich.”

Speaker Newt Gingrich’s "strat-

egy” is to sever the connection Clin-

ton’s Dick Morris made between re-

ducing taxes and Throwing Grandma
out in the cold.

Here’s how Newt expected to fool

the demagogues. First produce a

budget resolution for now until 2002

with enough spending slowdowns and

rosy projections to show a surplus.

Then sucker the minority leader, Dick

Gephardt, into a grand reconciliation.

Then pass tax cuts separately to sop

up the surplus, leaving a budget in

balance and Democrats stupefied.

This Machiavellian maneuver was
intended to give cover to House Re-

publicans nibbling their nails about

supporting a long-overdue 1 percent

correction of the inflated Consumer
Price Index. If they bit that most
necessary bullet, saving about $150

billion in excessive payments every

year, Democrats would grab the gee-

zer vote with “Don’t let those Repub-

licans cut your Social Security to pay
for tax cuts for the rich” (shudder).

That’s why Gingrich’s dwindling

supporters whisper “watch the B.L.S.

for a surprise.” They think they have

a deal with Clinton for the Bureau of

Labor Statistics — with no pushing

from a bipartisan commission — to

surprise us all with a two-tenths of 1

percent revision of the C.P.L That

would save $16 billion each year, start-

ing— well, when they get around to it

The purpose of all this blue smoke
and mirrors Is to enable the Speaker

to lie low ; to let people forget his book
deal; to curry favor with liberal editor.

rialists and talking heads, and to hops

he can get away with letting contribu-

tors pay his $300,000 ethics fine. In

that way, by year's end, if his Oil-

leagues no longer expecthim to be the

Democrats' poster boy in 1998, he

might not have to step down.

What kind of way is that for a

Republican majority to run the

House? Was the G.O.P. returned to

power for the first time in living

G.O.P. in fear

of a slogan.

memory to enable its Speaker to lick

his wounds and look at his polls?

Here we are with a President reap-

ing the whirlwind of his campaign's
corruption, with the D.N.C. in dis-

grace, with heavy hearings and in-

dictments imminent, with the
.
mo-

ment for a balanced budget contain-

ing real tax cuts crying out to be
seized — and dithering G.O.P. solons

are loyally murmuring “He ain’t

heavy, he’s our Speaker.”
To look busy while awaiting nation-

al amnesia, Mr. Gingrich will soon
junket to Communist China (bypass-

ing capitalist Taiwan). At least John
Kasich, the Budget chairman, has an
excuse for leaving the ramparts —
he's in love, getting married this

weekend— but after that honeymoon,
the honeymoon will be over.

The vacuum of leadership was
dramatized last week when 11 sopho-

mores — the heart of the revolution-

ary class of ’94 — stuck their collec-

tive thumb in Gingrich’s eye by voting

down a big budget for Dan Burton's

oversight committee.
Ostensible reason for the sopho-

mores’ revolt was to remind the

G.O.P. caucus that they ran against

inflated staffs and committee budgets,

but their intent was to wake up the

crew at the helm. When the yet-again-

chastened Gingrich declared himself

“deeply committed” to tax cuts, over-

sight was reasonably funded.

Congress is wonderfully messy and
no majority should march in lock

step, but conservative voters expect

leaders to show some consistency in

principle. Stop playing not to lose.

Republican representatives; forget

editorial praise and do what you were
elected to do. The only thing you have
to fear-is. a.fearsome slogan. . .

XT's
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ept tor critics, most
people, even those in

the business, do not

see 73 movies in a
year. The videos allow

members to take a

look at pictures they might otherwise

have missed in the theaters, and the

eventual nominations paralleled this

wider, more esoteric selection.

I should confess, however, that I

was less struck by the “more provoc-

ative, character-driven dramas" fi-

nanced by the independents than ei-

ther tiie critics or the academy mem-
bership at large. Some were quite

frankly derivative. “Sltog Blade”

seemed no more than “Rainman Vis-

its Arkansas.” “Shine," this year’s

feel-good movie, was out of the

“Rodcy” school, “Rocky Tickles the

Ivories.”

Note to Readers

The Op-Ed page welcomes

unsolicited manuscripts. Be-

cause ofthe volume ofsubmis-

sions, however, we regret that

we cannot acknowledge an arti-

cle or return it. If manuscripts

are accepted for publication,

authors will be notified within

two weeks. Forfurther infor-

mation, call (212) 55$-l821.

Demonstrating fine, unusual skm, Israeli artisan Itzik Peleg has created beautiful
medallions, by hollowing out Israeli coins no longer in use, and plating them with 24 karat
gold. Each medallion in the selection displays the name Israel in Hebrew, preserved from
the coin, and a historical inscription or symbol dating from the days ofBar Kochba:

The Date Palm, one of the Seven Species
of Eretz YIsrael
An Ancient Ship, representing
seamanship and the aft of shipbuilding
in the time of Solomon

4.

5.

1. The Lion, symbol of.the tribe of Judah
2. The Seven Branched Candelabrum, holy

artifact us§d in the days of the Temple
3. David's Harp, representing Sing David’s

harp, mentioned in the Bible

Each coin tells a story of Biblical Israel. An ideal gift for friends and loved ones.

Chain included with each medallion.

JP Price: N1S 175 each
Including door-to-door delivery (where available)

To: c!o The Jerusalem Post, P.O.B. Bl, Jerusalem 91000. Tel. 02-241282.

Please send me the Coin Medallions fisted below:

Lion Candelabrum David’s Harp Q Date Palm Ancient Ship
Enclosed is my check for NIS 175 each, payable toThe Jerusalem Post, or credit card details:

(For registered overseas air mail, please add NIS 12).

Visa

CC No.

Q isracard Diners

Exp.

Name. Addressu

City. 2p- Tel.

“Please list gift recipients' names and addresses separately, and we'll send them the medallion, with a gift notice In your name.
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After 25 Years, ‘Godfather’ is a Family Saga For the Ages

The intimacy of

the family

members makes
their violence

more terrifying.

By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN

T
JHERE are some members
of the Corleone crime fam-
ily whose offers we couldn't
refuse. Who could deny Cle-
raenza a favor after watch-

ing him make spaghetti sauce? Or
turn down a request from Tom Ha-
gen after seeing the empathy on his
face as an old family friend is led
away for his last lirao ride?

While watching Frances Ford
Coppola’s "Godfather,'* we even feel
sympathy for the thuggish Luca
Brasi as an ice pick goes through his
hand. And there is something charm-
ing in the way Clemenza keeps an
errand for his wife in mind as he
completes a particularly bloody job.
“Leave the gun," he calls to his
colleague. “Take the cannoli."

But as the 25-year-old film based
on the Mario Puzo novel returns to
theaters with a digitally remastered
soundtrack and freshly minted
prints, its juxtaposition of heartfelt
loyalty and horrific vengeance, its

mix of ethnic charms and coldblood-
ed calculations can also cause chills.

We may have learned the first time
around what it .means to sleep with
the fishes and what lies under the
Hollywood mogul's silk sheets, but
we watch with ambivalent compul-
sion, covering the eyes while peering
through the fingers.

The film's mixture of family val-

ues and Family values, its combina-
tion of blood relations and relations

based on blood, sent a shock through
the somnolent movie business when
it was first released in 1972. Despite
Paramount's early support for Mr.
Puzo, the studio got cold feet when it

came time to make the movie. Then,
Costa-Gavras, Peter Yates and Otto
Preminger refused to direct.

And when Mr. Coppola finally

agreed (without a single moneymak-
ing hit to his credit), he cast his old

friends James Caan and Robert Du-

vall, a young unknown named AI

Pacino and a volatile eccentric

(Marlon Brando) as he worked on

the screenplay, long-distance, with

Mr. Puzo. As Harlan Lebo points out

ill his new book7 “The Godfather

Legacy,” which-Jraces the making of

the movie, Mr.'Coppola and Mr. Pa-

cino kept expecting to be dismissed

as the filming went on.

Then, of course, it became the

highest-grossing film of its time. The
film seemed an extension of the

era’s headlines. As it was being

made, one prominent mob leader,

Joe Colombo, was shot; as it was
shown, another, Joseph Gallo, was
gunned down. Then life started imi-

tating art in earnest: according to

F.B.L informants, members of the

mob began to mimic the hand-kiss-

ing and dialogue of the fictional Cor-

leones.

The Godfather even spawned its

own filmic Family. Mr. Coppola cre-

ated a "Godfather Part II" in 1974

and a "Godfather Part III" in 1990.

He repackaged the first two films

into a "Saga,” for television, an ex-

panded "Epic" for home video, and,

finally, a chronologically remodeled
"Trilogy" for laser disk and video

release, each with its own insertions

and deletions from original footage.

The Italian mobster genre, in which

wine and blood tend to flow freely,

flourished with films like “Prizzi’s

Honor,” “Goodfellas,” “Casino” and
most recently, "Donnie Brasco,” in

which Mr. Pacino inverts the status

of his “Godfather” role, playing a

mob loser.

The Italian-American Civil Rights

League, founded by Joe Colombo,
originally worried that "The Godfa-
ther" would engage in ethnic slurs.

But as it turned out. at the heart of

the movie is a forthright assertion of

ethnic identity as a source of

strength. That is where we find the

human side of the mob, its warmth
and loyalty, its love of cannolis.

Aside from the nature of the family
business, the plot cduld be about an
immigrant family trying to preserve
its ethnic traditions. The Corleone
family values are stalwart, assert-

ing that security is not to be found in

the chaos of the New World but in the

Sicilian customs of the Old. Blood is

:

• - i .

.• -- i , s-' *.

Daughters, Too A gathering of Corleones from “The Godfather”—In a time of divorce and alienation, a loyal family of take-charge

Paramount Picture*

men and demoted women.

a tighter bond than any other, the

family a haven in a heartless world.

The classic American gangster

movie actually grew out of similar

ethnic universes. The gangster, as in

"Little Caesar” or “The Public Ene-

my,” is typically a second-genera-

tion American — at that time, Irish

or Italian — who breaks away from

Old World family ties. But instead of

Americanization he chooses crimin-

alization, creating his own world of

allegiances. The traditional movie
would then show the error of his

ways, the disastrous consequences

of rejecting the social compact,"

“The Godfather" rejects that pat-

tern. The Don's youngest and bright-

est son, Michael, returns from World

War JI in an Army uniform, full of

hopes, determined to avoid the fam-

ily business and its Sicilian origins.

With his WASP fiancee, he watches

supplicants enter his father's office,

vowing to have no part of it. He will

rebel into respectability and Ameri-
canization.

But the Old World asserts its

claims. The Don once objected to

Michael's going off to war to risk his

life for strangers; only the Family
(or family) could merit such sacri-

fice. Michael finally seems to feel the

same way. So do other Family mem-
bers. "I believe in America" are the

first words of the movie, spoken by
the heavily-accented Italian under-

taker to the Don. “I went to the

police like a good American." Still,

like Michael, he learns that blood is

thicker than citizenship. In this

gangster film, the rebel returns

home and Americanization is a fail-

ure.

This cynical take on the American

dream is closely connected to the

period in which the film was made.

While "The Godfather” was being

filmed, the Vietnam War was going

on, protests raged, and countercul-

tural ideas were in full force. Amer-

ica was portrayed as unjust, morally

hankmpt. Mr. Coppola’s twist was in

turning an immigrant family into

America’s nemesis: the Corleones

often take on a heroic cast

the movie’s sequels go even fur-

ther. Family life may not be all

Michael expected, yet the surround-

ing world is even worse. In “The

Godfather, Part II." senators and

businessmen are just varieties of

American mobsters. In "The Godfa-

ther, Part IH" even the Vatican is

rotten with graft and murder.

great; rot seeps in. Respect can be-

come just a currency upon which

one’s Ufe depends; obedience and

loyalty can become the requisites of

love. Those warm bonds of the Cor-

leone families bide jealousies and

lies, betrayals and transgressions.

Under the sentimental surfaces roil

barely controlled forces; the haven
can seem a helL

This doesn't turn us against the

family because we seem too close to

them, as if they were our own rela-

tions. They are also, in part, right

about the dangers they. face. Mr.

Coppola keeps contradictory feel-

ings swirling about, so the film be-

comes what its producer, Albert S.

Ruddy, initially envisioned: "an ice-

blue terrifying movie about people

you love.

The terror is the terror of betray-

al; the love keeps asserting that

there is hope. And in this, “The God-

father" hit upon one of the great

themes of American life in this cen-

tury the challenge of becoming
American. This challenge lies un-

derneath the plots of many gangster

films; it is. even one of the issues

lying behind the formation of ethnic

gangs in immigrant communities..
•

How is the passage to be made .from,

family to society, from ethnic cul?

ture toAmerican life, from the bonds

of blood to bonds of citizenship? .
..

Michael thinks he can do it, but he v

fails. Mr. Coppola eventually seems

to argue that it isn't worth doing.

And the movie shows us, again and
. r

again, the tragedy implicit in trying •

and in not trying, the tenuous nature .•

of any social order, the evils that can

erupt whether rushing ahead or des-

perately trying to remain behind. ...
'

.

BY BRYANT WHITE / EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ

Mr. Coppola goes too far, of

course, so everything becomes a

mob-ridden morass. But the first

movie is so powerful because he

creates an uneasy balance: without

dismissing this family romance, he

laces it with horrific burdens. The

family promises to protect, defend

and preserve its members against

all disruptions from outside and at

alJ costs.

In crime as in life, however, it is

impossible; generations change; the

cost is too high, the pressures too

ACROSS
1 Haughty refusal

6 Sternward

11 Surveyor'schart

15 Where scissors are

made?

18 St Theresa's
birthplace

19 Edit, possibly

21 "An American in

Paris” actress

23

Orchestra
(popular 30’s band)

24 The Beaties' Tm

25 Case

26 Slangy refusal

27 Pop setting for a
Mussorgsky work?

29 Spiral

32 Products ofgamma
rays

33 Thatching palm

34 Horus’s father

35 Kind of fence

38 Comes down pretty

hard

At Pacino and Diane Keaton in “The Godfather.’

40 Pop Anthony
Burgess novel?

43 Prefix with drama

44 Louis I, to

Charlemagne

45 College building

46 “ beam up"
(“Star Trek” order)

48 Big dogs, for short

52 Glides

57 Pop tide role in a
1993 mm?

62 Epithet ofAthena

63 Pitchers, in a way
64 Trifling

65 Disagreeable sorts,

in slang

66 Actress Russo

67 Pop dance team,
informally?

71 Hero sandwich

73 Joule fragments

74 Containing the 58th
element

75 Alaska's first

governor .

77 Dig

78 30’s crooner
Coiumbo

82 Pop western of
1960?

91 Garden section: Var.

92 Catacomb recess

110 Commences, as an
adventure

111 Gaines rival

112 Rogers St.

Johns

113 Scale notes

114 Aid for Santa
MMideastmn

115 “Oh boyl"
39 Math amts ‘

116

tresses (orchid)
41

JSSJStSteSS

30 Tavern need: Abbr.

31 Solicit

35 Obsession, eg.

36 Soph, and others

37 Cricket wicket

38 Mideast inn

39 Math amts.

93 Weed with purplish
Sowers: Var.

Brian HaremiUMaiulaliivemendtraneni

Al Pacino, left, as Lefty in “Donnie Brasco n— A mob hustler who is the opposite of Michael Corleone.

94 Old alms box

95

depont
(bridgehead)

96 Phoenician, e.g.

97 Pop50's-60’sTV
star?

105 Aseason: Abbr.

106 Medieval kingdom
inwestern Europe

107 MorganTe Fay’s
brother

108 Sheephertiers ofthe
Southwest

DOWN
1 Collar

2 Dissolve

3 Where charges may
show up

4 Pop Peace Nobeiist?

5 "Norma ”

6 Kind ofsummit

7 Hungarian
revolutionary Kun

8 M.P.’s prize

9 Fearless one
10 Vibrating effect

11 1957 Nabokovnovel
12 Scourge ofserge
13 Amphora handle

14 “Jour de Fete” star

15 Kin of"Sacr6 bleu!"

16 Swallows

17 Shallow bayon
England's east coast

20 Swedishmoney .

22 “Cleopatra” extra

28 JimmyCarteralma
mater. Abbr.

29 Linguist Chomsky

figure-skating gold
medalist

42 “No kidding!"

47 Cyst

48 Truman's birthplace

49 Burlesque activity

50 Part of morning
calisthenics

51 Holdup
53 Pop product at a

barbershop?

54 “It was joke!”

55 Protest in no
uncertain terms

56 Ed. ’s request

57 1978 Irving
character

58 Graphic beginning
59 Alphabetquartet
60 Tormented
61 Draws

72 One of a storied
threesome

76 Goose egg
77 lion's prey

79 Open, in a way
80 How a siren walks

81 He sank with the
Schamhorst

82 Park item

83 Insulin, e.g.

84 Ones providing
arms

85 Thin, overseas

86 Picture,
commercially

87 Cold pack?

88 Dance
89 Hero robot of the

comics. ...

90 Certain intersection

98 Rank below marquis
99 -— prius (trial’ j

'~'
'

court),.
"
-VL

100 Grandson ofAdam
101 Tinypayment

;
} J r.

102 Mississippi feeder'
st

103 Bergman in ' rV.
"Casablanca"’,

l^er5 .

104 Without——ofhope
108 Old-timeYankee

greatChase : ", r

109 Eur/aukne-. . .
-

•'••'toll.. .

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE?

65 Language authority
Mano

67 Unclear

68 Fastballerknown as
"The Express”

69 Bills
‘

70 Waves at, perhaps

nfJra
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£th ominous forecasts
. Jri.of..a fast-aging population,st Japan ispondering the defil
-cate dilemma of what to do about

‘-its shortage of babies. Policy-
-? mate are being advised to tread
^^^^.proposals, given the
dmiger^ rof echoing war-timemonahst efforts to boost the

-.Jbrrtbrate::

; “There ^should be policies to
remove.obstacles preventing peo-

-; olo
;
.fipm having children when

itey -wam to." said Atsuko
- Muraki, ,an official at the prime
V^mnustcr’s" Office for Gender

Equality. ..

; _
“Bui there is a strong allergy in

to promoting a higher
' .biidnate for tbe sake of the nation
:
because of the wartime policy.

;
What's important is to protect the
.freedom -to choose different
options,"•she said.

Male lawmakers have in the
past angered women voters with
comments on the matter, which
grabbed wide attention some eight
years ago when tire birthrate first
hit a historic low. Prime Minister
Ryutaro Hashimoto, for one, ini-

;; ta^ feminists when, as a cabinet
minister, he blamed better jobs
and education for women for the

. failing: birthrate.

410 a. lot of politicians
• who make unreasonable com-
ments suggesting the problem
-could be solved if women would
just go ahead and have more chii-

.
dren," said Yuriko Ashino,.deputy

. executive director of the Family
Planning Federation of Japan.
“But as I know from my own

experience and other women I

know, there are many obstacles,

even for those who want to have
children. What’s needed is to cre-
ate an environment that makes it

/easier to have children if one
wants to,” she said.

“Steps should be taken immedi-
ately to stem die falling birthrate,"

sard an editorial in the financial

daily Nihon Keizai Shimbun .

“This is not only because a lower
birthrate erodes the foundation of
the social-welfare system and
depresses economic activity, but

also because it is nota sound soci-

ety that discourages women from
having children,” die paper said.

Worried about the economic and
socialfallout ffonx too few babies, •

Health and Welfare - Minister

Junichiro Koizumi has set up a
panel of experts to discuss the

matter and seek public feedback.

"If the problem gets worse it

could. have a serious impact on
Japanese society and the econo-

my," Koizumi said recently.

But making it easier for women

EARTHLY CONCERNS

an ponders dilemma
of baby shortage

Japanese children pray for good health in an ancient religious festival. The country’s falling birth
rate Is a source of concern to the government

to have more children if they wish
will be tough, given a long list of
obstacles which are deeply
embedded in Japanese society.

High on the list is a growing
disenchantment among women
with die state of matrimony itself.

"Nearly half of all Japanese
women in their late 20s are not
married, while about 20 percent
of those in their early 30s are also

single. And in Japan if you don,’t

get married, you don’t have chil-

dren," ‘ said Nobuko Manabe,
deputy director of the policy plan-

ning division of the ministry’s

secretariat.

In part, that low marriage rate

reflects, improving if still

unequal, opportunities for women
in the work force and their result-

ing greater economic indepen-

dence.

Marriage itself, meanwhile,
seems to have got a bad name.
Hbere is little expectation that

one’s lifestyle will improve after

marriage," Manabe said.

“Marriage has a bad image."
‘

That may not be surprising,

given that most women who
marry are saddled with the bulk of
the burden of housework and chil-

drearing, even if they keep out-

side jobs. "In the old days, men

went to work outside and women
took care of the home. Now men
go to work, while women work
outside and take care of the home.
So a married woman has a very
heavy burden," said the Office of
Gender Equality’s Muraki - her-

self a working mother of two.

“By comparison, young women
who work and live with their par-

ents have very easy lives," she
said.

For those who do marry, eco-

nomic and social factors including

employment practices and the
high cost of education and hous-
ing can make childbearing a

daunting prospect.

A decade-old Equal
Employment Opportunity Act, for

example, has done little to per-

suade firms to abandon the prac-

tice of pressuring women to quit

when they have children.

"It is still rare to see a pregnant

woman walking around- an
office," Muraki said. “The pre-

vailing view at companies is still

that it is inconvenient to employ
women with families."

And despite a public daycare

system that is enviable by US
standards, typically long working
hours make it tough to work full-

time and raise a family.

The high price of global illiteracy

ByPTfORABEMSHAUL

One out of every four adults

in the world is unable to

read or write, in any lan-

guage. More than half of these

illiterate people are women.
Bui' these figures may be inaccu-

rate- Countries usually supply

their own . statistics on illiteracy

and in many cases the. figures are

unintentionally low. One case in

point is the United States, which

reports 78 percent adult literacy,

but a survey of20,000 US citizens

in 35 cities -and towns, by the

Betty Ford Foundation; found that

42 percent of adults between the

ages of 15 to 30 could not read

well enough to follow a simple set

of directions, read a two-inch

newspaper article and explain

what it said, or read a simple busi-

ness letter.

The reason for this discrepancy

is that wherever there is compul-

sory education it is assumed that

all children go to school. It is fur-

ther assumed that any child who
goes to school for at least five

years is literate. Consequently,

governments arrive at the literacy

rate by deducting a small percent-

age for children with severe men-

tal handicaps, and reporting the

rest as literate. But this is not

always the case.

Illiteracy in women carries an

especially high price tag.

Studies done by the UN have

shown that literate women are 85
percent more likely to be success-

ful in contraceptive use. It has

also been noted that female educa-

tion is one of the greatest incen-

tives to lowering birth rates, low-

ering infant mortality (which

spurs many woman to conceive

more frequently) and to pulling

families above die poverty line.
_

But there is another area in

which literacy, and especially

female literacy, is important.

In Asia, Africa and South

America, the three places that

have the highest illiteracy rates,

women work in agriculture. In

these underdeveloped areas, the

use of harmful pesticides is drasti-

cally increasing and insecticides

and herbicides banned in more
developed countries are dumped
on the market, sold without any
restriction and used by people who
cannot even read the labels, let

alone the cautionary information.

This factor alone accounts for

the very high number of poison-

ings that happen every year in

developing countries. The figure

is especially high among women
and children and in some places

ranks as a cause of death that

exceeds all other farms of acci-

dental death.

Because of these considerations,

UNESCO has classified illiteracy

as one of the world's most press-

ing problems, from both a social

and environmental standpoint
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Return to terror

The high cost of education for

those seeking success for their

children in a society where a
degree from a top-ranked univer-

sity means a job at elite firms or
government agencies also dis-

courages many potential parents.
'

“Bringing up children in a soci-

ety where competition to get a

good education is so intense is a

heavy burden, both financially

.and psychologically," said the

Family Planning Federation’s

Ashino.

Crowded housing conditions

and the high cost of buying a

home also discourage many cou-

ples from having more than one or

two offspring, although many still

profess that their “ideal" family

includes three children, survey

data shows.
Clearing away .such obstacles,

experts agree, would require a vir-

tual re-engineering of Japanese
-society, and hence is a policy puz-

zle that one advisory panel can
hardly solve.

"This is a very private issue and
not one the state can simply
decide on itself,” said Manabe.
"That’s why we want to encour-

age discussion, make the debate

. public and get more views from
the people." (Reuter)

ByPWHASlKBAg

The resumption of terror

attacks by Hamas cannot

simply be explained by the

controversy over Iter Homa and

further redeployment. This mere-

ly serves as an excuse to "justify"

terrorism. The real reason is that

the whole framework of Oslo is

now coming under intense reex-

amination within Palestinian cir-

cles; we have already witnessed

Abu Mazen's decision to resign

as chief negotiator with Israel.

Both Moslem fundamentalists

and secular organizations came to

this conclusion last month at the

"national dialogue" meeting in

Nablus. Elements in the PA claim

that, with the demise of foe Oslo
agreement - which originally

provided the PA with legitimacy -

there was nothing now to prevent

the resumption of terror activity.

The decision to resume attacks

came not only as result of the

political deadlock, but as an out-

come of foe internal difficulties

of Hamas.
The Moslem Brothers move-

ment, both in foe Palestinian ter-

ritories and in Jordan, is currently

undergoing a crisis on the ques-

tion of whether to join the respec-

tive Jordanian and Palestinian

regimes. The older generation of

the Moslem Brothers on both

sides of the River Jordan is most-

ly in favor of entering the politi-

cal arena, while the younger gen-

eration is more radical and
opposed.

In Jordan, there is an additional

factor while the veteran leader-

ship of Moslem Brothers is tight-

ly connected to the regime, and is

Jordanian by origin, the younger
generation is mostly Palestinian

and has little connection to the

Hashemites.
The older generation is grateful

to the Hashemites fra- sheltering

them when they were persecuted

by foe nationalist regimes that

flourished throughout foe Middle
East. For the younger activists,

however, this is remote history.

Some Moslem Brothers in Gaza
and the West Bank have already

joined the PA against the objec-

tion of others, mainly Dr. Abd al-

Aziz a-Rantisi, who is currently

in jail in Israel,

In Jordan, foe dispute was man-
ifest during the last days of
Kabariti’s government when he

tried to persuade the Moslem
Brothers to join his government
While the “traditional" leadership

was eager to join, foe move was
blocked by the younger genera-

tion. A similar situation applies in

A generational

clash within

Hamas Is one

reason behind

the resumption

of terror

the Palestinian areas. The old

leadership there does not want to

quarrel with foe PA, but the

young generation is eager to go
into barde.

This internal dispute overshad-

owed foe participation of foe

Hamas delegation at the national

dialogue in Nablus. This contro-

versy was reflected in one of foe

latest editions of a-Sabeel, the

Moslem Brothers weekly in

Amman.
On the one band, it published

formal permission for foe Hamas
politburo delegation to go to

Nablus; on foe other, it published

a fierce attack on the same dia-

logue meeting. In s

tion. Sheikh Jamal Mansur,

Hamas’s spokesman at foe

ing, threatened all parties m foe

region, “including the Zionist

enemy," of aiming to split

Hamas.
Hamas did not go to the nation-

al dialogue fully convinced by

this. The evidence can be found

in foe latest edition of ?-

Sabeel,where, there are articlesjn

defense of Hamas’s participation

in foe dialogue, alongside arti-

cles condemning it

It is important to understand

what Sheikh Mansur meant when

he referred to foe attempts to cre-

ate a split inside foe movement-

prior to foe national dialogue in

Nablus one of Hamas's leaders m
Gaza, Dr. Mahmud Zahhar, sug-

gested foe creation of a politburo

in the PA-controlled territories,

separate from foe one already

existing in Damascus. This sug-

gestion was furiously rejected by

the members of the Hamas polit-

buro in Amman.
One of the main points they

mentioned was that the sugges-

tion was actually an attempt by

the PA to create a split inside

Hamas between foe “inside" lead-

ership, and the “diaspora.”

The dispute on whether or not

to join Kabariti’s former govern-

ment in Jordan has certain paral-

lels. The radical wing of mostly

young Palestinians in Jordan con-

ceives it as an attempt to split the

movement down the middle.

Sheikh Mansur confirmed that

Hamas not only denies the validi-

ty of the Oslo Agreements, but

sticks to "resistance" to occupa-

tion as a suitable way to meet the

needs of foe current stage.

The return to terrorism now
looks like foe proper way far the

younger generation inside Hamas
to accelerate the change of gener-

ations in the Hamas leadership.

Saudis produce Arab world’s

first modem encyclopedia

F
br the first time in foe modem ' any standard encyclopedia, edge of theology, philosophy ai

era, theArab woridhas a large- although scientific sections give natural sciences,

scale encyclopedia that looks emphasis to Arab contributions. TheA-to-Zencyclopedia cornmcF
br foe first time in foe modem
era, theArab worldhasa large-

scale encyclopedia that looks

at foe world from an Islamic per-

spective, yielding some
-

definitions

at odds with typical Western views.'

The Global Arabic Encyclopedia,

a lavishly printed, 30-vohime set

financed by a Saudi Arabian prince,

was introduced at ibis year’s Cairo

International Book Fair.

Its 16,000-plus pages contain

more than 20.800 entries and some
18,000 photographs, maps and
charts.

Fra all that, some subjects get

short shrift

Israel, for example, is dealt with in

less than a page, while lengthy sec-

tions describe each Arab nation. And
Israel's founding comes off as less

heroic than depicted in popular

Western books and movies, such as

Leon Uris's Exodus.

The encyclopedia says Israel is “a

state which was set up by the

Zionists with support from interna-

tional powers on the land of die Arab
Palestinians on May 14, 1948, and
its population are foreigners and

aliens to the land of Palestine."
The Saudi who supervised the

work, Stanford-educated Ahmed
Medhadi al-Shuwaikhat, said the

encyclopedia is an attempt to meet
the intellectual needs of Arabs,

meaning it does not amply echo
beliefs “which are alien to foe Arab
world."

"Human knowledge follows a cer-

tain epistemological framework,

and our aim was to make the entries

suitable and interesting to our Arab
readers," he said in an interview.

Most entries are similar to those in

1

any standard encyclopedia,

although scientific sections give

emphasis to Arab contributions,

especially to eariy astronomy, medi-_

"cine and mathematics.
" '*

Al-Shuwaikhat said foe publishers
-

bought rights to foe World Bode
Encyclopedia, and 1,000 experts,

translators and editors spent six and
a half years adapting and rewriting

foe work forArabic publication.

Asan example of cutting entries to
fit Arab interests, al-Shuwaikhat

said the Saudi version has six pages

on the United States, not the 100 in

foe original. He said the Arabic work
stresses that American Indians were
pushed aside by European coloniz-

ers.

By contrast, foe encyclopedia
refers to foe eariy Moslems who
expanded their empire east and west
as liberators, not conquerors. It

points out that foe Islamization of
North Africa was accomplished
largely by merchants and Islam's

mystical Sufis- not by soldiers.

It's surprising foe encyclopedia,

financed by Prince Sultan iboAbdel-
Aziz al-Sand, tile Saudi defense

minister ami a brother ofKing Fahd,
is foe first such modem-day Arabic

weak. The Arabs, after all, were leg-

endary scholars and translators in

ancient times.

The “House ofWisdom" was cre-

ated in Iraq in 830 CE to translate

Greek works. Arabic translations

were what preserved Greek knowl-
edge and philosophy during
Europe’s Dark Ages.

In 950, an organization called the

Brotherhood ofPurity in Basra, Iraq,

wrote 51 treatises drat amounted to

an encyclopedia of that era’s knowl-

edge of theology, philosophy and

natural sciences.

TheA-to-Zencyclopediacommon
today came into bong - in both

' French and English - only in foe

18th century. Arabic Alef-to-Yaa

woks of foe 19th century were not

offoe scope offoe new Saudi set.

Not surprisingly, foe Saudi ency-

clopediadevotes vast space to Islam,

its history and cultural impact; which

foe publishers believe have been
ignored cr distorted byWestern pub-
lications.

In one area, the encyclopedia may
disappoint many in the Moslem
world.

Saudi Arabia’s rulers are Sunni
Modems, the largest Islamic sect,

and Sunni beliefs and teachings are

sprinkled throughout foe many
entries on Islam. But Sbd’ites, the

second largest sect, are given only

half a page.

The encyclopedia also ignores cer-

tain groups in defining terrorism.

As examples, it mentions the Italian

Red Brigades, the Irish Republican

Army awl Jewish groups like Etzel

and Lehi involved in Israel's inde-

pendence struggle.

Nothing is said, however; about

Tslamfc radical groups, even those

that twice in foe past two years

bombed American targets in the

Saudi kingdom.
The encyclopedia, bound in

Islamic green leather with' gold
titles, sells for 6,000 Saudi riyals

(51,600). A computerized English

edition is planned on CD-ROM.
Al-Shuwaikhat refused to say how

much it cost to produce the encyclo-
pedia, saying only That it was a “few
million dollars." (AP)
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BUSINESS
in brief

Rafael to become state company
Finance Minister Dan Meridor and Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai agreed yesterday to continue with the process of
granting Rafael (the Armaments Development Authority) the sta-
tus of a slate company.
The army was forced to cover a 1996 company budget deficit

at Rafael of NIS 335 million. The government's taking over
direct responsibility will ease much of the current financial strain

on the EDF. Rafael's total deficit is greater than NTS 1 billion.

David Harris

Global Wireless to buy Nexus’s warrants
Global Wireless Communications of New York has announced

it will purchase 54.5 million of Nexus Telecommunication
Systems Ltd-’s warrants as a part of a plan to form a strategic

alliance. Based in Givatayim, Nexus develops two-way, wireless
communications networks, including a two-way pager that

allows users to receive and send messages.
The warrants will be exercisable into three million common

shares ofNexus at a price of $535 each. The exercise period for

the warrants is five years. Once Global Wireless, a privately

held. New York-based telecommunications company, exercises

the options, they will be obliged to invest an additional $11 5m.
in Nexus. Under the terms of the deal. Global Wireless will dis-

tribute Nexus products and services in emerging countries, most-
ly in the expanding markets of the Far East and South America.
The Nasdaq Stock Market-traded company recently announced

a S2m. deal to sell its two-way paging system to a southeast

Asian telecommunications operator. Jennifer Friedlin

Bezeq: Bid to buy NetVision not rejected

Bezeq spokeswoman Ella Bar-Or denied media reports that the

Communications Ministry is refusing to accept the company’s

bid to purchase 50 percent of the Internet service provider

NetVision.

Negotiations for Bezeq ’s 50% acquisition of Internet service

provider NetVision have broken down, due to the ministry’s

refusal to approve the deal, according to Globes business daily.

The newspaper suggested the ministry’s main reason for refus-

ing to approve the deal was that it would bring about the unifica-

tion of two monopolies, although neither is officially recognized

as such. NetVision has a current subscriber base of 40,000 and
is a de facto monopoly in the Internet communications field.

David Harris

Over 10% of available housing unoccupied
According to a 1995 census, more than 10% of available hous-

ing was unoccupied during that year, the Central Bureau of

Statistics recently announced. The census also revealed that

more than 100,000 apartments are used for purposes other than

housing. The CBS said the oversupply of housing occurred in

areas where large number of people left to resettle in other cities

or large numbers of housing starts had been completed, but new
populations had not yet moved in. The census found that 12.1%
of all die empty housing is situated beyond the Green Line.

Jennifer Friedlin

Cencom subscribers now listed with 144
Phone numbers of hundreds of thousands of Cellcom cellular

phone subscribers are now available by calling Bezeq’s 144
number. The registry took months of compilation work, as

Cellcom had to ask every subscriber for permission to make his

or her number public.

The cost of obtaining a number from 144 is four phone units,

and from a cellular phone, four units plus air time. A few months
ago, Pelephone put its subscribers' names cm the 144 list, unless

they specifically objected to being included. Judy Siegel

Retail and chainstore sales rise 0.7%
Retail and chainstore sales increased 0.7% in February, in

keeping with the pace set in January, tire Central Bureau of

Statistics recently reported The CBS estimates that sales for the

year will rise 8%-9%. Last year, retail sales jumped 12%,

reflecting an average monthly growth rate of 0.9%. Retail food

sales for February rose 0.8%, a 0.1% decrease from January.

Jennifer Friedlin

Can't Keep Up with Today’s

Stock and Bond Markets?

LetDean WitterPut You "A Step Ahead*'

Wall Street today is a fastpaced, complex environment— an intimidating
place for most investors. That may be why one out of three Americans turn to

mutual funds. They are an easy, uncomplicated way to participate in the stock

and bond markets.

Find out what types of mutual funds might be best for you, how a few time-

proven investment strategies can help you buDd your portfolio, and why asset

allocation should be the cornerstone of any investment program.

Come to a tree seminar, “A Step Ahead." Well show you bow a portfolio

of carefully selected mutual funds can help you stay a step ahead of your finan-

cial needs.

April 1, Tuesday
Plaza Hotel -Jerusalem 6:00 pan.

April 2, Wednesday
Dan Hotel - Tel Aviv 6:00 pjn.

April 3, Thursday
6:00 jun.

April 4, Friday

HyatUerasalem, Breakfast - &30 am.

Please reserve space by returning the coupon to:

Box 7308, Jerusalem or calb

Aaron L. Heimowitz

Vice President, Investments 02 581-4440

Ask a friend to join you. 12& FVankfin Avenne, Garden City, NY 11530

Fund brochures coutainiHg a prospectus will be aaoBable at the seminar. The

prospectuses contain more complete information on Iks funds, including risks,

sales ckarges, expenses, and management and 12b-I i&tributnm files. Read the

prospectuses canfuRgbeforeyou invest

dm DEAN WITTER
etSMDaaKaerfefMlfclK MemberSB>C

Dean winer

[ P.O. Box 7308, Jerusalem

J
Please reserve seatfe) formeandmy guests.

1 Q lean not attend. Please send me more information on thissubject.

1 Address

BuutesiPlim .
flomercrar
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Central bank leaves

interest rates

yanu

buys 36%
stake in

Ayalon Ins
By DAVID HARMS

There will be no change in the

Bank of Israel’s key lending rate

next month, governor Jacob
Frenkel announced yesterday.

This leaves the key rate at 13.9

percent, with the aggregate cut

since August holding at 3. 1 %
Since its 1996 peak of 17% at

the start of July, the bank has

failed to reduce interest rates by
more than a percentage point in

any month.
The decision comes amid

increasing pressure on the cen-

tral bank to lower rates, which
industrialists say are hampering
export growth and stifling the

economy, which is in a protract-

ed state of slowdown.
With Ml money supply rising

3% last month, following a 3.4%
increase in January, there was
even media speculation of a pos-
sible hike in interest rates for
April. Ml, which includes the

sum of currency, demand
deposits and travelers checks,
significantly reflects the credit
given by the banks to the busi-
ness sector.

This data, along with the 122%
increase in the Consumer. Price
Index, announced earlier this

month by the Central Bureau of
Statistics, were significant fac-
tors in persuading Frenkel not to

listen to the pleas for a redac-
tion.

Foremost in Frenkel’s opinion
is the need to meet the govern

-

men t-set 1997 inflation target of
7% to 10%.
The bank argues its tight mon-

etary policy led to a substantial
reduction in the inflation rate in

the latter half of last year. In
June the annual rate was some
15%, but by December it was
down to 7%, with the actual
annual total at 10.6%, just over
the government-set target.

On the basis of the January

and February Consumer Price
indexes (totalling 1.6%), infla-

tion is heading for an estimated
I0%.-11%.
However, CBS spokesman

David Neumann warned agamst
making an annual prediction
based mi the first two months,
especially since the index was
affected by seasonal factors and
considerable jumps in the dollar

exchange rate.

In an effort to dampen fears of
escalating inflation, Neumann
also pointed out that in the first

.two months last year the index
totalled 1 .8%, yet by December
the annual rate had been reigned
in.

Frenkel again used the key rate

publication as an opportunity to
remind the Finance Ministry of
what the bank sees as die
“urgent need” to reduce the bud-
get deficit to keep at the

Knesset-approved 2.S% of gross

domestic product

A decision on whether an addi-

tional 1997 budget cut mu »
made (on top of the NIS 7.2 bil-

lion cut agreed on December j i

last year), will only be taken

after Finance Minister Dan

Meridor has considered the bud-

getary data for the first quarter,

he said again last week.

The economy has been m
recession since the second half

of last year, when there was a

2% growth rate in the economy

but a more significant increase

in the size of population,

Ya'acov Sheinin of Economic

Models consultancy told

reporters immediately after the

interest rate announcement.

The bank should have reduced

interest rates by 1.5%. with

another 1.5% in the coming

months, said Manufacturers

Association president Dan

Propper. "The Bank of Tsrael is

just not reading .the economic

map correctly,” he said.

BvGAUTUPWSBECK

Wsrid Water Forum in Morocco
UNESCO director-general Federico Mayor opens a session of the World Wafer Fomin in Marrakesh this weekend.

Teva Medical, Israel Int’l

Fund, Tiaoz in joint venture
By JEMMIFEH FWEPUN

Teva Medical, Israel International

Fund andlhoz announced plans yes-

terday to invest $425 million in a

joint venture to establish community
medical centers internationally.

Using Teva Medical’s develop-

ments, die centos will provide dial-

ysis treatments for people suffering

from kidney ailments.

According to international figures,

500 out of every one million people

worldwide suffer from kidney prob-

Reading between

the lines...

you have time for

trading action

until 11 PM.

lems and require dialysis treatments

two or three times a week.
“We believe community dialysis

centers answer a baric need that

unfortunately will grow rather than

disappear in die coming years,’’ said

Isaac Davash, director-general of the'

Israel International Fund. Teva
Medical has interesting know-how
not yet found in the marketplace.’’

The six-month-old, $30m. fond, a

joint venture between Bank
Discount and the UK's Hambros
Bank, invests in Israeli firms whose
products mostly go for export

Teva Medical, a subsidiary ofTeva

Pharmaceutical Industries based in

Asbdod, manufactures and markets

medical devices. In addition to dial-

ysis treatments, it makes products

used in blood transfusions, blood

banks and home treatments.

Taaz is a local private company
that provides medical services.

The joint venture's first cento- is

scheduled to open in an undisclosed

European country within the next

two weeks.

Bank Discount share offer

slated for next month
By GAUT UPMS BECK

Finance Minister Dan Meridor
yesterday asked the Finance
Committee to reapprove the sale

of 17 percent of Bank
Discount's shares to the public

based on the annual report for

1996.

The government intends to

issue shares in the country’s
third largest bank in April, more
than a month after the planned
date.

The sale marks the second
phase in the government’s priva-

tization of Bank Discount,
which started at the beginning of
last year, when the government
reduced its interest to 72% from
87%.
The bank hopes to submit its

prospectus to the Securities

Authority for approval during
the first week of April in an

DIAL 034129111 'FROMBAM TO 11 PM.
||
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attempt to complete the sale in

the middle of the month.
The issue is expected to raise

about NIS 600m,, of which 28%
would be in ready cash, 32% in

three months and the remaining
40% within nine months after

the issue.

A more accurate estimation of
the proceeds will be known clos-

er to the publication of the
bank's prospectus, based on the
shares market value.

The government will offer a
package made up of the bank’s
shares and two types of call
options, one with a three-month
exercise date from the date of
the offering and the other with a
nine-month exercise date.

Bank Discount workers will be
able to purchase 10% of the
share issue, at the offering price.
The issue will be backed by a

consortium of some 30 to 50
underwriters headed by IBI
underwriters, Eyal, Lidar and
Clal Issues.

Before the public share issue,
there will be an institutional ten-

der for the bank’s capital notes.

The issue was initially planned
for the first quarter of 1997, but
at the last moment it was post-
poned due to the. Securities
Authorities demand that
Discount Bank include in its

prospectus the accurate sum of
additional allowances for doubt-

’

ful debts made in the fourth
quarter last year.
The bank was unable tojdis-

close the figures by the end of
February, which was the Asad?
line for publishing a prospectus
based on nine month financial
statements. -'2 -

As a result. Bank Discount- Ht
the request of MI Holdings
which is in charge of the gov-
ernment’s sale of the .banks -
agreed to bring forward the pub-
lication date of its quarterly' and
annual report to today frqra next
Monday.

It is speculated that Discount
Bank’s fourth quarter- 1996
results were adversely- influ-
enced by difficulties /ericciin-
tered in the real estate sector.

-
'

.SI

Shlomo Eliyahu Hokfing* con-

trolled by businessman SMomo

Eliyahu, has purchased 36^ percent .

of Ayalon Insurance for $1 1 mu-

^ Ayalon is a medium-sized insur-

ance firm established in 1976 by

the Racbroani family. The compa-

ny’s share of the general insurance

field and life insurance market is

about 5%. .

The shares were purchased on

Thursday from controlling share-

holder Levy Rachmani, at a.price

13% above tbe market value.

The transaction was on a basis of .

a company value of S30m. - -

.

Eliyahu said the purchase is;

intended as a long-term invea-
:

mem. Shlomo Eliyahu Holdings

controls 100% of Eliyalm
:

Insurance and 30% of Fboeaix

shares.

The deal is expected to help both

Eliyahu Insurance and Ayalon -

compete in the insurance market,

which is dominated by five laige
-

insurance groups and has recently -

fawi new competition from firms -

operating in the direct insurance

field

Under tbe agreement, Ayalon and

Eliyahu will operate as indepen-

dent companies but cooperate; in :

areas intended to reduce operating

expenses such as computer costs

and product development.

Rachmani will hold 52% of

Ayalon ’s share capital after die

sale.

It was agreed that Rachmani will

continue to serve as general man-

ager of the company, while Noga
Rachmani will remain deputy gen-

eral manager.

The deal is subject to the

approval of the supervisor of msur-

ance at the Finance Ministry and

die restraint of trade commissioner

at die Industry and Trade Ministry.

Eliyahu and Rachmani signed a

10-year voting agreement whereby •_

the Rachmani family wfli continue ;*

to hold a minimum 35.7% of

Ayalon ’s share capital and Eliyahu
a minimum 25.1 %. -

Advocate Ram Caspi represtfited f
Eliyahu in the transaction, while -

tbe Rachmani family was repre-

sented by Prof. Yossi Gross. -
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German economics minister Hashimoto:

raps Saudi investment rules

: / K. ^/-By-CtWHWBuns

:^CfflcAbb CAP) - Soybean
filtww prices fell sharply Friday

Oueago Board of Trade
L-^tter an industry report indicated

prices r at their highest ih more
*ati

,

eight years - have forced
domestic processors to curtail

, vrage. Wheat futures also retreat-

;
Od other commodity markets,

_poik futures spared a second day
. .While, coffee futures fell sharply.

The National Oilseed Processors
. Association reported a sharp
. .: deduie for the first time in several

moidis in the amount of soybeans
-.Crushed for making soybean meal

.
wid oil. The association reported
the crash fell to 28.1 million
bnsbels in the week ended March
19 ‘from 30.1 million bushels a

. week earlier.

.:• That coincides with announce -

. merits, that Archer Daniels
Midlaid Co. and Cargill have cur-
Ktiled processing operations

'
,
because it has become too expen-
sive to make soybean oil.

Thie news erased the gains made
a day earlier, after the Agriculture
Department reported continued

~ strong international demand for

American soybeans and related

products, despite stepped-up
Brazilian harvesting and exports.

“We know at some point in time
that, we shift export demand from
the.USfto South America as they

come on stream: with their har-

vest,” said analyst Gerald Zusel at

EJX.and F.Maii International Inc.

“People have been anticipating

. dot . transition for three to four

weeksnow and it hasn't come. But
.thiS'Crush number could be the

first sign the o&tiritkmiis ^starting

utQ/tnkfHtol&”V '
ip.‘.:K '

"

*>!vSoybeans • alsoe/'retreated on
repeats Brazilian soybeans were
destined for the US,.which could
relieve any tightness that may
occur in coming months. The
USDA is projecting American
reserves will fall to a 20-year low
of 140’ ' million bushels by
September 1.

Wheat futures retreated amid
forecasts, calling for moderating

weather in key growing regions

that should .
lessen chances of

flood damage -to. the winter crop

and
:

improve prospects for timely

spring plantings.

Soybeans for May delivery fell 9

1-2 cents to.$8.42 1-2 a bushel;

July wheat fell seven cents to

$3.82 1-2 a bushel
- Pork futures prices rose sharply

u. second day on - the Chicago

Mercantile Exchange in reaction

to Taiwan's voluntary.ban on pork

exports-following the discovery of

foot-and-moutb disease on 20

farms. 7 -
:

• *The disease causes blisters on
the^ariimaTs tongues and feet and
leads to

.
weight loss. It cannot be

transmitted toVhumans.
Still, Japan on Friday banned

imports of Taiwanese pork, which

increased speculation US pork

producers will be asked to fill the

gap.
.

•

TSriwan accounted for 41% of

Japanese ports imports last year,

. with American imports accounting

for 22%. The ban could last for

five years, a Taiwanese agricul-

ture official said, significantly

boosting US export "prospects.

Coffee futures fell sharply in

nearby contract months on the

Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa

Exchange in New York after

Brazil announced h would sell

some of its reserves to relieve tight

supplies. . .

Brazil oo April .2 will auction

326,188 60 kilograms bags of aia-

bica coffee from government stocks,

National Coffee Department

spokesman Roberto deAbreusajdL

The' amount is nearly 75,000

bags above a recent auction,

which saw all of the lower-quali-

ty stocks purchased.
.

The government said the sale is

. osetnsibiy to help

try dining a period of high prices

and . dwindling stocks, bat anih

Iysts said some of the coffee could

aiakfi.- its way to the US. That

could lead to further increases m
American stockpiles, which have

grown measurably in the past two

weeks. . .

Colombia also announced it is

cutting the price of coffee paid to-

local producers, another sign the

supply tightness is easing.

By CAROUHE nngee

RIYADH (Reuter) - German
economics Minister Guenter
Kexrodi over the weekend called
on Saudi Arabia - Gennany’smam tradmg partner in the Arab
world - to improve investment
conditions in the kingdom to
boost bilateral trade.

Compared to Germany's
other major trading partners,
tjerman investment in Saudi
Arabia is still modest," he said
at the opening speech of the
12th meeting of ihe German-
oaudi joint commission on eco-
nomic and technical coopera-
tion. “The legal and administra-
tive structure in your country are
not always clear enough for for-
eign investors. And the need to
find a sponsor in Saudi Arabia
discourages some investors." he
said.

The two-day meeting was last

convened in Berlin in 1 994.
“I believe that the global mar-

ket for investment will make it

more important for Saudi Arabia
to make the best possible condi-
tions for investments." Rexrodt
said.

Oil giant Saudi Arabia said
earlier this month it was taking
measures to encourage foreign

investment.

This included steps to provide
protection for foreign invest-
ment and ease bureaucratic
obstacles in the licensing of for-
eign projects.

It is also reviewing its foreign
capital (aw to introduce more
jncentives to international
investors in a country where
most foreign capital is invested
in joint ventures with Saudi
firms.

Foreign capital can be invest-
ed without Saudi participation,
but then it does not qualify for a

US exec embezzled
at least $80 million

: TOKYO (AP) - .A Japanese
meat {acker said an executive
at its US subsidiary embezzled
between

. .$80 million and
$100m. over seven years
through off-the book borrow-
ing from batiks, * Japanese
media reported yesterday. •

. Tliroji Okoso, the president
of' thfc^gnbsidiary's.. parent,
Osaka-based Nippon Meat

VPacters. IoCm
-

revealed the
aHeged.^ \ / -embezzlement
Saturday, the reports said' ;

-:i ;Okpso said his company
believed -the executive, who he
identified as Yasuyoshi Kato,

39* misaf^opriated.the mosey
.••to puri^sA; real, estate arid

:>stqCfc^ - theriatiouafiy’ circukt-
t& Yonuuri >pew^per report

-

'

iridf .

!

--'v ''ik?. v.
•

board mendreat*

• pfi>iy^ee .Foods. Inc., a-snb-

..sJdiaty^ -of •' Nipppn Meat

.$acfcferif, ar»a'h^b<Aq-pn jhoan-.
' ib tbC' sAbsidia^y since 1982,%
•ti^e .‘:repbrts said, quoting

J ,ls" believed- to have.,

•starifcd^jjc^bwing :the money
ariaptid ; 1990 from several

.-Japanese.-ba^s- inCafifornia,

.where diejsnosidiairy.is locafiSd,

wMiont'; permission feom .the
- company but on the pretext of
. nee^rigji ftarcompany.use, the

reports quoted Okoso as say-
ing. . t

.
Nippon Meat Packer* first

learned of Karo’s alleged
embezzlement after tax author-
ities in the US notified the
company Wednesday, Kyodo

. News reported, quoting Okoso.
Day-Lee Foods was estabt

v . Ushed in 1977 and processes,,
imports and exports meat and
agricultural products, the

Ydriuuri said.

Okoso said it has. annual
sales of $485 million, thepaper
reported..

• With reserves of nearly 109
*

. -billion yen, besides capital, the

/.embezzlement losses .won’t
• affect Nippon Meat Packer's’

operations, the Yomiuri quoted
Okoso as telling reporters.

,
.'Okoso also .said that Nippon
Meat Packer's will file a writ

of attachment for Kato’s. per-

.

sonal-; assets in,., ocmt r-Jh
California today, die Yomiuri

. reported. He also said the com-
pany. is considering filing

claims for -compensation, -the
• newspaper said. '

.
' \

Nippon Meat Packers is one
of Japan's .top three meat

.'processors and owns '.the;

Nippon . Ham Fighters,'
.
a-

Japariesc professional baseball

team.

Microsoft aims for

Windows year-end relase
SEATTLE (Reuter)

Microsoft Corp- developers

hope to release an update to the

Windows 95 operating system

by the end of the year, despite

industry reports that the release

date has slipped into 1998, offi-

cials said over the weekend.

Phil Holden, product manager

for the system update code-

named “Memphis," said devel-

opers are on track to release a

beta test version in the second

quarter.

“We're working as hard as we
can to make it a ’97 product,”

Holden said. But he said the

final release date would depend

on feedback from testers.

Memphis, also known as

Windows 97 or Windows 9x, is

expected to be a significant

retail product because of major

changes, including a new inter-

face integrated with the forth-

coming version 4.0 of

Microsoft’s Interact Exlorer

browser.

Holden said the product would

include other changes aimed at

enhancing Internet functionality,

as well as support for new hard-

ware standards, including digital

video disks.

“We definitely expect signifi-

cant retail purchases," said

Holden.
Two trade industry publica-

tions said in their online ver-

sions this week that the release

date of Memphis, also known as

Windows 97, had slipped.

One of the publications.

Computer Reseller News, said

Microsoft officials had begun
warning computer manufactur-

ers not to expect the Memphis
system to be available in time

for the December holiday sea-

son.

Microsoft chairman Bill Gates

this month confirmed that the

next version of the company's
high-end Windows NT operating

system would not be available

until sometime in the first half

of 1998, later. than originally

anticipated.

Holden said the delayed
release of the Windows NT
update would not affect timing

of the Windows 9x product,

which is aimed more at con-

sumers and small businesses.

“Longer term we definitely

have a goal of trying to synchro-

nize the releases," Holden said.

“But the core goal at the

moment is to try to get the prod-

ucts out as soon as we can.”

range of incentives, including

tax holiday.

According to German embassy
figures, total bilateral trade

between Germany and Saudi
Arabia was around DM 4.S bil-

lion ($2.8 billion) in 1995. down
from DM S.7b. in 1994. In the
first nine months of 1996 it

stood at DM 3.7b.

Rexrodt also said he wel-
comed and supported Saudi
Arabia's bid to join the World
Trade Organization (WTO).
“I hope that Saudi Arabia can

soon fulfill the conditions for

membership and become a
member of WTO,” he said.

Rexrodt, who will travel to the

United Arab Emirates from
Saudi Arabia, also said the

German government wanted to

see more liberalization of eco-
nomic ties between the
European Union and the Middle
East.

“A free trade zone between the

European Union and the coun-

tries of the Gulf Cooperation

Council (GCC) would be an

important step.” he said.

The GCC is a political and

economic alliance formed by

regional heavyweight Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain, Oman
and Kuwait.
The failure of Gulf Arab states

to unify their tariffs has been a
key hurdle blocking a free trade

deal with the EU, which could

open lucrative European mar-
kets to cheap petrochemicals
and other goods from the Gulf.

GCC and European foreign
ministers agreed in April to set a

deadline of no more than two
years to complete a free trade

agreement between the two trad-

ing partners - an issue under
discussions for more than 10

No to Russia as

full G-7 member
TOKYO (AP) - Japanese Prime

Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto does

not believe Russia is ready to join

the leaders of the world's leading

industrial democracies in dis-

cussing development, internation-

al finance and trade, Kyodo News
reported yesterday.

Speaking with reporters at his

official residence yesterday,

Hashimoto expressed caution

aboil giving Russia full member-
ship in the Group of Seven, the

Japanese news agency said.

Russian President Boris Yeltsin

already has been invited to the G-
7’s annual summit this June in

Denver, but still will not be grant-

ed full membership.

US President BQl Clinton is call-

ing the session the “Summit of the

Eight.” Hashimoto said he favors

continued Russian participation in

the “G-7 plus one" talks begun in

1991 on selected issaes^^ting

with politics, the enviromnentana

the fight against terrorism, *o,ouu

S
Officials at Hashimoto’s offi#

could not be reached for confirma-

tion. ,

Kyodo said that in a teleph«»

conversation with Clinton tea

week before his summit meemrg

with Yeltsin, Hashimoto resmaea

the American president of Japan s

territorial dispute with Russia.

Japan wants Russia to return

several small northern islands

seized by Soviet troops in the clos-

ing days of World War n in 1945.

The issue has prevented die two

sides from concluding a peat*

treaty formally ending the hostili-

ties of that war.

Hashimoto is to confer today

with US Vice President A1 Gore,

who arrived yesterday for a visit-

Around the world tour for QBI
HMS Southampton escorts the Cunard Line’s flagship passenger Uner, the QEH, through the Persian Gulf after filing on her
maiden voyage to Dubai’s Port Rashid yesterday. The QEII is currently on an around the world tour, p y

Air France pilots

vote to delay strike

PARIS (Reuter) - Air France pilots, drawing back from a showdown
which might have forced die resignation of airline chairman Christian

Blanc, voted to delay a four-day strike scheduled to begin yesterday.

“Seventy percent of the pilots at the general assembly voted fora delay

in the strike,” an Air France spokeswoman said.

Blanc had threatened to resign if the stoppage went ahead.

He had estimated the strike would cost FR 1 billion, dashing his hopes

of piloting Air France to financial breakeven this year and an early pri-

vatization.

The pilot's decision was confirmed in a vote by union representatives.

Geoffioy Bouvet, head of the SNPL union, said 21 delegates had

approved a motion to delay the strike by two months, seven opposed it,

and five abstained.

Unions had called the strike from March 23 to 26 to protest against

Blanc's plan to hire 450 younger pilots on lower wages.

Blanc wants to cut tire flight crew wage bill by 15 percent, to bring it

into line with its European and US rivals as pan of a three-year plan to

boost competitiveness. The company is under pressure to reduce costs,

with the European air travel market opening up to full competition next

month.

Air France had proposed to hire new pilots at a starting annual gross

salary of FR 220,000, compared to the start-up pay of FR 330,000 that

current pilots received when they began their careers.

According to French news reports, the new starting wage is higher

than those of Lufthansa and British Airways and nearly 40% above start-

ing wages at American Airlines.

WHERE TO GO
NoUcas In this feature are charged
at MS 28.08 per One, Inducting VAT.
insertion every day of tf» month
costs Nts 520.65 per One, including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,
daily Sun.-Thur., 11 am from
Bronfman Reception Center, Sherman
Administration BWg. Buses 4a, 9, 23,
26, 2a For info, call 5882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah instal-

lations. Chagall Windows. TeL 02-

6416333, 02-8776271.

TEL AVIV

Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:
The Morgua Soviet Photography from
the Museum collection. Lucian Freud:
selection of works. Tzvi Hecfcen
Sunflower. Portraits: By a grow of
Israeli artists. Virtual Reality: The
domestic and realistic in contemporary
Israeli art. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. Shiomo Ben-David and Amon
Ben-David, The Inverted Campaign.
Hours: Weekdays 10 aja-6 pjm.Tiie.
10 anv-10 p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-2 pm
Meyerhof! Art Education Center, TeL
6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
8374253.

GENERAL ASSISTANCE

Kohl rejects reshuffle talk, Euro delay

• Due to Purim, there

i was not trading, on the

Tel Aviv StockExchange
yiesterday-

BONN (Reuter) - Germany's

Chancellor Helmut Kohl, facing

record unemployment and dead-

lock over sweeping tax reforms,

yesterday dismissed tumors of a

cabinet reshuffle and insisted

the . launch of Europe's, single

currency would go ahead on

time. •

'

The German leader told news-

paper Welt am Sonntag he was

certain his “excellent” team was

capable of tackling the tasks that

lay ahead of them. His opti-

mistic remarks were his last

before taking off for his annual

Easter fitness holiday in the

Austrian alps.

Kohl said his ruling coalition

was prepared to meet the oppo-

sition Social Democrats (SDP)

for consensus talks on the much-

needed tax reforms at any time,

,
even before next weekend's

Easter holiday, and blasted them

for exploiting the deadlock to

boost their standing ahead of the

1998 general election.

"We have 4.7 million unem-

ployed and it’s clear to everyone

that we just don't have the tune

to wait for the SPD... to make up

their minds,” Kohl told the

newspaper.

Although ‘Kohl’s coalition

holds a majority of seats m the

Bundestag lower house of par-

liament, the SPD can block most

tax measures through its majori-

ty in the Bundesrat upper house.

Kohl warned SPD leaders,

who pulled out of tax talks with

the government in a clash over

coal subsidy cuts two weeks

ago, he would only resume talks

without preconditions and that

their blockade tactics could

damage society's future

chances.

“I would hope and trust that

the Social Democrats would
have the rational power to see

these issues through,” he said.

But SPD leader Oskar
Lafontaine said he too was ready

to meet Kohl at any time, saying

the government had fatiled to

come up with acceptable pro-

posals and that joblessness was
sky-high because of huge non-

wage labor costs employers had

to pay.

“We don’t warn tax cuts for

people who will put the extra

cash in savings accounts, but for

employers and families, who
will spend it tomorrow,”
Lafontaine told ZDF television.

Kohl argued the 1998 tax bill,

that envisages tax cuts ofDM 30
billion a year, would provide a

crucial boost to flagging domes-
tic investment and the desperate

job situation.

The measures are also seen as

essential to help whip
Germany's finances into shape
for European monetary union
(EMU) due to be launched on
January 1, 1999.

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupat Hofim Ctaiit, Straus

A 3 Avtodoti, 670*6660; Balsam, Safah
e-Dfei, 627-2315; Shuafat, Shuafat
Road, 581-0108; Dar Aktewa, Herod's
Gate, 625-2058.

Tel Avfv: Pharma Daf Jabotfrtsfcy, 125
Ibn Gvkot, 546-2040; Superpharm
Ministore, 4 Shaul Hametecn, 696-

0106.W 3 am. Tuesday: Pharma Daf
Jabotinsky, 125 ton Gvirol, 546-2040.
TIB midnight Superpharm Ramat Aviv,

40 Einstein, 641-3730; London
Ministore Superpharm, 4 Shaui
Hameiech. 696-0115.

Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Arim mail,

Katznebon, War Sava. 767-7908.

Netanya: Arieta, 2 Salomon, 861-7836.
Haifa: Balfour, 1 Massada, 862-2289.

Krayot area: Neveh Haim, 77 Mosbe
Sharett, Knyat Halm, 87&8002.
Hendiya: Ctal Pharm. Belt Merkazim, 6

Masidt (cnr. Sderot Hagafim), Hendiya

Pituah, 955-8472, 955-8407. Open 9
am to midnight

Upper Nazareth: Ctal Pharm, Lev Hafr
Malt 657*0468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Bn Keren
(Internal, surgery, orthopedics, ENT);
Miroav Ladach (obstetrics); Bftcur

Hovn (pediatrics); Shaare Zedek
(ENT).

Tel Aviv: TelAviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); TelAviv

Medical Center (Internal, surgery).

Netanya’. Lanfado.

POUCE ioo

FIRE K»i
FIRST AID ioi >

Magen DavW Adorn
tn emergencies dal 101 (Hebrew) or -

911 (English) in most parts of the coun-
try, In addWom
AsMoU- 9551333 War Saw 9902222
Ashketon 65S1332 Nahariya" 9912333
Beerahew 6Z74767 Netanya

-
8604444

Bate Shemeah B523133 PetahlW 9311111
Dan Region" 5783333 Retorat* 9451333
E3ar S332444
HalH* 8512233
Jerusalem

- 6523133 TWAmT 5460111
(Cannier 9985444 Tbertas

-
6792444

* Mfibfle Intensive Cere Unit (ftflCU) service in

the area, araundine dock.

Metical help lor tourists (in Engflsh)-

177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Centera
Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24 •

hours a day, lor information in case of.

im?^&notionaf First Aid- 1201,
also Jerusalem 561-0303, TelAviv 546-

1111 (chikirsivyouth 696-1113), Haifa -

867-2222, Beersheba 6494333,
*

Netanya 862-5110. Karmlel 980*770,.
Kfar Sava 767-4555, Hadera 634-676*.
Wizo hotlines for battered women •

02-651-4111, 03-546-1133 (also in

Russian), 07-637-6310, 08-855-0506 :

(also in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel
'

Aviv 523-481 9, 544-91 91 (men),
Jerusalem 625-5558, Haifa 853-0533,
EHat 633-1977. ^

Hadassah Medical Organization- i

Israel Cfcncw Association support ser-*
vice 02-624-7676). *



SPORTS
in brief

Stoichkov: I won’t play for Bulgaria
SOFIA (Reuter) - Volatile striker Hristo Stoichkov, who has not

turned up For Bulgana s World Cup qualifiers so far said he
would not play against Cyprus on April 2, it was reported yester-
day. Stoichkov quit the team last year demanding the resignation
of the country’s soccer chiefs.

They (soccer chiefs) are now sending me a telegram to return
but I will not do it,” local media quoted Stoichkov as saying.

Tergat, Tulu win cross country titles

TURIN (Reuter) — Kenya s Paul Tergat won his third consecu-
tive senior men’s world cross country title yesterday.
Tergat had a thrilling duel over the final two kilometres of the

1 2.333 km race with Morocco’s Salah Hissou before pulling away
with the line in sight.

Tergat won in 35 minutes 1 1 seconds with Hissou second and
Kenya’s Thomas Nyariki third.

Derartu Tulu of Ethiopia regained her senior women's world
cross country title. The 1995 champion judged her effort to per-
fection with a sprint,for the finish 200 metres from the line. She
won the 6.7 km race in 20 minutes S3 seconds.
The title looked to be between the defending champion

Ethiopia’s Gete Wami and Britain’s Paula Radciiffe, who had
broken away from the rest of the field in the final kilometer, until

Tulu dug deep with her late surge. Radciiffe was second in 20:55
with Wami third in 21:00.

Johannsson wins SL Petersburg Open
ST. PETERSBURG, Russia (Reuter) — Thomas Johansson of

Sweden beat Italian Renzo Furlan 6-3, 6-4 yesterday to win the

$300,000 SLPetersburg Open men’s tennis tournament.
Johansson, 22, who beat favorite Michael Stich of Germany in

the semifinals, said he was enjoying one of die best playing peri-

ods in bis career.

‘The last two weeks are the best in my life," the fifth-seed

Swede told a news conference. T have never played better than

now."

Johansson won the first set easily, but Furlan put up a fight in

the second, leading 4-3 until the Swede found his best service

and outclassed the Italian.

Newcastle’s title hopes fade

Minnesota, Kentucky
reach Final Four

NEW YORK (AF> - Minnesota

used its depth and size to reach die

Final Four. Kentucky did it with

quickness and pressure.

Kentucky, down to eight players

because of injuries, pressured Utah

into poor shooting and 17 turnovers

for a 72-59 victory in the US
National Collegiate Athletic

Association West Regional final at

San Jose, California.

Ron Mercer scored 21 points for

Kentucky, and die defending nation-

al champions limited All-American
Keith Van Ham to 15 points on 5-

for-12 shooting.

Kentucky’s opponent in the

national semifinals will be
Minnesota, which wore down
UCLA 80-72 to win the Midwest
Regional at San Antonio.
Five Gophers scored in double

figures,,led by Bobby Jackson’s 18

points. And nine Minnesota players

played more than 10 minutes as die
school advanced to its first Final

Four.

The last two Final Four berths

were to be determined in the early

hours of this morning when North
Carolina played Louisville in the

East Regional, and Arizona met
Providence in the Southeast
Regional.

NCAA Tournament ata glance :
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Anzona-Providence winner : y .
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.

'

•

;

'

Minnesota (31-3) vs. .* .V >'

LONDON (Reuter)

Newcastle's faint English champi-
onship hopes all but disappeared

yesterday when they could only

draw 1-1 at Wimbldeon.
Newcastle remained fourth in

the standings with a game in hand
but trailed leaders Manchester
United by 1

1
points.

Newcastle .have never won at

Wimbledon and looked to be
heading for defeat when
Norwegian Oyvind Leonhardson's

National Basketball

League
Last niglifis results:

Hapod Cad Qyon 84, Hapoel Botoa66'
*

Maccabi Ra’anana 82 Hapod Id AvW 78
Maccabi Id Avis 102, Maccabi RJshoa (8
Hapod Jerusalem 92, Bod HerzHya 87
Hapod Eilat 83. Gtval Stand 80 (OTJ

National Basketball League
w L Pts.

Maccabi Tel Aviv 17 0 34
Hapoel Jerusalem 11 6 28
Hapoel Elat 10 8 28
Maccabi Ra'anana 9 8 26
Hapoel Gaia Elyon 9 8 26
Maccabi Rishon 8 9 25
Givat Shumd 7 11 25
Hapoel Tel Aviv 6 12 24
Bnei Herzliya 6 11 23
Hapoel Hoton 6 11 23
Mac. Ramat Gan 6 11 23

SCOREBOARD
NHL - Saturday's games: Islanders 3,

Flyers 3; Capitals 3, Caaadlens 1;

Panthers 3, Sabres 2; Coyotes 3, Maple
Leafs 0; Canucks 3, Lightning 2; Kings 2,

Sharks 1; Senators 5, Bruins 4; Devils 3,

Penguins 2.

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates
Include VAT:
Single Weekday- NIS 128.70 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
12.87
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
198.90 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 19.89.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 29Z50 for 10 words
(minimum).each additional word - NIS
29.25
WEEK RATE (8 insertions) - NIS 409.50
for '10 words (minimum), each additional
word -NIS 40.95.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
526.50 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 52.85.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 994.50
lor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 99.45.
New Rates are valid until May 31
1997.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before pubfieation; for Friday 4 p.m. bn
Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before publication; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday In Haifa.

For telephone enquiries please call
02-5315644.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY
THE JERUSALEM INN at the city Cen-

28th minute shot took a wicked -

bounce to beat goalkeeper Shaka
Hislop.

But the visitors salvaged a point

eight minutes into die second half,

when Colombian Faustino
Asprilla cuiled a free-kick past

Neil Sullivan after Frenchman
David Ginola had been fouled on
the edge of the box.

Yesterday's results: Premier league:
Wimbledon 1, Newcastle 1.

Division tmtz Oldham 0, CrystalMace L
Division two: Bristol Ravers 1, Preston 0.

Brumer in doubt
Tor Luxembourg

By 0« LEWIS

Israel central defender Gadi
Brumer ’s ankle injury has

brought his callup today to the

national squad for the side to face

Luxembourg on March 31 into

doubt
Coach Shlomo Scharf is not

expected to make vast changes for

the squad, but will only know
more about the fitness of Brumer
- who has complained of pains to

his ankle - today.

Thl Banin will turn up for train-

ing but his injury worries also

make him a fitess worry for

Scharf. .7

Eyal Berkowitz and Haim
Revivo will be arriving for the

training camp cm Tuesday and
Wednsday respectively.

GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE, 3 or 4,Si, basement, parking, Iona term.
fede. (No commission). OIVIROLU

SIANL TO 02-6612424.

RAMOT ALEPH, 3 1/2 rooms, + balco-

ny, partly furnished. From 15 April - 1st
Sept Tef02-6527982

SALES
BARGAIN! KIRYAT SHMUEL, near
theater, 3.5, green, 2nd floor. $245,000.
ANGLO SAXON (MALDAN), TO. 02-625-
1161.

EFRAT PROPERTIES: SINGLE & 2 fam-
ily homes, cottages & apartments. GER-
RY FARMS. TeL 02-993-3247.

GERMAN COLONY, PENTHOUSE,
600 m. + cottage 300 m, luxurious, swim-
ming pool. Tel. 02-537-6777. 02-663-
6814.

GERMAN COLONY, LARGE, unique 2,3
or 4. Basement, garden, immediate (no
commissions). D1VIROLU SIANL Tel.
02-661-2424.

HAZAMERET HABIRA, 5, wefl arrange^
invested, heating..Tel. 02-581-9933,
050-637099.

JERUSALEM!!! APARTMENTS,
COTTAGES,, villas. All parts Ol City.

CARMEL REALTY. Tel. 02-624-7314,
Fax. 02-624-7999.

7< -:;v •
•

.

1
. 0-
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if, .
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SPEEDING AWAY- Fiji’s Marika Vunibaka leaves a diving South African player in his wake as

he speeds for the try line in the final yesterday. (Renter)

Fiji win World Cup Sevens
HONG KONG (Reuter) - Fiji,

with a biblical inscription on then-

jerseys to inspire them, fought back

from 14-0 behind to beat South

Africa 24-21 in the final of the

World Cup Sevens yesterday.

The Fijians, winners of a record

seven Hong Kong Sevens but

eclipsed byNew Zealand for die past

three years, used their amazing
power, pax and vision to overhaul

South Africa and prevent them from
adding the sevens crown to the

World Cup 15s title they lifted in

• 1995.

Fiji, with the Bible reference “I

can do everything through him who
gives me strength" penned on their

jerseys, regained their composure
after South Africa ran in two early

tries.

SouthAfrica put in some great hits

in the opening minutes and on the

counter-attack scored twice through

Free State flanker Andre Venter.

But the lightning-quick Marika
Vunibaka pulled a try back before

half-time and asweeping move after

the break saw Luke Erenavula score

a convened try to level the score at

14-14.

That was the signal for Fiji to up
the tempo, and with South Africa

tunning out of steam, Lemeki Koroi

scored twice to put the result beyond

doubL
Stephen Brink scored a try which

he converted a minute before die end
but it was too late for the South

Africans.

Fiji were favorites to win the first

World Cup Sevens four years ago in

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

SALES
CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE,
pool, air conditioning, central vacuum.
Tel. 060-231-725. 08-636-3261.

BUSINESS OFFERS
Tel Aviv.

INVESTMENT
$50,000 FOR PARTNERSHIP in hottest

business in Tel Aviv, building apart-
ments on roof-tops. Tel. 03-933-6415,
03*602-2478, 052-737833. 050-405680.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP
ENGLISH SPEAKING NANNY, live-out

for Canadian family, for 3 months, top S. 2
chadran. TO. 02561-1656.

OFFICE STAFF
DARCHE NOAM SEEKS full-lime ad-
ministrative assistant with excellent secre-
tarial and organizational skills. Person-
able and computer [Iterate. Spoken He-
brew. Fax resume to: 02-652-0801.

SITUATIONS VACANT

625-1297.

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short and long term rentals.

Bod and breakfast,
P.O. Box 4233, Jerusalem 91044.

Tel. 02-5611745. Fax: 02-561-8541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

. RENTALS
CENTRAL, FULLY FURNISHED luxury

3.5 apartment, short/long term. Tel. 02-
625-2080.

GERMAN COLONY, MAGNIFICENT, 35
+ gallery, garden, separate entrance.
May 15. 51.600. TO. 07-635-8160.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

RENTALS
FOR RENT - NEAR the sea (Hilton),
modem and luxurious apartment. BA-
TYA LAV1E. Tel. 03-524-6533-

FROM PRIVATE OWNER, 3. Gordon St,
luxurious, air conditioned, with/without
furniture. Immediate, tel. 03-647-1843,
052-784960.

SALES/RENTALS
RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, superb pent-
house, rent/sale, suitable for couple.
YAEL REALTOR. Maidan. Tel. 03-642-
6253.

SALES
RAMAT GAN, SPACIOUS, 4 bedroom,
2 bath, convenient, yard. TO weekdays,
03-674-4630-

Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, friend-
liest families, best conditions. Die agen-
cy wtth a heart tor the Au Pairs. Call H li-

ma, TeL (03) 965-9937.

FORGET THE RESTII! We are the besttl
The biggest and oldest agency m Israel.
For the highest live-in jobs phone Au
Pair International. Tel. 03-619-0423.

STAR AU PAIR INTERNATIONAL seeks
2 South African au pairs, live-in, for 2 fa-
milies in Tel Aviv, SBOO + bonus. Tel.
03-620-1195, 052-452002.

FOR MCE FAMILY, au pair, good condl-
tiona, high salary. Tel. 03-537-1036.

SERIOUS, IMMEDIATE, FOR house in

Northern Tel Aviv, part-time. 6 days.
TO. 03-605-5144,

M1SC-

DANISH, FINNISH & Korean-speakere
wanted for permanent job In Ramai Gan.
High salary. GaB Eran, TeL 0&575-8255.

Real Estate &
Investments in Israel :

1997
Just before Pessach

The Jerusalem Post
will publish special supplements,

devoted to
real estate and investments in Israel.

The supplements will be published
in the International Edition

of March 31, & April 7 & 14
and in the daily paper on April 21 .

For more information and to advertise in
these supplements, please contact:

Udi Bash 03-6390333 Fax:

DISCONSOLATE - Adam Bacher walks back to the pariffio^

after be wastrapped Ibw by Glenn McGrath jnst six rnns gioit

of his maiden Test century. ^

Cronje gives

South Africa edge
in final Test

Scotland but lost in die semifinals to

eventual winners England.

hi the quarter-finals, England, with

five full internationals in their side,

were beaten 21-5 by a hard-tackling

and speedy Western Samoa outfit

Pre-tournament favorites New
Zealand were handed their first

defeat in Bong Kong in four years

when they cradled 31-7 to South

Africa in die semifinals.

South Africa were too quick and

committed for a New Zealand side

who were missing the powerful

Jonah Lomu, Christian Cullen and

Waisake Masirewa from last year’s

Hong Kong Sevens winning team.

Four tries from die long-striding

Vunibaka powered Fiji into the final

with a 38-14 victory over Western

Samoa.

S
1 SITUATIONS VACANT 1H vehicles

I

Tel Aviv Jerusalem

OFFICE STAFF
ENGLISH TYPIST, KNOWLEDGE of
Hebrew, excellent on WORD 6, flexible

UNRESTRICTED

[situations vacant" ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying. seUira. leasing, trading.

TO. 02-6523735, 050540977.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

WARM FAMILY LOOKING (or au pair

SELLING? "INSTANTCASH" BUYING?
Bargains, huge Inventory, American in-

tegrity. Bennett Tel. 02-993-1493. 050-
(child and baby), possible flve-ln. Tel.
09-882-1829 (eve.), 052-490662 (day).

316715.

I personals l | VEHICLES
1

GENERAL PASSPORT

NEEDED ENGLISH GIRL, age 10, (Of
speaking Engfish with my girt. TO 05-617-
643.

WHITE AUTOMATIC ‘95, Benz, 160 C,

low mileage, diplomat, lei. 050-4-348-
016.

PRETORIA (Reuter)

Belligerent batting from Hansie

Cronje followed by aggressive

bowling from their pacemen gave

South Africa the upper hand on the

third day of the third and final Test

against Australia at Centurion

Park yesterday.

Skipper Cronje’s 79 not out took

South Africa to 384 and a valuable

first innings lead of 157. Brett

Schultz and Allan Donald then,

ripped out die first three1

.Austral ran.'
1

“batsnfen witfijustTS'oh the board

td put the home side well on top.

'

However, South Africa’s march
towards a face-saving win - they

already trail the series 2-0 - was
held up in the last session by Mark
and Steve Waugh who survived a
fierce barrage of fast bowling to

add 66 for the fourth wicket
Steve Waugh was 24 not out but

Mark Waugh was dismissed just

before the close, bowled by off-

spinner Pat Symcox for 42, to

leave Australia on 96 for four -
suU 61 runs adrift.

Even so it was a good day for the
home side who had earlier threat-

ened to throw away their
overnight advantage.

From 240 for three at the start of
play, they slipped to 262 for seven
in the morning as Jason Gillespie

removed nigbtwatcbman Pat
Symcox and Glenn McGrath sent
back Jacques Kallis, Adam
Bacher and Dave Richardson.
McGrath finished with six for 86

- the sixth time he has taken five

or more wickets in his 28 tests.

Bacher, who had batted so well
on Saturday to reach 94 not out,

was virtually shotless and added
just two in 84 minutes before
falling Ibw to McGrath four runs
short of a maiden Test century.
His 96 lasted seven and a half

hours and included 10 fours and a
six in 322 balls.

Cronje, however, came to the
rescue and added 68 for die eighth
wicket with Lance Klusener (30)
and 37 for die ninth with Donald
(8 ).

He hit nine fours and two sixes
s

in his 111-ball innings, becoming

the first post-isolation South. ..V;

African batsman to score 2,000
^

runs in Tests when he reached 67.-.
r
-

Australian openers Matthe^;
-
-^

Hayden and Mark Taylor y-;:'.

sent back in the first five overs ttr'-y T
:
-

raake it 10 for two and when. - L
Matthew Elliott lost his midifleVy ;

ri
,..

stump to Donald off an inside y>yv J
.

edge Australia were reeling.
;
.CU

;

'

v* But theWaughs then'hrfd’^n^
. in the face of some hostue^fiS^® '

mg.
’•* ’

Both were hit several times,

Steve being struck twice on dre i

hand and in die chest in one
.

from Donald and then taking^

^

bouncer from Klusener on the,.,

temple guard of his helraeL ;

Mark Waugfa was lucky to air- =

vive an Ibw appeal, from Donald ;-,

before he had scored and was .
. j

caught by wicketkeeper Dave '

Richardson off a Brett Schultz no- j

ball on 26.
"

•

Australia, 1st Innings 2Z7 *
,

South Africa, 1st timings
Overnight 240 for three -

G. KIRSTEN c Healy b McGrath 16 .-.

A. BACHER Itjw b McGratti 96 \
B. MCMILLAN c Hayden b Wkugh. .. 55 V
D.CULUNANb McGrath 47 > . .

P. SYMCOX c Btewett b Gillespie ... 16
J. KALLIS c S. Waugh b McGrath. ... 2
H. CRONJE not out . 79
D. RICHARDSON b McGrath . . . . . . . 0 ‘

L KLUSENER bGBteSpie ... 30
A. DONALD c Healy b Gillespie. ...... S'
B. SCHULTZ c Healy b McGratti.
Extras (lib, 16b, 5nb, 1w). . .... ..'33- \ .

Fall ot wicket *128.' 229, SlriSk'laZ, .- *

262,330,387. 384.
Bowling: Glerm McGrath 40.4-1 5-66-6,
Jason Gillespie- 31-13-75-3 Mw1-&aaJasonJIifespie- 31-13-753 (lw)

F
-Grag

Btewett 5-0-193 (inb), Shane Whrw 3?
2"2ft® Michael Bevan 153-54*
Mark Waugh 7-1-34-1 . .

-

Batting tiroa: 556 minutes. Overs: J34.4X- v
.. TAVI

A?8*?1*?. 2nd Innings ... .

M. HAYDEN Ibw b Schultz . 0 -v
-

M. ELUOTT b Donald. I . . i2
:

M- WAUGH b Symcox ... ""421
S. WAUGH not out .... I

®w) ......... .v.iia
-

TOTAL (tor four) -.-gj1--
FaH Of wickets: 5, 10, 28, 9A
Bowline AHan Donald 10-1-25-2 {3*).-:

S^L^^9-2-23"1 (Snb). Lance

Portland s winning streak ends
LANDOVER, Maryland (AP) -

TT*e Portland Trail Blazers’ win-
ning streak came to end at 31
games Saturday nigbt as die
Washington Bullets scored the
final three points from the foul
line in a 108-104 victoiy.
-The Blazers hadn’t lost since
Feb. 26, when they were beaten in
overtime at home against New
York. Two newspapers then
reported that coach PJ. CarJesimo
was about to be fired, but the team
responded with its winning streak.
Washington’s Chris Whitney hit

a pair of foul shots with 6.6 sec-
onds left to put the Budets ap by
duee. and Cliff Robinson's off-
balance 30-footer fell short with
tune winding down. The Bullets
made one more foul shot before
the final buzzer.
Chris Webber led the Bullets

with 26 points before fouling outm the final seconds. Isaiah Rider
led the Blazers with a game-high
28 points.

Hornets 100, Warriors 93, OT
In Charlotte, North Carolina, the

Homets straggled in its first game

witnout Anthony •MasOn^jInit
Vlade Divac assisted cin three has-.

. kets in a 58-secoad;span m over-
5,

rr
1̂

*° lift the~ Hornets- ?over
Golden State. ' v" .

•
: :

J^vac finished wid» .10 .points,
12 rebounds, nine -Assists arid

?';^5|ocks as Charlotte won for
tne 10th time in 12iames. : ; .;. -^
"fasotL who leads! the tram in.

bounds and is second and scor-mg and assists, suffered- a.partially-
tom tendc® in fhe archofhis right
foot Friday night

"

Bulls 103, KstonsS8
_I“5^

l

1
5a8°. .

Scottie Pippen
scored 26 points andr

Jwdan had 23 as ChTcagok<iptiip-
its mastery ofDetroit^

Longley added; 16
\
points 5

12 rebounds -arid Dennis
gabbed IB rebounds as.

Bulls defeated Detrbir for>tiie
;

tf
tr
?1«hl time, a -streak -tiiat-

to March 1993. •'

i

InSSw?- £52? WtohJngtoa lOS,
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CRITIC’S CHOICE

= > MtchaelAJZEssrtftDT

Vl^Epzaia Andreescu leads the
Iaad Canwaia Jenxsaleni in the

•.as, wtH' as. two Mozart
;
1>rwatiniend“ (IC2I3, 1C289),
Haydn’s 49th Symphony and

• TWtfyftlWlVOn (K'Cnini>A^a.wmoyeasup. smngQaanet
1 anangetl- for .string orchestra by

;
vMahfe Tomtit ' in JRebovn and
-ttwionow

«

foe ;

Tfcfr Aviv

.'•j-JJPoEsfr:' :. maestro .. Jozy
MaJoymiulc feadsthc Israel

<Smforiietta Beersheba in
%Mc»deissdfm'5 Third (“Scorn*”)

; Syi?^hany ias well as the Israeli

i ptsanoere- of- Polish Composer
,-gkkaLtr.Batri’s ColasBruegnon -

'.JnCf&£- Old -Style. Daniel
*’

r p&ys Beethoven's Fourth—r
Catena Tonight, tomor-

in Bcersheba,
- _ March 263n Ashkelon and Match
- Z7^Jte HenryOwvn Symphony
Ba^Jerusafcm<8^).

•- -'Dojiqn: Salomon leads
; his

--.K&btte-Gbamber Orchestra in

^Hgar’s Stfnxhrcnrm and Allegro and Tchaikovsky's Gabriefla (Sound ofMusic) Lewis and Rosa Howden
String Serenade. Gorman trumpet player Hannes share Laurey, Stephen Howden is her sweetheart

• IteS*-^ Haydn E flat major Trumpet Curly, and marvelous Marcus Meyerowirz is “pore"
flgflpd .ftncelTs Sonata for Trumpet aid Jud Fry. Director Meir \frrdi keeps the farmers and the
,'umiie tenorYotam Cohen sings a selection erf cowmen hoppin’ and music director David Waldman
* - 4nas- Tomorrow in Ein Hahoresh, wields hisbeam over “People wfll say we're in love,"

. * in Kimaron, March 30 in Givat Brenner “Oh what a beautiful morning " and of course the

arkfApril 1 inTiberias (&30). show-stoppin* tide tune. Tonight at the Haifa
-

‘
‘ Auditorium at 8:30 . (English, Hebrew supennies.)

Horala Andreescu leads the Israel Camerata Jerusalem.

DANCE
TELEVISION

Helen Kaye

The Israel Ballet goes south with Berta
Yampolsky’slovdy version of The Sleeping Beauty.

At foeKannid Auditorium today at 5:30 pon.

Elana Chipman

MUSICAL
Helen Kaye

Cain’tsayno to Oklahoma!, the Light Opera Group
offoe Negev (LOGON) production of Rogers and

Hanunerstein's all-time-great classic musical.

Tonight Billy Crystal hosts the Oscar Award
Ceremony in Hollywood. The Movie Channel will

be broadcasting live from the site, starting at 4 a.m.

Earlier in the evening, at 4:40. the Movie Channel
screens a special report of Oscar highlights.

Immediately following at 5:30, Good Evening with

Guy Pines (showing at foe same time on foe Family

Channel) will be dedicated exclusively to the Oscars,

with a preview of foe candidates, expert guesses, a
trivia quiz and flash reports from Hollywood.

Tomorrow night Channel 2 will air a roundup of

foe Oscars at 9:15.

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
IMad way to scare a goal

..\ <3,4,4)- - . .
.

- 8 Like an experienced
.

: 'teacher,"be ''aware of the

current procedure? (4,3,4)

ll, IncnrauBtmade by soldiers

Thad-fbllawed (4)

12 Howl coming from way
back an the left (4)

13 Lower in rank (7)

15A US state contains
roguish lawlessness (7)

: 16 Painfully overcharged? (5)

17 Take offence in.Durham if

..fading aggrieved (4)

18 Fail to ardarvermouth (4)

19 Number an hand (5)

21 Nothing to do with the ear

• is about African river (7)

22 Yell when forged link
increased! (7)

23 However returns with a
large instrument (4)

26 She was of value to the
Indian nation (4)

27 Dismissed abruptly from
the despatch office? (4,7)

28 It is vogmsh to rely on
another ten who are
uncontrolled (11) -

DOWN
2 Found presently (4)

3 AdvancLogthus onhospital
rooms (7)

4 Repeat the choral part (4)

5 The way a draughts player

might be tafcmg offence (7)

6 Waxy about being out (4)

7 Be superior whilst
contraptionoperated about
halfa irnnoto (11)

8 Reigning golfing
champion? (4^51

9 Work for the marriage
bureauproducing strikers?
(11)

10 Improvise an the piano?

<4jA3>
14 The revolutionary in

charge of a system of
morals singnlariy— (5)

15 _J cant sort out fantastic

trick (5)

19 Young female worker
Frenchman and I left in

eating alcove (7)

20 Cheated Edward going
round the haystack (7)

24 One could be upset after a
very long time (4)

25 Be in an evil source (4)

26 Soon wanting a name (4)

SOLUTIONS

uanaaaa sHtusaa
s h s Has
snssscias smnnsn00300000
anaHasaas amsan
a a gonad

anna onasnaa
a a s s s

HurnuHsa ejgjse]
pj a 0 n 3 0
DBQOH DTaQQQSSHaaoasQQa
anaoaa osaoaonsbbh a s o a
sasHH BdunBOa

Tneltii il»/> Qninlr rtnlntlnn

ACROSS: 1 Really. 4 Stick, 8 Mater,

9 Certain. 10 Sinoere, 11 Stye, 12

See, 14 Dale, 15 Put, 18 Eve, 21

Each. 23 R*eoh».SS Appear*. 28

Astir. 27 Tired, 28Vendor.

DOWN; X Rendu. 2 Antenna. 3

Largeua, 4 Sort, S Inapt, 6 Kennel.

7 Aafaee, 13 Apoetat*. IS Related, 17

Repeat. 19 Erase, 20 Nearer, 22

Capar, 24 Bald.

CHANNEL 1

8:30 News flash

.631 News in Arabic

6:45 Exercise Time
7:00 Good Morning,
Israel

EDUCATIONAL
TV

8:00 Autoio
8:30 Ayetel's Kitchen

8:45 Cartoons

9:45 The Return of

the Sheriff - from aw
archives of

Educational TV
10:35 Victor and
Victoria (Danish,

1993) - a trefl version

of Romeo and Juliet

11:45 Twins -
Pajama Party
12:15 Zahuzeh
13:10 My Summer as
a Girl- teen drama
14:05 Suiprise Train

14:35 Babar the

Elephant
15:00 The Giant and
the Dwarfs

CHANNEL

1

15:30 Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles

ill (1996) -the turtles

leave their New York
sewer for feudal

Japan (96 mins.)

16:59 A New Evening
17:34 Zappy Books
18:15 News in English

ARABIC
PROGRAMS
18:30
19:001
HEBREW
PROGRAMS
19:30 News flash

19:31 Hebrew Video
Clips

20:00 News
20:45 Popo&tica
22:15 Different

Drummer -culture

^Eo^MLrrors -- this

week, Nawal Abu
Ghosh, author of a
book on Arab cuisine

2330 News
OOriX) Verse of tha Day

CHANNEL 2

6:15 Today's
Pregrams
6:30 Sharkey and

9:00 The Third Hour
10:00 K-2 (1992) -
two very (SRerent

men, who are best

friends, decide to

achieve their dream
of efimbing foe steep-

est and most remote
mountain on earth.

WWi Michael Btahn
and Matt Craven.
(ill mins.)

12:00 Doug
12:30 Basic Arabic

13:00 Fiattoot

13:30 Half Menashe
14:00 Justus

*44:30 Tic Tao— qu»- -

1

show
15HX) Super Duper
1530 Maks a Wish
16:00 The Bold and
foe Beautiful

17:00 News
Magazine with Rafi

Reshef
17-JO ZehuZeh
18:00 McKenna - foe

adventures of a fami-

ly In Oregon
19:00 Pacific Blue
20:00 News
20:30 ITS Nothin

21:30 Dan!
23:20 Millennium

00:00 News
00:05 MSennium-
con tinued
(XM5 fight Owls Tak
2:00 On the Edge of

foeSheH

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

15:00 Holy Koran
15:05 The FQntstones
16:30 Captaki Planet

17:00 French programs
17:00 Native's
Inventions
17:30 Deep Water
Haven
18:00 Extra Dimensions
18:00 French

[

20^0 News he

2K35Ro$eanne
21:00 Discover
Magazine
21:30 Mflrder She Wrote
22:10 Extreme
23:00 News in En^sh
23^5 Under
Suspicion
00:00 Hunter

MIDDLE EAST TV

8:00 TV Shop
15^0 The 700 Club
16:00 Gerbert
16:25 The Fighter
(1952) -a Mexican
boxer seeks revenge.
(78 mins.)

17:55 Forty Chafenge
18:40 Family Matters
19.-05 Saved by foe Bed
19.-30 Larry King
20:30 Worid News
Tonight (Arabic)

21:00 Cosby
21:25 Tommy Cooper
21^0 Major bad
22:15 Diagnosis
Murder
23 Matlock
00:00 CNN
0030 The 70Q Club .

1:00 Quantum Shopping

CABLE
rrv 3 (33)

16:00 Cartoons
16^M) The Thirst of~-

Years

17:30 Panorama
18:00 Amores
19:00 News in Arabic

19:30 Doctors Talc
20:00 News
20*5 International

Art Magazine
21:15 A Nos Amours
(French, 1984) -
withSandrine
Bonner. (95 maisj
22^0 The Duchess
of Duke Street

ETV 2 (23)

15^0 AB Together Now
18:00 Moscow Cltcus

on Ice

17^0 Faces of Cuhrre
18^)0 Basic Arabic
18^0 Famfly
Relations

19d)0 Half Menashe
19:30 Vis A Vis

20:00 A New Evening -
with Fkissian subtitles

20:30 Cybemews
21:00 Star Trek:

Deep Space 9
21:45 Video C8ps
'22rtWrFbftteB

/’T'
Persp6clve "

22^0 Situation -

the Restless (rpt)

Days of Our
(ret)

11:15

10:30 Day
Lives (rpt)

„ (rpt)

12KJ0 BamabyJones
12:45 The Streets of

San Francisco

13:30 Duet
14:00 Dallas

14S0 Days of Our Lives

15^5 The Nanny
18:00 Hercules

16:45 Zingara

17:30 Good Evening

with Guy Pines
18:00 Local
Broadcast: Murphy
Brown
18:30 One Ufe to Lire

19:15 The Young and
foe Restless
2th00 Sunset Beach
20*^0 Married With
Children

21:15 Sblock Show
21:40 Seinfeld

22:05 Ned and Stacey

22:30 Love Story

with Yossl Siyas
23:00 Friends (rp^

23*^5 ER (rpt)

00:15 ENG
Newsroom
1:05 Bamaby Jones

MOVIE
CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Hog wad
(1980) (rpt)

13:00 Impact (1949)
- a cheating wife and
her lover decide to

kiU her husband
14:55 Mr. Wonderful
(1993) - romantic

comedy with Matt
Difion (98 mins.)

16:40 Special report

from behind foe

scenes of foe Oscar
Awards ceremony
17:30 Good Evening
with Guy Pines

-

special program on
the Oscars
18:10 Revenge of the

Pink Panther (1978)
- with Peter Seflers

and Dyan Cannon
19:50 Susie Q (1995)
- comedy about a lit-

tle girts ghost, with

SheBy Long
21:25 Seeing Stars

-

the Oscars
22:00 Chaplin (1992)-

biopic of the Little

Tramp. With Robert

Downey Jr. (138 mots.)

(Kfc2S Paparazzi
(Dutch, 1993) - doc-

19:30

29:00

20:30

21:00

21:30

22:00

22:30

23^)0

.1. ... 2
m
3 4,

:

^6 •

;

Newsflash Step By

llehrtkfll SusieQ Step

Video caps

i
News News Sunset Real

Dispslches

Beach Monster*

Married with

Popofifica

Ifa Nothing

Marled with

Children

Chflcben

Roseanne

Rolfs

Shtock TV 101 incfian

Show Seeing
Walkabout

DanShOon

Live Seinfeld

Stars

Ned and Chaplin Fear Eflts The Death

Different Stacey the Soul Of

Drummer
Love Story

Yugoslavia
;

with Yossl

Slyss Dispatches

(Errors Friends

Mom^m
(rpO

23:30 Revolutions in

the Modem Era

FAMILY
CHANNEL (3)

7.-00 Good Evening
with Guy Pines (rpt)

7:30 Love Story with

Vote Siyas
8:00 Dates
9:00 One Life to Live

9^5 The Young and

(1980) -I
Scorsese's acclaimed
portrait of foe He of a
boxer. WHh Robert

De Niro. (123 mins.)
325!~

‘ ‘

4:00 The i

Award Ceremony

CHILDREN (6)

6^0 Cartoons
9:00 The Making of the

Israeli Jungle Book
lOrtO Shesh-Tus
10:15The Worid

Accoidng to Antiochus

11:00 SheteTus
11:15 Pink Panther -

'Bhow
11:45 Shesh-Tus
12:00 StickingAround
12:30 Channel 6 ha
parade
13r10 Little Uiforersity

13^0 Katy and the
Aliens

15:00 Shesh-Tus
15:15 The World
According to

Antiochus (rot)

16rt» Shesh-Tus
18:15 Pink Panther
Show
17:00 Sticking

Around (rpt)

17:15 Shesh-Tus

17:30 Cream with

bfichal Yanai
18:30 Sassover 007
and a Half

19-JO Step I

20rtORea!>
20^0 Married With

Children
20:50 Roseanne
21:10 TV 101

SECOND
SHOWWG (6)

22:00 Fear Eats the

Soul (German, 1974)
- efireded by Rainer

Werner Fassbinder

(88 mins.)

23:35 India Song
(French, 1975) -writ-

ten by novefist

Marguerite Duras.

(118 mins.)

CHANNELS

6.-00 Open University:

Marketing services;

Marketing: Marketing

Strategy; Service
Chatenge
1200 Wftf Wheels (rpt)

*13=00

1

13-30 [

WBdemasK Dolphin

ChBdren (rpt)

14rt»0pen
University (rpt)

1&00 wad Wheels (rpt)

im Beyond 2000 (rpt)

17:30 Blue
WSdemess (rpt)

18:00 Open

20K»I
part 2: The Ha
21:00 Rob’s Incfian

WaBrabouL part 3
22.-00 The Death of

Yugoslavia, part 6:

Pax Americana
23:00 Dispatches,
pari 1: Kids onthe
Rocks (rpt) „
00:00 Open
University (rpt)

SUPER CHANNEL

6^0 VIP
&00 The Best of The
Ticket

8^0 Travel Xpress
9:00 Today
11:00 European
Squawk Box (stacks)

12tt)0 European
Money Wheel
16:30 CNBC Squawk
Box (US)
18TO0 Interiors By

MOVIES

Design
18^0 Gardening By
foe Yard
19A0 MSNBC
20:00 National

Geographic
Television

21:00 The Ticket

21^0 VIP
22:00 Dalefine
23.-00 NHL Power Week
(KhOO The Best of

The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno
1:00 The Best of Late
Nkfot with Conan
O'Brien
1:00 The Best ot Later

2-JO NBC Nightly

News.with Tom
Brokaw

STAR PLUS

&30 Aerobics Oz Style

7:00 Anne WBIan's

Look and Cook
7:30 Video Fashion
8:00 Kate andAUe
8.-30 Oprah Winfrey
9-JO Dynasty
10:30 Santa Barbara
11:30 The Bold and
foe Beautiful

1240 Hindi shows
13:30 Land of the

Giants

14.

-30 Black Beauty

15.

-00 Kate and Alfie

15:30 Anne WBIan's

Look and Cook
16:00 Living on the

Edge
17:30 Hind programs
18^0 Star News
19:00 Yes, Minister

19:30 Final Cut
20:30 The Bok) and
the Beautiful

21ttM Santa Bafoara
22dX) Star News
22^0 X-Ffles

23:30 Star Trek

00s30 Fantasy Island

. 1:30, OprqfLWiafrey
2:30 Barraby Jones

EUROSPORT

10:30 Soccen World

Business
16:30.
Newshour
lyssoFamS?
18M5 The Money

CHANNEL 5

830 Bodes In Motion

16:00 Bodes n Motion

1630 National

League VoleybaH
playofb
17:45 National

League Soccer
1600 NCAA Basketful

2000 Women’s
National League
BaskstbaR-

'

2200 English

Arsenal vs. Liverpool

12:30 SkSumping:
World Cup, Slovenia
13:30 Nordic
Combined Sking:
Worid Cup. Slovenia
15:00 Nascar
Winston CiR} Series,

US (rpt)

16:00 Motor racing:

Gaubises Lesotho to

South Africa Rally

17:00 Tennis: ATP
Tour, USA
00:00 Martial Arts:

Monks of Shaoiin,

London
1:00 Eur
2:00 i

PRIME SPORTS
(unconfirmed)

6:00 NCAA
Ra«eltf4hall

7:30 India Sport Show
8:00 Showjumping:
World Cup
9:00 Asia Sport Show
9&0 Cricket Week
lOriJO Golf: PGA
Tour, US
11:30 Indian League
Soccer
13:30 Cricket Incfian

Tour of west Indes
14:30 NCAA Basketball

17:30 Asia Sport Show
18:00 Incfian League
Soccer
20:00 Crickeb Incfian

Tour of West Indies

21:00 Trans Worid
Sport
22:00 Superbika
Workl Championship,
Australia

22:30 Chinese
League Soccer

, v 23.-30 Tennis: ATP Tour

00:00 WWF.BIast Off
1:00 Cridcet'Wbek
1:30 Showjumping:
Wbrid Cup
2:30 Indian League
Soccer

BBC WORLD

News on the hour
7:05The Money
Programme
11:15 The Money
Programme
12^0 Top Gear (rpt)

15:05 Correspondent
16.-15 World

i The
Show (rot)

20:30 Tom
Worid Opt)

23:05 The
Programme
23:45

tomorrow's

Money

Buiidng Sights

00:30 Holiday
1:00 Worid News and
Business
3:10 News

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert

9:05 Music for Purfm

12KX) Light Classical

-Tchakovsky: WaBz
from Swan Late;

Offenbach: Cancan,
and QuadriBe from .

Gaiete Parisienne; -

Granados: Fandango
from Goyescas;
Bizet; State no 1 from

Carmen; Wtaniawskb
Polonaise op 21; •.

Boccherini: Minuet;

Prokofiev: Troika:

Plazzolla: Tango; J.-

Strauss lb Tritsch-
‘

Tratsch Polka,

Galopp
13:00 Artist of foe
Week- John
McLaughfin.
McLaughlin plays his

*

works in a live perfor- -

mance in Tokyo,
1993
14.-06 Encore
I5ri» Cyde of Works
- Beethoven’s piano
concertos

_ .16:001 Earfy muse
UM) Etnahta ,-.fiye .

Jerusalem. Special

.

concert in memory of

.

Moshe Weinberg on j-

foe first anniversary

of his death
19:00 Rainbow of

Sounds • .*„

20TO5 Beethoven: M
.

Sonata no 5 In D for

cetto and piano op '»
102/2; Mozart Fluta

and Harp concerto
K299
21:00 A Matter of

Agreement
23TO0 Just Jazz .

'
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am.
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US Orthodox body to rule Reform,
Conservative movements not Jewish

OU, RCA rabbis distance themselves from UOR
By TOW TUGEHD and news agencies

LOS ANGELES - The oldest and most
militant association of Orthodox rabbis in
North America will release a formal ruling
soon that the Conservative and Reform
branches of Judaism are not Jewish under
Jewish law.

The explosive declaration, which would
deny the legitimacy of the groups that repre-
sent as many as 90 percent of US Jews, is to
be announced next Monday at a news confer-
ence in New York by the Union of Orthodox
Rabbis of the United States and Canada,
according to The Los Angeles Times.
The Orthodox rabbis' aim is to persuade

Conservative and Reform Jews to abandon
their congregations and join Orthodox syna-
gogues. ff comes at a sensitive time, as the
Conservative and Reform movement are
fighting conversion legislation in Israel that
would delegirimize conversions performed
abroad by the movements’ rabbis.

"The hope in America is that the many Jews
now affiliated with the Reform and
Conservative movements will...rethink their

continued associations," Rabbi David
Hollander, who serves on the executive board
of the Union of Orthodox Rabbis, told The
Tunes. "They are being told they are being
taught Judaism... It's a deception of innocent
Jews.”
Orthodox rabbis have long refused to rec-

ognize their Reform and Conservative coun-
terparts. But the rabbinical union said its for-

mal declaration will mark the first time an
Orthodox rabbinical body has made such a

declaration as a ruling in Jewish law.

The Times quoted a statement by the rab-

binical union, describing its ruling as "a clar-

ion call that, despite their brazen usurpation

of the tides ‘Judaism,’ ‘Jewish heritage,’

‘Jewish tradition* and ‘Jewish continuity,'

Reform and Conservative are not Judaism at

all. They are outside of Torah and outside of
Judaism."
Conservative Rabbi Paul Dubin, executive

vice president of the Board of Rabbis of
Southern California, said it is important for
the public to realize that "they are not deal-
ing with the majority and mainstream
Orthodox. But if it catches on fire and a lot

of other groups [join], this would be quite a
split.”

Reform leader Rabbi Harvey Helds of the
Wilshire Boulevard Temple in Los Angeles
described the Union of Orthodox Rabbis’
ruling as evidence of a "dangerous fanati-
cism."
The 600-member Union of Orthodox

Rabbis, founded in 1902, is described in the
Encyclopedia Judaica as "militantly
Orthodox.” It is separate from the more mod-
erate Union of Orthodox Jewish
Congregations of America, generally known
as the Orthodox Union, whose rabbinical
arm, the Rabbinical Council of America, has
more than 1,000 members.
Rabbi Alan Kaibosky, West Coast director

of the Orthodox Union, described the decla-
ration as "fighting words” and said be doubt-
ed it would be endorsed by the Rabbinical
Council.
Rabbi Steven Dworken, director of the

Rabbinical Council ofAmerica said,“We don't
want to disenfranchise any pan of the Jewish
community regardless of tbeir religious obser-
vance, or their lack of it,”

Burg: Maintain religious status quo
By Jerusalem Post Staff

lewish Agency Chairman
Avraham Burg yesterday

expressed his deep concern about

;uiy change in the religious status

quo in Israel and called on the

Knesset to prevent changes to the

conversion law that would further

divide the Jewish people.

Burg was reacting to the cabi-

net's decision Friday to approve
the narrow language of the pro-

posed conversion law, and to

stands on the issue taken by the

religious parties that want to pass
legislation stating that conversions

performed abroad would only be
recognized here when performed
by Orthodox rabbis. Burg warned
of the division this would create

within the Jewish people.

"We must not forsake the unity
of the Jewish people,” Bmg said,

“just because of internal divisions

inside IsraeL We must understand
the implications this law has on
life in Jewish communities
abroad, and refrain from any
change that could lead to distanc-

ing between Diaspora Jewry and
Israel.”

In a statement. Burg said there

was "no alternative" to dialogue

between various elements in the
Jewish people here and abroad,
and called for a continuation ofthe
dialogue between the Jewish.
Agency - representing Diaspora
Jewry - and the government as the

representative of the state on mat-
ters related to the unity of the
Jewish people.

Burg urged die Knesset to accept

the Jewish Agency’s proposal to

the cabinet, which calls for
refraining from legislation that

undermines the religions status

quo.

The agency established a spe-
cial committee for the “unity of

the Jewish people” to represent
all streams of Judaism to the
government on religious legisla-

tion. In October, that group pre-
sented a document to the govern-
ment asking it to refrain from
such legislation and to refrain

from any change in the Law of
Return.

Reform, Masorti protest

By ARYEH DEAM COHEH

The Union of Orthodox Rabbis’ planned declaration on

Conservative and Reform Judaism drew severe criticism from

leaders of those movements in Israel. .

"This declaration is an indication of the growing rift mat

emanates from Israel, and impacts adversely cm the Jewish com-

munity in North America,” Rabbi Uri Regev. director ot tne

Reform Movement's Religious Action Center, said.

Regev said the statement was connected to plans for legislation

on conversion here, as well as other actions, like the Chief ot

Staff’s recent instruction to ban army trips to Reform synagogues,

after requests from Shas and Dege! Hatorah.

"There is an attempt by the Orthodox political establishment to

use the State of Israel as a tool in their anti-Reform or anti-uberal

battle.” .

Regev said the latest developments pose a -serious threat to

cooperation that existed between various elements m the

American Jewish community until now.
Asked about arguments that more Reform and Conservative

Jews should come here if they want to influence such matters,

Regev said: “I folly agree that more Reform and Conservative

Jews should come here. I fully disagree that somehow the nature

of civil rights and pluralism should be dependent on numbers.

Regev said he foresaw “a further sure move in the direction of a

collision between Israel and world Jewry. I know that[Pnme

Minister Binyamin] Netanyahu is aware and sensitive to this prob-

lem, and because of that I welcome die attempts in recent days to

open up channels of communication and dialogue, seeking some
kind of an accommodation and compromise that would take the

[conversion] legislation off die agenda.”

Rabbi Einat Ramon, spokeswoman for the

Conservative/Masorti Movement said the rabbis' declaration

boiled down to the idea that “there’s no reason to leave the gate of

Israel open to Conservative and Reform Jews..Jf the Jewish peo-

ple and the State of Israel take the pluralistic path, then there will

be room for everyone, including the Orthodox- If the Orthodox

dominate, this will split the Jewish people in two.”
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Winning cards '

;

;

The winning cards in yester-.--

day’s daily Mifal Hapayis Chance^
drawing were the 1 0 of spades, die:-'

eight of hearts, the jack of dia-~

monds and the ace of clubs. .->-

Clalit workers to strike tomorrow
By JUDY SfEGEL

Over 8,000 maintenance and
auxiliary workers and administra-

tive personnel will hold a one-day
strike tomorrow in Kupat Holim
Clalit hospitals and community
clinics around the country. The

strike begins at 7 a.m.
Linion chairman Prosper Ben-

Hamu accused the health fond’s

management of refusing to

implement a wage agreement
signed on September 1 , 1 993, for

hospital workers. The contract

added three more salary levels to

The British Council Presents:

DYLAN THOMAS :#•
RETURN JOURNEY •* : *•

the wage schedule, and all work-
ers were to have jumped ahead
three levels.

Ben-Hamu also charged that

management had nor carried out
its commitment to shorten the
period of remaining in a single

salary level from three to two
years.

The strike, forcing Clalit to

function on a reduced Shabbat
schedule, will include both per-

manent and temporary workers,
shutting down telephone
exchanges, reception, collection

of fees, laundry and other ser-

vices. The union said they would-
n’t allow contractors or volunteers
to take their places.

Clalit spokeswoman Rahel
Bluestein said negotiations are

being carried out intensively to

discuss foe issues, and another
session - to include Treasury offi-

cials - is due to be held today.

"It’s a shame to waste foe strike

weapon when progress can be
made in talks,” foe said.

Purim in Hebron
Purim celebrants march up Shuhada Street in Hebron yesterday under the watchful eye of soldiers and police. <Biy«n McBomey)

Rubinstein, Arbel rap Lieberman police slurs
ByBATSHEVATSUR gating the Bar-On affair, follow- In a joint statement, Elyakim

ing reports that Prime Minister’s Rubinsten and Edna Arbel said
The attorney-general and state Office director-general Avjgdor they "regretted any reference, if

[torney yesterday came to foe Lieberman accused foe police of there was such, according to

riense of the police team investi- "political motives.” which foe police investigating [foe

BOB KINGDOM
"DYLAN THOMAS RETURN JURNEY". Directed by ANTHONY
HOPKINS and Declaimed on both sides of the Atlantic, this thrilling 'roly-poly

.
word binge' stars BOB KINGDOM in the definitive portrayal of the Welsh poet

destined for greatness and despair. Kingdom moves us with Thomas's soaring

poems and wonderful storytelling, including 'A Child's Christmas In Wales', his

return os on adult to Swansea and epic pub crawl with thirty wild, wet Welshmen.

"BOB KINGDOM SEEMS NOT SIMPLY TO BE PLAYING THOMAS, OR
IMITATING THOMAS, BUT BEING THOMAS" Clive Eames, New York Post

"THE TRUMAN CAPOTE TALK SHOW". From Dylan Thomas,

BOB KINGDOM turns the spotlight on another unique and tortured soul, the

American author of "Breakfast At Tiffany's" and "In Cold Blood", TRUMAN
CAPOTE. Adorable, impish and wicked. Capote's life is chronicled from the

golden days of early success to his self inflicted fall from grace, ravaged by

booze and drugs. Glitzy, bitchy, heartbreaking.

"YOU WILL FIND NO MORE MOVING ACCOUNT OF WILFUL

SELF-DESTRUCTION

"

Daily Mail

JERUSALEM. Jerusalem Theatre, Rebecca Crown Aucfitoriran: Tbur. 27-3-97, 8:30 pjnj

DYLAN THOMAS. SaL 29-3-97. &00 pjnj TRUMAN CAPOTE. REHOVOT, Etaer

.Auditorium, Wrizmsnn Institute: Sun. 30.3-97, 8:30 p.mj DYLAN THOMAS.

KFAR-SABA, Sapir Auditorium: Moo. 3I-3-97, 8:30 pan. DYLAN THOMAS- Bet Gabrid

at KINNERET: Tues. 1.4.97, 8:30 p m.: DYLAN THOMAS. BETR-SHEVA,
Ben-Gnrioo Untversitv, Sotmenfeh Auditorium: Wed. 2.4.97, 8:30 pm: TRUMAN CAPOTE.

TElrAVIV, Suzanne Dedal Cemer. Thur. 3.4.97, 8:30 p.m„M 4.4.97, IftOO pm: DYLAN

THOMAS. Sat. 5.4.97, 5:00 pm. 9*» pm: TRUMAN CAPOTE. HAIFA, Tedmiou Qnema

Halt Sun. 6.4.97, 6:00 pm: DYLAN THOMAS. 4:00 pm: TRUMAN CAPOTE.

BOX OFFICES: TEL-AYIY. Suzanne Della! Cemer 03-5105656, Rokoko:

03-

5276699, Hadran: 03-5279797, Kastet: 03*044725. Lean: 03-5247373.

HASHARON: 03-5400551/2. JERUSALEM, Jerusalem Theatre: 02-5610011,

Bimoc 02-0234061. Haim: 02-0250864. Bel Gabriel at KEVNERFT: 064)751175.

KFAR-SABA: 04-7049230. REHOVOT: 089343207, 08-9467840. HAIFA: Garber

04

-

8384“77. 8292432. BETR-SHEVA: Ben-Gurion University, 07-6472340.

BOX OFFICES FOR ISRACARD CAMPAIGN: TEL-A.YIV, Suzanne Oelial

Center 03-5105056. JERUSALEM, Jerusalem Theatre: 02-5610011. HAIFA, Garber

04-8384777. KFAR-SABA, BEER SHEVA & REHOVOT, Rokoko: 03-52*’0644.

Matzah Covers

Choose from two striking designs’.

A. Noble'burguridy and gold printed on white. Captures

Vjlhe four stages of redemption as symbolized. by

.
'four cups of wine.

3. Bullrushes frame the words Pesach Matzah Maror in

graceful modem calligraphy.

Made of the finest cotton, the matzah covers

are generous enough in size to cover even the largest

,Shmuramatza.

42cm square, with 3 pockets for

the placement of the 3, matzot

JP Price N(S 62 each. s

affair] have political motives."
Io reference to reports that

Lieberman made such remarks
while he was being interrogated,
Rubinstein and Arbel added, they
wanted to clarify that "the police
are doing their work in accordance
with the law and in a professional
manner, without any [outside]
interesL”

The clarification was apparently
sparked by a Friday report in
Ma'ariv, which said Lieberman
had hurled insults at the police
who last week investigated him
for foe second time in connection
with the appointment of Roni Bar-
On as attorney-general.

Meanwhile, Justice Minister
Tzahi Hanegbi is to be questioned
again by police today as part of foe
ongoing Bar-On affair, investiga-
tion.
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The Israfigjht Institute -S"£;•’V:/
presents an ongoing Tuesday eveningsetSl®

''

The Art of Spiritual Growth
Psychologicaland Mystical ln&gfi&

Tuesday • March25 • 8:00 f-m •.
: ;

"G-d, Spinoza and the KabbaJah'iy
Rabbi Natan Lopes Card^pSl
Isralight Associate Dean - Author ofThe Infinitt Chafe;

AfYadHaravNiaim.- 44 Jabotinslgr - NoO»|if
II* toJigWMuse *

Farmore mfa, call (02) 627-4890 C;


